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ABSTRACT

This work presents the development ofa prototype SLAI4 II computer simulation

model of underground production mining based upon a specìfic mining complex found at

Inco Limited, Manitoba Division. Mining processes included in the model consist of

production drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, train tramming, and backfilling.

Specific work shifts and chimney capacities are fixed at the start ofthe first simulation run,

while activity times, hauling and tranìming capacities, and equipment uptimes and

downtimes are randomly sampled from their respective distributions.

Logic diagrams and time charts are used as communication tools to present some

ofthe operational characteristics of the model. As a case study, the model was used to

determine activity and system bottlenecks, as well as, the expected average daily

production rate based on four typical mining blocks found at the complex.

Inputs to the model are easily changed to examine various other mining blocks and

types of system configurations. Model outputs include the averages and confidence

intervals for various availability ratios, production rates, activity times, as well as, a

production schedule table. In addition, similar information is available on a per run basis,

along with the daily and cumulative production rates, as well as, preliminary cost

information.

The results from the study showed that computer simulation is an excellent tool for

evaluating complex systems such as underground production mining.
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PREFACE

This thesis is based upon research work performed for the Manitoba Division of

Inco Limited, which is located approximately 750 kilometers north of Winnipeg in

Thompson, Manitoba.

In general, Inco Limited is an international corporation whose primary business is

nickel; however, it is also a substantial producer of copper, cobalt, sulphur products and

gold. In the Primary Metals unit of the company, production operations are located in

Sudbury, Ontario, and Thompson, as well as in Indonesia. In the Alloys unit of the

corporation, nickel alloys are produced in the United Kingdom, United States and Canada.

In addition, Inco sales offices are located around the world. In total, Inco has

approximately 19,000 employees worldwide: 12,000 employed in Canada, of which more

than 2,000 are with the Manitoba Division in Thompson.

The Manitoba Division origins date back as early as 1946; however, it was not

until 1956 that Inco's exploration teams discovered an orebody that justified construction

of a nickel mine. Within five years, a mining and processing complex was developed,

along with a new community now known as Thompson (in honor of the Inco Chairman

John F. Thompson). By 1961 the Manitoba Division was shipping pure electrolltic nickel

to markets worldwide,

Today, mining within the Manitoba Division takes place in both open pit and

underground mines. Mining of the Thompson Open Pit is nearly completed, whereas,

underground mining operations have reported ore reserves that should last another twenty

years. Presently, underground mining is performed at Thompson Mine located adjacent to

the city of Thompson, as well as Birchtree Mine which is located five kilometers

southwest ofthe city.



Ore delivered from the Thompson and Birchtree Mines is processed through the

Mill, Smelter, then Refinery to produce 99.9 percent electrolltic nickel in the form of

slabs, as well as, small button-shaped ROLINDS (a trademark of the Inco family ol

companies). In addition to nickel, the Manitoba Division produces cobalt oxide powder

which is shipped directly to markets rvorldwide, as well as, copper and precious metals

which are sent to other Inco locations for further processing.

The research work presented in this thesis focuses on the underground production

mining operations, in particular, those found at an orebody within the Birchtree Mine

called the "83 Orebody".



CHAPTER
I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SIPIULATION

Computer simulation, a tool which has been around for approximately thirty years,

has traditionally been viewed as a "method oflast resort". In recent years, however, it has

gained in popularity due to the increased use of personal computers and accompanying

software programs, as well as, the increased size and complexity of system problems. As

these trends continue, the expanded use ofcomputer simulation is sure to follow.

What is computer simulation? Pritsker (1986) defines computer simulation as the

process of designing a mathematical-logical model of a real system, and experimenting

with this model on a computer. Thus, simulation is both the model building process, as

well as, the design and inplernentation of an appropriate experirnent. It should also be

noted that the term "rea[" system, as it is used above, refers to both existing and non-

existing systems.

Depending on the problem being studied, there can be many different dimensions

to a conìputer sirnulation model. Three dimensions as provided by Law and Kelton (1991)

are:

1. Static ts. Dynamic Simulation Models: A static simulation model is a representation

ofa system at a particular point in time, or one that may be used to represent a system



in which tirne plays no role. A dynamic simulation model, on the other hand,

represents a system as it evolves over time.

2. Delerninistic t's. SlochasÍic Sinntlation Motlel.g: A deterministic simulation model

does not contain any probabilistic or random components. A stochastic simulation

model, on the other hand, has random components.

3. Continrcus vs. Discrele Simulatiott Modelsr A continuous sirnulation model is one in

which the state variables (i.e., variables that describe the state of the system) clìange

continuously with respect to time. A discrete simulation lnodel is one in which the

state variables change instantaneously at separate points in time.

Potential uses of computer simulation models are numerous. From a global

perspective, according to Pritsker (1986), simulation models can be employed at four

levels:

7 . As explanalory devices to define a system or problem,

2. As analysi.s ttehicles to determine critical elements, components and issues,

3. As desigt assessors to synthesize and evaluate proposed solutions, and

4. As prediclors to forecast and aid in planning future developments.

In the past, computer simulation has been applied in many areas of industry and

service. For example, Law and Kelton ( i 991) note sirnulation has been useful in designing

and analyzing manufacturing systems; evaluating hardware and soÍìware requirements for

a computer system; evaluating new military weapon systems or tactics; determining

ordering policies for an inventory system; designing communications systems; designing

operating transportation facilities such as freeways, airports, subways, or ports; evaluating

designs for service organizations such as hospitals, post ofüces, or fast-food restaurants;

and analyzing frnancial or economic systems. In the future, computer simulation will

continue to be used in these areas, as well as others.



Perhaps the/exibility of computer simulation as a problem solving tool is one of

the reasons for its wide use. In addition to flexibility, other advantages ofusing simulation

are:

. Realism. Simulation models can be realistic since they can capture the actual

characteristics ofthe system being modelled (Schriber, 1991).

. Nonexislenl systems. The system whose behavior is to be investigated using

simulation need not actually exist (Schriber, 1991).

. Fscperintenlal conlrol. In simulation, all variables can be held constant except the one

whose influence is being studied (Schriber, 199 I ).

. Tine compression or expansion. Simulation can be used to study a system with a long

time frame in compressed time, or altematively to study the detailed workings of a

system in expanded time (Law and Kelton, 1991).

. Comparing ahenwlive syslem confgrqflots. Alternative proposed system designs,

or altemative operating policies for a single system, can be compared using simulation

to see which best meets a specified requirement (Law and Keltott" 1991).

. Only atailable Íool. Most complex, real-world systems with stochastic elements

cannot be accurately described by a mathematical model that is evaluated analytically,

thus, simulation is often the only type of investigation possible (Law and Keltor¡

1991).

Conversely, some disadvantages ofusing simulation are:

. Faihu'e to produce exacl restfts (Schriber, 1991). Each run ofa stochastic simulation

model produces only estimates of a model's true characteristics for a particular set of

input parameters. Thus, several independent runs of the model are usually required

for each set ofinput parameters to be studied (Law and KeltorL 1991).

. Cost Íor providing a simulalion capability (Schriber, 1991). Simulation models are

often expensive and time-consuming to develop (Law and Keltort 1991).



. Misuse of sintulation (Sclriber, 1991) The large volume of numbers produced by a

simulation study, or the persuasive impact of a realistic anirnation, often creates a

tendency to place greater confidence in a study's results than is justified. If a model is

not a "valid" representation ofa system under study, the simulation results will provide

little useful information about the actual system (Law and Kelton, 1991).

. Lo,tg lead times. A simulation study cannot be conducted over a weekend. Months

of effort can be required to gather data; build, verify, and validate models; design

experiments, and evaluate and interpret the results (Schriber, 1991).

As a final note to tlis general introduction to computer simulation, six major steps

in performing a simulation study are now given (based upon material presented in Pritsker,

Sigal and Hammesfahr, i 989):

1. Formulate the problem. This involves understanding the problem context, identi$ing

project goals, specifying systern performance measures, setting specific modelling

objectives, and defining the system to be modelled.

2. Specìfu the model. This pertains to conceptualizing the model, The crucial questions

in model specifrcation focus on what simplifying assumptions are reasonable to make,

what components should be included in the model, and what interactions occur among

the components.

3. Build the nodel. There are three substeps to building the model: develop the

simulation model, collect data, and define experimental controls. Develop the

simulation model is concerned with building or progranlming the model. Data

collection may involve peforming detailed time studies, getting information from

equipment manufactures, and talking to system operators. In defining experimental

controls, information such as beginning and ending times, number of runs, report

types, initial values for status variables are specified. All three substeps to building the

n'todel are perlormed concurrently.



4. Sinn ale lhe model. There are tlree substeps to simulate the model: run (or execute)

the rnodel, verifo the modef, and validate the model. Running the model involves

executing the sirnulation program using a dry run only. The verification substep

consists of detennining whether or not the sintulation model behaves as intended. The

validation substep seeks to establish that tlte simulation model is a reasonable

representation of the systern.

Use the model. The use of the model involves performing production runs, and the

interpretation and presentation ofthe outputs f¡om these runs.

Support decisiort making. The final step in the modelling and simulation process is to

support decision making.

1.2 SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The main objective of the research work presented in this thesis was to develop a

computer simulation model ofunderground production mining operations found at the 83

orebody of the Birchtree Mine, Inco Lirnited, Manitoba Division. A dynamic stochastic

discrete computer simulation model was constructed to simulate the working mine as it

was, and then used to answer various "what if?" questions of interest. A general

description ofthe mining system modelled, as shown in Figure 1.1, is now presented.

The simulation model was built assuming all necessary orebody infrastructure was

developed. That is, the four chimneys (three orepasses and one rockpass), drifts, ramps,

and other mine complex elements between the 1700 and 2100 foot levels, inclusive, were

already in place. Within the existing orebody infrastructure, the major activities and pieces

of equipment required for underground production mining are modelled. As shown in

Figure f.i, the major activities modelled have been divided into four categories:



Figure 1.1: Pictorial representation ofthe mining system modelled
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1. Drilling and blasting, which includes relocating the drill, drilling holes, cleaning

holes, measuring holes, loading explosives and guarding the blast,

2. Mucking and hauling,

3. Train tramming, and

4. Backfilling.

The drilling method used at the 83 orebody is called Vertical Block Mining

(VBM). Basically, in the VBM method, holes are drilled using an in-the-hole (lTH) drill

ûom the top ofa section ofa mining block within the orebody, to a depth from 30 to i10

feet. Following drilling, the holes are then cleaned, measured, and loaded with explosives.

Near the end ofthe work shift, the area is secured, or guarded, before the explosives are

detonated.

Upon detonation, the blast section of ore, that is, the bottom section or sometimes

side section of the mining block, is fragmented and falls to an area called the drawpoint.

At the drawpoint the broken ore is loaded, or mucked, by a front-end loader commonly

referred to as a scooptram or Load-Haul-Dump (LHD) vehicle. Once loaded, the bucket

of ore is then hauled with the LHD to an appropriate orepass. Ore f¡om the orepass is

then loaded onto a train and transported, or trammed, to another area underground where

it is dumped into a holding area, or dump station, at the shaû. The ore is then crushed and

skipped to the surface (crushing and skipping are not included in the model).

The above process of drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling and train tramming

is repeated until the entire mining block has been mined. Once this has occurred, the

cavity is backflled with an appropriate material. Further details on the system modelled

are provided later in this thesis.



1.3 THESISORGANIZATION

Chapter 2 begins with a review ofl the literature focusing on underground mining

simulation studies. Then, a brief discussion on computer simulation model building

languages is presented, followecl by a comparison between general-purpose languages and

simulation languages. Finally, reasons for selecting SLAM II as the simulation language

for this project are given.

Chapter 3 presents an introduction to the SLAM II sirnulation language. This

chapter focuses on the following: the SLAM II network symbols used, the methods of

linking user written FORTRAN code employed, and the SLAM II control statements used

in the underground production mining simulation model. A simplified open pit mining

system is modelled using SLAM II for demonstration purposes.

Chapter 4 focuses on the underground production mining simulation model. The

chapter begins with a detaited description ofthe system, followed by a discussion on the

SLAM II model logic used. Next, model verification and validation are discussed

followed by model inputs and outputs, and finally the number of runs and run length.

Chapter 5 uses the underground production mining simulation model on four

typical mining blocks found at the 83 orebody ofthe Birchtree Mine. Time charts from

the basecase scenario are used to demonstrate some of the operational characteristics of

the model. Next, results from various scenarios are presented to determine activity and

system bottlenecks, as well as, the expected average daily production. Finally, other

scenarios that were investigated with an earlier version of the model are discussed, such

as, alternative LHD configurations, increasing the average daily production rate, and

alternative mining block mucking rules.

Chapter 6 presents concluding remarks on the research work accomplished and

directions for future work.



CH,dPTER

2

LITERATURE
REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this thesis is a prototype model of a particular mining

complex, and does not build upon previously published material. Consequently, the

literature review has been conducted only to determine whether other similar or related

studies have been published. Specifically, the search focuses on relevant publications on

underground mining simulation studies. Papers from this search have been divided into

three categories:

1 . Similar Studies,

2. Other Related Studies, and

3. Coal Studies.

The papers within the Siuilar Studies category are critiqued since they are similar

to the \ryork presented in this thesis. On the other hand, only synopses are provided for the

papers within the Other Related Studies and Coal Studies categories since their similarities

to the work presented in this thesis are limited. The papers within these categories (i.e.,

Other Related Studies and Coal Studies) have been included only to exemplify some ofthe

simulation projects that have been performed in underground mining. Furthermore, if the



literature review was limited to publications that are only similar to the work presented in

this thesis, then very few papers would have been included in this review, as will become

obvious.

Following the review ofthe various publications is a briefdiscussion on simulation

model building languages. A cornparison is then made between general-purpose

languages and simulation languages, followed by reasons for selecting the SLAM II

simulation language for this project.

", ", UNDERGROUND MINING SIMULATION STUDIES

2,2,1 Similar Studies

Touwen and Joughin (1973) discuss two independent FORTRAN IV programs

designed to simulate the principal underground production processes in gold rnining. One

program is used to simulate the stoping (stope) system, while a second program is used to

sirnulate the transport system. The stoping model simulates the rockbreaking (i.e., drilling

and blasting operations), cleaning (i.e., face and gully scraping operations), and support

operations for one stope at a time. The transport model simulates the functions and

movements of all vehicles running on rails on one underground level. Both programs

consider random generation for the duration of an operation, the probability of failure or

intemrption while the operation is in progress, the duration of the interruption, and the

outcome of the operation. A shortcoming of these programs is the dynamic interaction

between the stoping and transport models are limited. For example, waiting within each

system (i.e., either the stoping or transportation system) adversely affects the other system

that can only be observed by one coherent program. Feeding the outputs of the stoping

progra¡n as inputs to the transportation program does not properly model the dynamic

10



interaction of the two systelns. Whether or not the model was used at a specifìc mine is

not mentioned; however, acknowledgment is given to several mines for their assistance.

Potter, Richardson, Hoare and Koenig (1988) discuss the use of two SLAM II

sinlulation programs developed to study stoping rnethods at Z.C. Mines located at Broken

Hill, New South Wales, Australia. One model is used to simulate the longhole open

stoping method, and another to sinulate the loader cut and fìll stopìng method for

particular stopes.

The longhole open stoping model, as noted above, first considers development of

the stope (i.e., slot drilling, ring drilling and slot blasting/removal), then loader size blocks

of ore (i.e., buckets) are generated to simulate the removal of ore by load-haul-dump

vehicles. A¡other section ofthe model is used to simulate the orepass operations, as well

as the trucking or tramming operations from the orepass to the chute. A major

shortcoming of this model is it fails to simulate the fragmentation module (i.e., production

drilling and blasting), and goes from development ofthe slot raise to generation ofbuckets

of ore.

The loader cut and fill stoping model, as noted above, considers each slice mined

one at a time. The model considers some mine development, as well as block drilling,

blasting, securing ground, multiple loader selection, loader operation and tramming,

multiple face operations, rockbolting, cable dowelling (bolting) and stope filling. The

loader cut and fill method of mining is not similar to the one modelled in this thesis'

therefore, further comment is reserved.

Hoare and Willis (1992) present a case study of animated computer simulation of

underground mining at a lead/zinc mine in Elura, New South Wales, Australia. The initial

underground mining model was built using SLAM II, and consisted of six concurrently

producing stopes, two concurÍent level development areas, an orepass system, a crusher

system, a hoisting systern, as well as other associated components. The SLAM II model

1l



was subsequently translated to run under SMAN, and then animated using the CINEMA

software. Unfortunately, details of the model are not provided within the publication.

Litke, Laroche, Strong and Szymanski (1993) discuss a SLAM Il simulation model

of underground production mining based upon current methods employed at an existing

mine at Inco Limited, Manitoba Division. Mining processes included in the model consist

of production drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, train tramming and backfilling.

Specific work shifts and orepass/rockpass capacities are fixed within the model, while

activity times, and equipment uptimes and downtimes are randon y sampled Íìom their

respective distributions. The model produces various levels of output reports and can

sirnulate up to ten mining blocks. Tlús publication is based upon some of the work

presented in this thesis.

2.2.2 Other Related Studies

Suboleski and Lucas (1969), as reported by Martin and Sabuda (i982), developed

a simulation program for underground room and pillar face mining. The room and pillar

mining system contains three major components: the loading machine, the loading and

hauling vehicle, and the support operations. The loading rnachìne, a continuous miner or a

shovel, loads ore onto loading and hauling vehicles. The loading and hauling vehicles,

which consist of up to tkee cable-r'eel or eight self-po\¡/ered cars or trucks, remove the

ore fiom the mine. Support operations include blasting, drilling, undercutting and roof

bolting. Various outputs from the model are discussed. It is reported that the program

has been used by various companies for evaluation of mining systems.

Hayashi and Robinson (1981), as reported by Martin and Sabuda (1982),

developed a simulation model ofa single track underg¡ound mine rail haulage systent with

waiting areas to allow trains to pass. Major elernents of the model include loading of the
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mine cars, train movement through a rail network, dumping of the mine cars, and train

assignment. Various levels of outputs from the model are presented, Whether or not the

model was used at a specific mine is not mentioned.

Jardine and Evans (1988) present a mine scheduling software package called

MINESTA& a system developed at Mincom USA Inc., which can be used for mine

scheduling on a range of mines - coal and metalliferous, open pit and underground. They

view mine scheduling as the process of simulating the extraction of a deposit over time.

The process comprises of defining the deposit as a group of mining blocks, establishing

rates ofremoval and the sequence in which blocks are extracted, simulating the extraction

sequence, and reporting the results in a schedule. The major features of MINESTAR

reported are: a flexible mining block database, dynamic removal rate simulations,

interactive graphics, user tailorable reports and graphs, plus several other features. Details

on the workings of this package, in particular the dynamic removal rate simulations, are

not provided.

Sturgul and Singhal (1988) present arguments in favor of using the GPSS

simulation language for modelling mining operations, Four examples of GPSS mining

simulation studies in Australia are briefly described within the paper for illustrative

purposes. The first example is on a small coal mine that used simulation in justifying the

purchase of a dispatching system for a two shovel - three dump location complex. The

second example is on a medium sized surlace mine that used simulation to predict the

height of a dam and pump size for tailings from the mill. A third example is on a major

utility company that used simulation in considering the size of bunkers for storage of coal

that would be needed for a larger power plant. The fourth example deals with the problem

of determining the optimum number ofspare parts to have for a mining vehicle.

Bruno, Massacci and Raspa (1989) present a simulation model of an underground

rock salt mine in Sicily, Italy. The model is based on room and pillar mining methods
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whigh are performed on several levels. The demand for three types of salt is also included

in the model. Results from the specific application are provided, along with a general

outline of the program.

Lawencic (1989) presents an undergtound and open pit mine simulator called

MINSM. MINSM is a general model comprised of a network of working places which

are connected with transport paths of various qualities and slopes. Working groups are

used to represent individuals or cre\'r's that use the equipment units to perform specialized

operations. The general structure of MINSII\4 which is an event driven system, is

discussed. Whether or not the simulator was used at a specific mine is not mentioned.

Szymanski, Laroche, Murchie and Maynard (1992) present two computer

simulation models developed for Inco Limited, Manitoba Division. One model, written in

Pascal, is used to simulate the skipping system and includes hoisting, crushing, pass

capacity, waste rock and ore production from various areas, and tramming. A second

model, built using the SLAM II simulation language, was used to simulate the cage-

hoisting system, which includes the trânsportation of men and materials between the

surface and various levels underground. Results from both models are presented for the

specific application at Inco.

2.2.3 Coal Studies

Lee and Mutmansþ ( 1985) present a simulation model of a longwall mining

system for underground coal mining. Basically, the longwall mining system is composed

of the shearer subsystem, the face conveyor subsystem, the roof support subsystem, and

the extemal conveyor subsystem. The shearer subsystem extracts coal from the face and

drops it onto a face conveyor, which in tum carries the coal to the end ofthe face onto a

belt conveyor. The roof support subsystem provides temporary support over the
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immediate lace area created by the extraction of the coal. The external conveyor

subsystem transports the coal out of the mine. The program structure of the various

subsystems are discussed in some detail, Whether or not the model was used at a specific

mine is not mentioned.

Topuz and Nasuf (1985) present a FORTRAN 77 computer simulation program

for continuous mining systems used in underground coal mining. The model, called

CONSIM, considers the following events: cutting and loading, haulage, roof-bolting,

equipment breakdown, completion of cut, and end ofjob. The general program structure

is discussed along with various input screens and output results. Whether or not the

model was used at a specific mine is not mentioned.

Topuz, Nasuf and Michalopoulos (1985) present a FORTRAN 77 progtam for

longwatl underground coal mining, The longwall mining system was divided up into four

main events: coal extraction (i.e., cutting the coal from the face, loading the coal onto the

face conveyor, and conveying the broken coal from the face), support advancement (i e.,

supporting newly exposed roofs and controlling exposed roofs behind the advancing

supports), equipment failures, and end of shift or end of a simulation run. The results

f¡om a case study on a coal mine in West Virginia are presented

Zaikang (1985) presents a simulation model that is mainly concemed with the

transportation system from longwall faces to surface bunkers in undergtound coal mining

in China. The modet consists of various subroutines representing working areas, the

locomotive train, the main belt haulage conveyor, the bunkers, and the skipping system.

The general program outline is discussed along with output results from the specific

application, The model has been used at several mines in China, and some results from

these studies are provided.

Kelly (1986) discusses the use of two computer simulations programs in analyzing

the haulage requirements at the Loveridge Mine, located near Fairmont, West Virginia.
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The first program, a modified version of the Virginia Polytechnical Institute's rail

simulation program, was used to sirnulate approximately half of the production f¡om the

track haulage system. A second program, written in FORTRAN, was used to simulate the

remaining production f¡om the belt system. Results ÍÌom various scenarios are presented

and discussed for the specific case study.

Nan and Wilke (1986) present a FORTRAN IV simulation model for the analysis

of underground coal mine production systems in China. The general structure of the

computer program is discussed, which includes input/output subroutines, the face

production subsystem, the rail haulage subsystem, the belt conveyor subsystem, and other

subroutines for auxiliary mathematical operations such as generating normally distributed

random numbers and renewing the time schedule. The model was first used to analyze a

rail haulage system at an existing mine located in Shanxi Province of China. Later, the

model was used by Yue, Xilan and Yongzun (1987) to analyze a belt transportation

system at an existing mine also located in Shanxi Province ofChina.

Chatterjee, Jolnston and Holguin (1987) present a FORTRAN 77 simulation

program for computer-aided underground coal mine planning (i.e., layout, scheduling and

cost evaluation), incorporating existing geological information. The user can design a

layout and perform a deterministic simulation to calculate the production rate for various

extraction strategies. The economic evaluations of different layouts by the sirnulation are

used to select the optimum layout. The program has been used at a mine in Ohio.

Sturgal and Harrison (1987) outline reasons for using a special, non-procedural

programming language for simulation studies of coal mines rather than a procedural

language such as FORTRAN. In particular, benefits of using the GPSS simulation

language are presented, and several theoretical examples as related to mining are

discussed.
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Zaikang (1987) presents a simulation model of a belt conveyor system for an

underground coal mine in China. The program, which was written using ALGOL, is used

to design the capacities of the main belt conveyor in conjunction with the bunker

capacities. Specific results using the model at a mine in eastern China are discussed, along

with some of the general program Iogic.

Sinha, Pal and Mitra (1988) discuss the use of two FORTRAN IV simulation

models developed to study underground coal mining. The first model is used to analyze a

conveyor network, along with existing bunkers. The second model is used to evaluate

additional bunkers as proposed by the first model. Thus, the two models are used

collectively to evaluate the functioning of the underground evacuation network. Both

models are described along with the results from an underground mining complex study in

India.

Edwards, Mort and Hollands (1992) discuss the use of animation in the simulation

of an underground coal mine transportation system using the SIMAN/CINEMA package.

The transportation system model includes extraction f¡om several faces by means of coal

cutting shearers and an assortment of interconnected underground belt conveyors which

carry the coal from the faces to several bunkers. The coal is then conveyed from the

bunkers to the single shaft. A hierarchical structure is used in the animation, allowing for

three different levels of viewing: the top level which provides an overview ofthe entire

mine; the intermediate level which provides viewing of one subsystem of the mine; and a

detailed level that concentrates on one coal face. Samples ofthe various anination levels

are provided along with other model outputs.
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2.3 SIMULATION MODEL BUILDING LANGUAGES

2,3,1 Classification of Languages

One of the most important decisions a modeler must make in performing a

simulation study is the choice ofa language (Law and Kelton, 1991). Basically, there are

four classes of simulation model building languages:

1. Spreadsheets,

2. Simulators,

3. Simulation languages, and

4. General-purposelanguages.

Spreadsheets, such as LOTUS l-2-3, QUATTRO PRO and Excel, can all be used

as a simulation model building language; however, their use in such a capacity is limited.

In particular, they can be used for static simulations; however, they cannot be used for

dl,namic simulations. In addition, common simulation functions, such as queuing and

resource allocation, cannot be performed. It is possible, however, to perform stochastic

simulations using spreadsheets that have a random number generator, such as the RAND0

function in Excel.

Simulators are computer packages that allow one to simulate a system contained in

a specific class of systems with little or no programming (Law and Kelton, 1991). The

model must be within the framework of the software, as it is very difficult to model

beyond the scope provided (Banks, 1991). Examples of simulators include

SIMFACTORY II.5, ProModelPC and AutoMod (Banks, 1992).

Simulation languages are computer packages that are general in nature but may

have special features for certain types ofapplications (Law and Keltoq 1991). A model is

developed in a simulation language by writing a program using the language's modelling
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constructs (Larv and Kelton, 1991). Examples of simulation languages include GPSS,

SIMAN, SIMSCRIPT II.5 and SLAM Ii.

General-purpose languages such as FORTRAN, C, Pascal and BASIC can also be

used as a simulation model building language. The next section compares general-purpose

languages to simulation languages, since these are the most cofitmon classes of simulation

model building languages used in the past.

2.3.2 General-PurposeLanguages Vs. Simulation Languages

Both general-pr.rrpose and simulation languages have features that are

advantageous to use in building simulation models. According to Law and Kelton (1991),

some advantages of building a simulation model using a general-purpose language, as

compared to a simulation language, include:

. Most modelers already know a general-purpose language, but this is often not the case

with a simulation language.

. General-purpose languages, such as FORTRAN and BASIC, are available on virtually

every conìputer, but â particular simulation language may not be accessible on the

computer the analYst wants to use.

. An efficiently written FORTRAN or C program may require less execution time than a

corresponding program written in a simulation language.

. General-purpose languages may allow greater programming flexibility than certain

simulation languages.

. Software cost may be lower.

On the other hand, according to Law and Kelton (1991), some advantages of

building a simulation model using a simulation language, as compared to a general-

purpose language, include:
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. Simulation languages automatically provide most of the features needed in

programming a simulation model which results in a significant decrease in

programming tirne.

. Simulation languages provide a natural framework for modelling.

. Simulation models are generally easier to change when written in a simulation

language.

. Most simulation languages provide dynamic storage allocation during execution.

. Simulation languages provide better error detection since many potential types of

errors have been identified and are checked for automatically.

In closing, Law and Kelton (1991) conclude that there are clear advantages to

using both types of languages; however, they believe that a modeler would be prudent to

give serious consideration to using a simulation language.

2,3,3 LanguageSelection

Of the classes available, it was determined that a simulation language was the most

appropriate for the underground mining simulation project presented in this thesis. Firstly,

a spreadsheet was not chosen since they do not allow for dynamic simulations, nor can

they perform common sirnulation functions. Secondly, a simulator was not chosen due to

their lack of flexibility, nor was one available. Thirdly, a general-purpose language was

not chosen since they lack many features that are available in a simulation language.

Specifically, various tasks, such as keeping track of time, event scheduling, and random

number generation, are easily perfbrmed within a simulation language, as compared to

writing general-purpose code.

Once the decision to use a simulation language was made, then the next decision

was to select a suitable simulation language. By the process of elimination, potential
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simulation language candidates were identified and contacted for relevant literature. Upon

examination of the literature it was determined that SLAM II was a suitable language for

this project for the following reasons:

. Since there are no simulation languages specifically designed for mining, a general-

purpose simulation language, such as SLAI4 II, would have to be used.

. SLAM II is easily linked with user written FORTRAN code, providing a considerable

degree of flexibility.

. SLAM II was readily available at both Inco and the University of Manitoba.



CFIAPTER

3

INTRODUCTION
TO SLAM II

3.1 OVERVIEW

SLAIvf II (gimulation Language for Alternative Modelling), initially released in

1981, is a general-purpose FORTRAN-based simulation language that can be used to

build discrete, continuous, or combined discrete-continuous simulation models (see

Pritsker, 1986). Discrete simulation occurs when the dependent variables of the model

change discretely at specified points in simulated time. Continuous simulation occurs

when the dependent variables of the model change continuously over simulated time (as

defined by equations and the incremental step size, or time increment). Discrete-

continuous simulation occurs when the dependent variables ofthe model may change both

discretely and continuously.

A SLAM II simulation model normally begins with a flow diagram, or network,

which graphically portrays the flow of entities (e.g., machines, parts, people, etc.) through

the system (see O'Reilly and Ryan, 1992). The network is basically made up of a standard

set of symbols called nodes and branches. Nodes are used for such functions as entering

or exiting the system, seizing or freeing a resource, changing variable values, collecting

statistics, and starting or stopping entity flow based on system conditions (O'Reilly, 1991).
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Branches are used to connect the nodes and define the routing of entities through the

systern, as well as to model activities. Time delays on activities can be used to represent

processing times, travel times, or waiting times (O'Reilly, l99l). Entities which proceed

from node to node over activities may have unique characteristics, called attributes, which

can be used to control their processing (O'Reilly and Ryan, 1992).

When aspects of a model cannot be easily represented within the networþ then

user written FORTRAN or C inserts can be used. From the user written code, the

programmer may also call upon a library of subprograms which perform common

simulation functions, including accessing network operations and altering its status

(O'Reilly and Ryaq 1992).

Once the network has been constructed, it is then translated into SLAM II program

statements, in conjunction with control statements, which are used to execute the SLAM

II simulation program, When model construction is performed within SLAMSYSTEM,

translation of the network is performed automatically. SLAMSYSTEM, introduced in

1988, is an integrated simulation system based on the Microsoft Windows interface (under

MS-DOS) or the OS/2 Presentation Manager (O'Reilly and Ryan, 1992). Basically,

SLAMSYSTEM provides an environment, with pull-down menus and dialog boxes, that

facilitates model development using the SLAM II language.

3,2 SLAM II NET\ilORK

3.2.1 Introduction

This section provides a general description ofthe SLAM II network symbols used

in the underground simulation model described in the next chapter. (For details on

symbols other than those provided see Pritsker, 1986.) To begin, general descriptions are
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provided for the CREATE, TERMINATE, GOON, AWAIT, PREEMPT, FREE,

ALTE& ASSIGN, BATCH and E\IENT network nodes. Next, the three types of

network branching used (i.e., deterministic, probabilistic and conditional upon system

variables) are described. Finally, a description of the network RESOURCE block is

provided.

3.2,2 Network Nodes Used

CREATE Node

The CREATE node, as shown in Figure 3.1, is a method for creating entities for

arrival or insertion into the network (see Pritsker, i986). The value ofTF specifres the

time for the first entity to be created. The variable TBC is used to speci$ the time

bet\ryeen creations ofentities after the first. Entities are created until the value of MC, the

maximum number of creations for the node, is reached. The time at which the entity is

created can be assigned to an attribute number specified by MA. The maximum number of

branches that can be selected by the entity is specified by the value of M.

Figure 3.l: The CREATE node

TBC

Y,MA
ÏF M

{'
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TERMINATE Node

The TERMINATE node, as shown in Figure 3.2, is used to destroy or delete

entities from the network (see Pritsker, 1986) It can also be used to specify the number

of entities to be processed on a simulation run, referred to as the termination count or TC

value.

Figure 3.2: The TERMINATE node.

GOON Node

The GOON node, as shown in Figure 3.3, is a continue type node and is used in

modelling sequential activities (see Pritsker, 1986). As before, the value of M specifres

the maximum number ofbranches that can be selected by the entity.

Figure 3.3. The GOON node.

AWAIT Node

The AWAIT node, as shown in Figure 3.4, is used to. store entities waiting for UR

units of resource RES (or waiting for gate GATE to open - see Pritsker, 1986). When an

entity arrives to an AWAIT node, and the required units ofthe resource are available (or
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the GATE is opened), then the entity passes directly through the node and is routed

according to the M number. Ifthe required units ofthe resource are not available then the

entity must wait at the node and is placed in file IFL in accordance with the priority

assigned to that file. The maximum number of entities that can reside at the node is

specified by the value of QC.

'tFt

\OC

RES/UR

OT GATE
M

Figure 3.4: The AWAIT node.

PREEMPT Node

The PREEMPT node, as shown in Figure 3.5, is a type of AWAIT node in which

the entity can preempt one unit ofa resource that has been allocated to some other entity

(see Pritsker, 1986). Preemption will always be attempted if the entity using the resource

came from an AWAIT node, or if the priority assigned to the PREEMPT node is greater

than the priority ofthe PREEMPT node Íìom which the entity currently using the resource

came. As before, IFL identifies the file number for waiting entities at the node in

accordance with the priority assigned to that file, and RES identifies the resource

requested at the PREEMPT node. The priority for the PREEMPT node, P\ can either be

specified as LOW(K) or HIGH(K) where K is an attribute number, and is used to

determine if the incoming entity will attempt to preempt another entity which has the

required resource. A preempted entity is routed to a node as specified by the send node

label SNLBL. Attribute NATR can be used to store the time remaining to process the

entity when it is preempted. If a send node label is not specified, then the preempted

entity is routed to the AWAIT or PREEMPT node at which it was allocated the resource.
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At that node, it is established as the first entity waiting for the resource. When the

resource is reassigned to the preempted entity, its remaining processing time will be used.

As before, the maximum number ofbranches that can be selected by the entity is specified

by the value of M.

"-,fSr'JLB[l

Figure 3,5: The PREEMPT node.

FREE Node

The FREE node, as shown in Figure 3.6, is used to release a resource when an

entity arrives to the node (see Pritsker, i986). That is, every entity arriving to a FREE

node releases UF units of resource type RES before being routed in accordance with the

M number.

Figure 3.6: The FREE node.

ALTER Node

The ALTER node, as shown in Figure 3.7, is used to change the capacity of

resource type RES by CC units (see Pritsker, 1986) If CC is positive, the number of

available units is increased. Conversely, if CC is negative, the capacity is decreased. As

IFL PR
RES

M
NATR
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previously stated, the maximum number of branches that can be selected by the entity is

specified by the M value.

Figure 3.7: The ALTER node.

ASSIGN Node

The ASSIGN node, as shown in Figure 3.8, is used to assign values to either the

attributes of an entity passing through the node or to system variables that pertain to the

network in general (see Pritsker, 1986). As before, the maximum number ofbranches that

can be selected by the entity is specifìed by M.

VAR = Value

MVAR = Value

Figure 3.8: The ASSIGN node.

BATCH Node

The BATCH node, as shown in Figure 3.9, is used to combine entities to a

specified th¡eshold level and then to release a single entity which represents the batch (see

Pritsker, 1986). NBATCH is the total number of batches that can be accumulated

concunently at the BATCH node. NATRB is the attribute number that is common for all

entities in the batch. NATRS is the number of the altribute which contains the value to be

summed and tested against the threshold value THRESH. When this sum is greater than
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or equal to THRESH, a batched entity is formed and released from the BATCH node. If
NATRS is not specified, then THRESH defines the number of entities to be included in a

batch. SAVE is used to specifo the criterion for defining the attributes of the batched

entity, which are: FIRST entity included in the batch; LAST entity included in the batch;

the entity with the lowest value of attribute I, LOW(I); and the entity with the highest

value of attribute I, HIGH(I). RETAIN indicates whether the individual entities included

in the batch should be maintained for future use. The M value, as previously defined,

specifies the maximum number ofbranches that can be selected by the entity.

Figure 3.9: The BATCH node.

EVENT Node

The E\4ENT node, as shown in Figure 3.10, is used to interface the network

portion of a model with event code written by the modeler (see Pritsker, 1986). The

E\G.NT node causes subroutine EVENT(JEVNT) to be called every time an entity arrives

to the node, where the value of JEVNT specifies the event code to be executed. As

before, M specifies the maximum number of emanating activities to be taken by the entity.

Figure 3.10: The EVENT node.
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3,2.3 Network Branching Used

Branches are used to connect the nodes and define the routing of entities through

the system, as well as to model activities. Basically, SLAM II has two types of activities

available: REGULAR and SERVICE (see Pritsker, 1986). A REGULAR activity is any

activity emanating from a node other than a QUEUE or SELECT node. A SERVICE

activity, on the other hand, is any activity enanating from a QTJEUE or SELECT node.

Since only the REGULAR activity was used in the simulation model discussed in Chapter

4, it is the oniy one described here.

The REGULAR activity is used to delay entities and perform probabilistic or

conditional testing and branching, The symbol for a branch representing a REGULAR

activity is shown in Figure 3.11. The activity number is given by the value of d while

DIIR specifies the duration for the activity. Either a probability specifrcation for selecting

the activity, PROB, or a condition for selecting the activity, COND, can be specified.

NLBL can be used as a GOTO function within the network when a branch does not

conrect to a node.

DUR, PROB or COND -m,_rrl
E

Figure 3. I 1. The REGTILAR activity.

In addition to probabilistic and conditional branching, deterministic branching was

also used in the model. Deterministic branching causes an entity to be duplicated and

routed over a number ofbranches as specified by the M value associated with the node.
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3.2.4 RESOURCE Block

The RESOURCE block, as shown in Figure 3 12, is used to specify the following:

the resource name or label, RLBL; the initial resource capacity, that is, the initial number

of resource units available, CAP; and the order in which files (IFLs) associated with

AWAIT and PREEMPT nodes are to be polled to allocate freed units of the resource to

entities (see Pritsker, 1986). The user may also specify the resource number, RNUM, or

allow SLAM II to assign a numeric code to each resource. The RESOURCE block has

no inputs or outputs as entities do not flow through it, consequently it is referred to as a

block rather than a node.

RLBL I CAP II IFLI I IFL?

Figure 3.12: The RESOURCE block

3.3 LINKING USER WRITTEN FORTR,ÀN CODE

When aspects of a model cannot be easily represented within the network, then

user written inserts can be used. In the simulation model described in Chapter 4, four

methods of linking user written FORTRAN code were used. One method, which has

already been described above, uses the EVENT node to interface the network portion of

the model with user written FORTRAN event code.

A second method uses the function USERF(IFI'Ð, where the argument IFN is the

user fi.¡nction number. In the model described in the next chapter, USERF(IFN) was

inserted in the DUR field for many REGULAR activities within the network in order to

interface the network portion of the model with user written FORTRAN code.
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A third method uses the SLAM II subroutine INTLC, which is called by the SLAM

II processor at the beginning of each simulation run. INTLC, which is written by the user,

can be used for start of run processing, such as, setting initial conditions, reading a data

file, and prompting the user for infomation.

A fourth method uses the SLAM II subroutine OTPUT, which is called by the

SLAM II processor at the end of each simulation run. OTPUT, which is written by the

user, can be used for end of run processing, such as updating arrays, and printing results.

3.4 SLANI II CONTROL STATEÙIBNTS USED

In addition to the SLAM II network , control statements are required to execute a

SLAM II simulation program. The following SLAM II control statements were used in

the simulation model described in Chapter 4: GEN, LIMITS, INTLC, ARRAY,

NETWORK, PRIORITY, INITIALIZE, and FIN. For a detailed explanation, as well as a

complete listing of all SLAM II control statements, refer to Pritsker (1986). A brief

description of each statement used is provided below:

. The GEN statement provides general information about a simulation run or runs, such

as the analyst's name, the project's name, the date, the number of simulation runs, etc.

. The LIMITS statement is used to speciÛ limits on the largest file number used, the

largest number of attributes per entity, and the maúmum number of entities expected

in all fìles in the model at one time.

. The INTLC statement is used to assign initial values to SLAM II variables.

. The ARRAY statement is used to define one row ofa user defined global table.

. The NETWORK statement is used to denote the beginning ola network description.

. The PRIONTY statement is used to specify the criterion for ranking entities within a

file.
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. The INITIAIIZE statement is used to specify the beginning time and the ending time

for a simulation, as well as, initialization options for clearing statistics, initializing

variables, and initializing files.

. The FIN statement denotes the end of all SLAM II input statements.

3.5 A SLAM II OPBN PIT MINING SYSTEM EXAMPLE

A simplified open pit mining system is modelled in this section to exemplify the

SLAM II model building process. The system, as depicted in Figure 3.13, consists ofa

shovel, a crusher and four trucks. Loading of the trucks with the shovel is assumed to be

normally distributed with a mean of 6 and a standard deviation of 2 minutes. Truck travel

time full from the shovel to the crusher is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean

of 12 and a standard deviation of4 minutes. Unloading or dumping of the trucks at the

crusher is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 3 and a standard deviation of

1 minute. Truck travel time empty from the crusher to the shovel is assumed to be

normally distributed with a mean of 9 and a standard deviation of 3 minutes.

Figure 3.13: Simplified open pit mining system.

FñTI
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Unload/Dump
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The SLAM II control statements for the above system is shown in Figure 3.14, and

the network in Figure 3.15. As shown in Figure 3.15, both the shovel and the crusher are

modelled as resources using the RESOURCE block. The trucks, on the other hand, are

modelled as entities using the CREATE node. A brief explanation of the network diagram

is now provided. For explanations on specific network symbols not provided here, the

reader can refer to earlier sections in this chapter, or see Pritsker (i986).

Following creation at the CREATE node, the first truck entity proceeds to the

AWAIT node labelled START, at which it seizes the SHOVEL resource and proceeds to

the activity labelled Load. Similarly, following creation, the remaining truck entities

proceed to the AWAIT node labelled START; however, since the SHOVEL resource is

not available they must wait in the queue (i.e., file 1) until each is first in line and the

SHOVEL resource is available,

When the simulated time for the load activity for the first truck entity has elapsed,

it proceeds to the FREE node where the SHOVEL resource is freed. Since the SHOVEL

resource is now free, the second truck entity is removed f¡om file 1 and proceeds to seize

the SHOVEL resource, and then begins the activity labelled Load. Lnmediately thereafter,

the first truck entity then pÍoceeds to the activity labelled Travel Full.

Following the elapse of the travel full activity time for the frrst truck entity, it

arrives at the AWAIT node for the CRUSFIER resource, at which it seizes the resource

and proceeds to the activity labelled Unload/Dump. (This assumes that random generation

of activity times for the truck entities are such that the first truck entity completes the

travel full activity before the other truck entities.) Following the unload/dump activity, the

first truck entity frees the CRUSFIER resource, proceeds through the activity labelled

Travel Empty, then is routed back to the AWAIT node labelled START.

The truck entities are looped, similar to above, until the end time of the simulation

run is reached (i.e., 120 simulated minutes, as defined in the control statement
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INITIALZE, has passed). Various statistics are automatically gathered which are

available in the Summary Report at the end of the simulation run. For the purpose olthis

example, the Summary Report is not discussed here.

GEN, LITKE, OPEN PIT MINING, 1 2/1 7/93, 1,Y,Y,YAT,Y,Y I 1,7 2;
LlMrTS,2,1,3;
NETWORK;
INITIALIZE,,120,Y;
FIN,

Figure 3.14: SLAM II control statements for the simplified open pit mining system.
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CHAPTER
4

UNDER.GROUND
PRODUCTION MINING
SIMULATION MODEL

4,1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A pictorial representation ofthe mining system modelled is given in Figure 1. L As

previously mentioned, the underground production mining simulation model was built

assuming all necessary orebody infrastructure was already developed. That is, the four

chimneys (three orepasses and one rockpass), drifts, ramps and other mine complex

elements between the 1700 and 2100 foot levels, inclusive, were already in place. Within

the existing orebody inÊastructure, the major activities and pieces of equipment required

for underground production mining are modelled. Basically, the major activities modelled

have been divided into four categories:

1. Drilling and blasting, which includes relocating the drill, drilling holes, cleaning holes,

measuring holes, loading explosives, and guarding the blast,

2. Mucking and hauling,

3. Train tramming, and

4. Backfilling.



As previously mentioned, the drilling and blasting method used at the 83 orebody is

called Vertical Block Mining (VBM). Basically, in the VBM method, holes are drilled

using an in-the-hole (ITH) drill from the top of a section of the mining block within the

orebody, to a depth f¡om 30 to 110 feet. Following drilling, the holes are then cleaned,

measured, and loaded with explosives. Nea¡ the end ofthe work shift, the area is secured,

or guarded, before the explosives are detonated. Upon detonation, the blast section of

ore, that is, the bottom section or sometimes side section of the mining block, is

fragmented and falls to ân area called the drawpoint. At the drawpoint the broken ore is

loaded, or mucked, with the Load-Haul-Dump (LfD) vehicle, and hauled to an

appropriate orepass. Ore from the orepass is then loaded onto a train and trammed to the

dump station at the shaft.

The above process of drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, and train

tramming is repeated until the entire block has been mined. Once this has occurred, the

cavity is backfilled with an appropriate material. Depending on the block within the

mining complex, this material may be cemented rockfill (i.e., a combination of rock and

cement), or just rock itself

The major pieces ofequipment used to perform the above activities include:

. Two in-the-hole (ITH) drills for drilting,

. Two load-haul-dump (LHD) vehicles for mucking and hauling,

. One train with six ore cars for tramming ore and ten rock cars for tramming

development rock, and

. One truck for backfilling.

In addition to the above, some important system constraints that had to be

incorporated into the simulation model include:



All major pieces of equipment are subject to random failures dependent upon the

number ofhours ofoperation (i.e., the summation ofthe indirect and direct production

times as defined in Appendix C).

All activity times, hauling speeds, LHD bucket capacities, train car capacities, and the

truck capacity, are randornly sampled from their respective distributions.

\{ork shifts are scheduled as follows: three shifts per day for drilling and blasting; two

shifts per day for mucking and hauling; th¡ee shifts per day for train tramming (two of

which are used exclusively for tramming ore, and the third shift is used primarily for

tramming rock, however, when there is no rock to be trammed on the third shift then

ore is trammed); and two shifts per day for backfilling.

The amount of ore within each orepass is a function of the ore dumped into the

orepass, the orepass capacity at the dumping level, and the amount ofore removed by

the ore train. When the orepass is full for a particular level, then mucking and hauling

is discontinued until room is made available by removing ore from the orepass and

loading it onto the train.

The amount ofdevelopment rock within the rockpass is a function ofthe rock dumped

into the rockpass, and the amount ofrock removed by the rock train.

The ITH drills, which are moved ûom mining block to mining block according to the

planned sequence, cannot be relocated from a block until the last blast section of ore

within the mining block has been blasted. In addition, drilling can occur at two

separate locations at the same time since there are two ITH drills available.

Due to the varying mining block geometry and blast section of ore tomages, the

number ofholes drilled, the number offeet drilled, and the number offeet loaded with

explosives vary from blast section of ore to blast section of ore within each mining

block.



. Wïen a blast is detonated it requires a certain amount of room for expansion (refened

to within this thesis as the blastroom), consequently a certain percentage ofbroken ore

from a blast section ofore must be mucked out before the sequential blast section of

ore can be blasted for a particular mining block.

. A primary LHD is used for mucking and hauling, with a secondary LHD for backup

purposes. The secondary LHD is used only when the primary is not available.

. The LHD hauling distances to and from the orepasses vary from mining block to

mining block.

. The train tramming distances to and from the chimneys (i.e., the orepasses and the

rockpass) to the dump station at the shafr vary for each chimney.

. The truck hauling distances from the rockfill loading site to the blocks vary for each

mining block.

Further details, assumptions made, equations and rates on the above described

system are given in Appendix D. Briefly, the activity time equations used in the model are

based upon lnco's incentive standards hourly rates, or incentive rates, adjusted as deemed

appropriate. The equipment uptime and downtime equations used in the model are based

upon Inco's past records for the equipment modelled, also adjusted as deemed appropriate.

Additional model inputs used are discussed later in this chapter.

4.2 SLAM II MODEL LOGIC

4.2.1 Introduction

As previously noted, the underground production mining process was modelled

using the SLAM II simulation language within the SLAMSYSTEM environment. Model
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construction was primarily performed \r/ithin the graphical network and linked with user

written FORTRAN subroutines and functions as necessary.

' Basically, the graphical network was used for sequencing major activities. The

complete network is given in Appendix A. l, for which logic diagrams and explanations are

provided later in this chapter.

The main entity used within the network is a blast section of ore which passes

through the drilling and blasting network, proceeds through the mucking and hauling

network, then through the backfilling network, and finally terminated to control the run

length ofthe simulation. In addition, other entities are used for the train tramming, the

time of day blasts can occur, the equipment uptime and downtime scheduling, and the shift

scheduling of equipment/workers, as well as other logic.

Resources and activities, as noted in Figure 4.1, were used as necessary in order to

achieve the desired logic and sequencing. For all major activities (i.e., drilling and

blasting, mucking and hauling, train tramming, and backfilling) the equipment and crew

were modelled as one resource since both are required for the respective activities to be

performed, except for the drilling and blasting activity. For the drilling and blasting

activity, the crew and the drill are still modelled as one resource; however, the direct and

indirect production times for the drill, as defined in Appendix C, were collected based

upon whether the drill was used or not. For example, when the crew uses the drill for

cleaning holes, then the direct and indirect production times for the drill are incremented

accordingly. On the other hand, when the crew does not use the drill for cleaning holes,

then the direct and indirect production times for the drill are not incremented, rather the

time would become part of the stand-by time for the drill (see Appendix C for further

details).
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Figure 4.1: Sirnplified resource and activity block diagram
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FORTRAN subroutines and functions were primarily used for the following

reasons: to read input data and initialize variables; to perform cornplex calculations; to

perform logic decisions that could not be easily done within the network; to gather

simulation results; and to print output reports. The cornplete FORTRAN code for the

sirnulation model is given in Appendix 4.6.

The model can accommodate up to four chimneys, three of which must be defined

as orepasses and one as a rockpass. The existing chimneys are shown by the filled

rectangles in Figure 4.2; however, the model has been built to allow for expansions of

chimney's #1 and #3 from levels 2000 and 2050 respectively, if required. The I.D.

numbers (#10 through #29) represent dump locations for either ore or rock, and are

required within the prograln to distinguish between the various chimreys and levels.

LEVEL

-- 1700

t 800

- - 1900

-- 2000

-- 2050

2100

CHIMNEY 
'I

|,0. 
,'"

L.o, o '.
I

1,0.",,

I,o.,,,
H

- -l-1r.o. r.t.o.

ll

CHIMNEY S3

.l .,"o....rtn... .

i,,,..
I

1rc"'z

-1 ,.0. r,, - - -

f'.o."ro

ll

Figure 4.2: Chimneys and dump location I.D. numbers



. Prioriry levels for various resources and their respective activities are shown in

Table 4.1. The smaller the priority level, the higher the priority of the activity. For

example, an activity that has a priority level of2 can be preempted by an activity with a

priority level of 1 . Activities with the same priority level cannot preempt each other.

Table 4.1 Priority levels for various resources and activities.

Resource Priority Level Activity

D¡ills/crews:

Train:

1

2

3

Two hour shift delay
Drill breakdown
Clean, measure & load holes, & guard &
blast
Relocate drilVcrew & drill holes

Two hour shift delay & shift shutdown
LHD breakdown
Blast delay & check vents
Mucking & hauling
Wait for orepass room

Two hour shift delay
Train breakdown
Train tramming
Wait for ore to tram

Two hour shift delay & shift shutdow¡
Truck breakdown
Blast delay & check vents
Hauling rockfill

4

1

2

2

3

J

1

2

3

3

I
2
2

3
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The next several sections describe the logic used in the SLAM II underground

production mining model given in Appendix A. For this purpose, the SLAM lI network

has been divided into the following segments: drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling,

backflling, train tramming, blast delay and check vents, equipment resource breakdowns,

shifts, and miscellaneous and resource segments. The drilling and blasting segment

contains a detailed description of the SLAM II symbols used in order to introduce

interested readers to the overall program structure (i.e., how the network is used in

conjunction with the FORTRAN code). In additioq the drilling and blasting segment also

includes a more general logic description that makes use of a logic diagram For the

remaining segments, only general logic descriptions and diagrams are provided lt may be

helpful to view these logic diagrams in conjunction with the SLAM II network given in

Appendix 4.1 and the FORTRAN code given in Appendix 4.6.

4,2.2 Drilling and Blasting Segment

Detailed Network Description

The SLAM II drilling and blasting network, as shown in Figure 4.3, is now

described in detait. To begin, 23 entities, each representing a specific blast section of ore,

are created at the CREATE node labelled START. The time of the first creation, and the

time between creations, have both been set to 0. A maximum of 1 emanating activity can

be taken for each release ofthe CREATE node.

Following the CREATE node, an EVENT node is used to interface the network

with event FORTRAN code 1 as shown in Appendix 4.6.4 (i.e., SUBROI-IINE EVENT,

CASE (1)). Each time an entity arrives at this EVENT node, the FORTRAN code for

CASE (l) is executed, which is used to initialize attribute values 1 tkough 15 for each
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Figure 4.3: SLAM II drilling and blasting network.
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entity. The attribute values are charactedstics specific for each blast section of ore, and

are explained in detail in Appendix 4.4.

Following the EVENT node, conditional branching is used to route the entity

through the appropriate activity. That is, if attribute 4 ofthe entity is equal to i, then the

USERF(1) FORTRAN code is executed (see Appendix 4.6.3) before rhe entity proceeds

to the AWAIT node for the resource DUMMY1. If attribute 4 of the entity is equal to 2,

then USERI(I) FORTRAN code is still executed; however, the entity proceeds to the

AWA-IT node for the resource DUMMY2.

Assuming that the first arc is taken and the entity arrives at the AWAIT node for

resource DUMMYI, then if the resource is available, it seizes the resource and proceeds.

Otherwise, the entity waits in file 37 until the resource DLMMY1 is available. The queue

capacity for this AWAIT node is assurned to be in-finite (INF), and a maximum of I

emanating activity can be taken by the entity. A simila¡ explanation can be used for the

AWAIT node for resource DUMMY2. The reason for using these dummy resources is

explained later in this section.

Upon seizing the appropriate dummy resource, the entity then p¡oceeds to the

AWAIT node labeiled DRILL. Here, attribute 4 is used to distinguish which drilVcrew

resource is required by the entity. Ifthe required drilVcrew resource is available when the

entity arrives at the AWAIT node, then it seizes the appropriate resource and proceeds.

Otherwise, the entity waits in the appropriate file as specified by attribute 4. The queue

capacity is assumed to be infinite, and a maximum of 1 emanating activity can be taken by

the entity.

Following the AWAIT node labelled DRILL, the entity proceeds to the activity

labelled Relocate, where the FORTRAN code USERF(2) is executed. Aler relocating the

drill activity, the entity proceeds through the GOON node to the next activity labelled
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Drilling, where USERF(3) is executed. Next, the entity proceeds to the FREE node and

the appropriate drilVcrew resource, as specified by attribute 4, is freed.

Following the above FREE node, conditional branching is used to determine which

dummy resource, ifany, is freed. If attribute 4 is equal to l, and attribute 2 is not equal to

attribute 3, then DUMMYI is freed. If attribute 4 is equal to 2, and attribute 2 is not equal

to attribute 3, then DUMMY2 is freed. If neither of these conditions are met then the

entity proceeds without freeing a dummy resource. In other words, if the blast section of

ore is not the last one for a particular mining block, then the appropriate dummy resource

can be f¡eed to allow drilting to continue on the sequential blast section of ore within the

mining block. However, if the blast section of ore is the last one for a particular mining

block, then the appropriate dummy resource is not freed since the drilVcrew resource

should not be relocated until all of the drilting and blasting activity for the entire mining

block has been completed.

Next, the entity proceeds to the blastroom resource AWAIT node labelled BR. If

the blastroom resource is available, as defined by attribute 5, then the entity proceeds;

otherwise, the entity waits in the appropriate file as specified by attribute 5. The

blastroom resource is made available once 25 percent of the previous blast section of ore

for the mining block has been mucked and hauled by the LHD. Freeing the blastroom

resource is performed in the mucking and hauling network which is described in the next

section.

Following the AWAIT node labelled BR, the entity proceeds to the PREEMPT

node where the appropriate drilVcrew resource, as specified by attribute 4, is preempted.

If preemption is not accomplished, then the entity waits in the appropriate file, as specified

by attribute 15, until the drill/crew resource becomes available. As previously mentioned,

the drilVcrew resource was freed to allow drilling to continue on the sequential blast

section of ore for a particular mining block; however, as soon as 25 percent of the
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appropriate blast section of ore has been mucked, then the cleaning, measuring and

loading activities can be performed on the sequential blast section of ore. That is,

following preemption, the entity proceeds and the activity labelled Clean is performed by

executing the FORTRAN code in USERF(4). Next, the entity proceeds to the activity

labelled Measure and USERF(5) is executed, followed by the activity labelled Load and

USERF(6) being executed.

The entity then proceeds to the blast resource AWAIT node labelled B. If the

simulated time is within 1.5 hours of the end of the shift, then the resource BLAST is

available and the entity can proceed to the Guard and Blast activity; otherwise, the entity

waits in file 7. Following this AWAIT node, the entity is split into four identical entities

and routed accordingly. One entity is routed to the activity Guard & Blast where the

FORTRAN code USERF(7) is executed. A second entity is routed to the node labelled

L1D, where it is used to delay mucking and hauling for the blast if LHDI (i.e., the 6 cubic

yard LHD) is being used. A third entity is routed to a node labelled L2D, where it is used

to delay mucking and hauling for the blast if LHD2 (i.e., the 9 cubic yard LHD) is being

used. A forth entity is routed to a node labelled TD, where it is used to delay the truck for

the blast if it is being used.

Following the Guard and Blast activity, the BLAST resource is freed, then the

appropriate drill/crew resource is f¡eed, as speciñed by attribute 4. Next, conditional

branching is used to free the appropriate dummy resource if required. That is, for the last

blast section ofore for a particular mining block, the appropriate dummy resource is freed.

For blast sections ofore other than the last one for the mining block, the dummy resource

has already been freed earlier within the network. The entity then proceeds to a node

labelled Mi, which represents the start of the mucking and hauling network.



General Logic Description

A simplified logic diagram for the drilling and blasting segment is shown in Figure

4.4. To begin, each entity is initialized with attribute values particular to a specific blast

section of ore. Next, the entity must seize the required dummy resource before it can

proceed to seize the required drilVcrew resource.

Once the appropriate drilVcrew resource has been seized, the relocate drilVcrew

resource activity is performed. The holes are then drilled for the blast section of ore

before the drilVcrew resource is freed. If the entity is not the last blast section of ore for

the mining block, then the appropriate dummy resource is freed; otherwise it is not.

Freeing the dummy resource allows the relocate and drilling activities to be performed on

the sequential blast section ofore within the same mining btock. On the other hand, not

freeing the dummy resource for the last blast section of ore for the mining block does not

allow the sequential blast section of ore, which is the first blast section of ore for the next

mining block, to begin its relocate and drilling activities.

Next, the blastroom resource is seized when available. The blastroom resource for

the mining block is made available in the mucking and hauling network when 25 percent of

the broken ore from the previous blast section of ore has been mucked. Consequently,

when the blastroom resource is not available, drilling is continued on sequential blast

sections of ore for a particular mining block. However, when the blastroom resource

becomes available the drilVcrew resource is preempted (i.e., drilling is discontinued on

sequential blast sections of ore for a particular mining block), and the holes ofthe current

blast section ofore are cleaned, measured, then loaded with explosives.

The blast resource, which is made available for the last 1.5 hours of each shift, is

seized before the guard and blast activity can be performed. At the same time, the entity is

split in order to delay the LHDs and the truck resources for the blast. Following the guard

and blast activity, the blast and drilVcrew resources are fteed. Ifthe entity is the last blast
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section of ore for the mining block, then the dummy resource is also freed to allow the

drilVcrew resource to be relocáted to the next mining block. (The dummy resource has

already been freed for entities that are not the last blast section of ore for the mining

block.) The entity is then forwarded to the mucking and hauling network.

4.2.3 Mucking and Hauling Segment

A simplified logic diagram for the mucking and hauling segment is shown in Figure

4.5. (The SLAM II mucking and hauling network can be found in Appendix 4.1.) First,

the dummy resource is seized, which is used to restrict the number of entities between its

seize (AWAIT) and free nodes to one. Next, a check is made to see if the primary LHD is

available. Ifthe primary LHD is available, then the entity can proceed as described in the

next paragraph. However, if the primary LHD is not available, then a check is made to

see if the backup LHD is available. If the backup LHD is available, then the entity can

proceed as described in the next paragraph. If neither the primary nor the backup LHDs

are available, then the entity waits for 0.1 hours before rechecking. After the wait, the

entity is split into two identical entities to ensure it is placed in the dummy resource queue

before the dummy resource is freed. This is done to maintain the desired mining block

mucking sequencing ì hen two or more mining blocks are available for mucking at the

same time.

When a LHD is available (i.e., either the primary or the backup), it is then seized

and a check is made to see if there is room available in the orepass. If there is room

available in the orepass then a bucket of ore is mucked and hauled to the orepass, and

appropriate variables updated. Ifthere is no room available, then the entity is detayed 0.1

hours before rechecking. (As shown in the logic diagram, the entity must first pass

through various nodes and activities before rechecking.)
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Figure 4.5: Logic diagram fbr the mucking and hauling segment



Following either of the above activities (i.e., either the 0.1 hour delay, or the

mucking and hauling ofa bucket) a check is made to see if 25 percent ofthe blast section

of ore has been mucked and the blastroom resource is not free. If these conditions are

met, then the blastroom resource is freed for the mining block, thus allowing the cleaning,

measuring and loading of explosives for the sequential blast section ofore for the mining

block to begin in the drilling and blasting network. The entity is then split, one is sent

back to the start of the mucking and hauling network, and the other is used to free the

LHD and dummy resources before being terminated.

If 25 percent of the blast section of ore has not been mucked, or the blastroom

resource for the mining block has already been freed, then the LHD and dummy resources

are still ÍÌeed; however, a check is also made to see if there is additional mucking required

for the blast section ofo¡e. Ifso, the entity is routed back to the start ofthe mucking and

hauling network; otherwise, the entity is routed to the backfilling nefwork.

4,2,4 BackfillingSegment

A simplifìed logic diagram for the backfilling segmenr is shown in Figure 4.6. (The

SLAM II backfilling network can be found in Appendix 4.1.) To begin, all blasr sections

ofore for a particular mining block are grouped into one batched entity before proceeding

to seize the truck resource when available. Next, a truckload cycle is performed (i.e.,

load, haul, dump and refurn) and appropriate variables updated. A check is then made to

see if additional backfrlling is required for the mining block. Ifso, the entity is duplicated

where one is sent to the seize truck resource queue, and the other is used to free the truck

resource before being destroyed. The reason for using this logic is to maintain proper

backfilling sequencing between mining blocks, that is, to ensure the truck resource is not

seized by another entity (i.e., mining block) that may be in the truck resource queue.
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Ifno additional backfilling is required, then the entity is still duplicated, where one

entity is used to f¡ee the truck resource before being terminated, and the other entity is

used to inc¡ement the termination counter for the simulation run before being terminated.

Figure 4.6: Logic diagram for the backfilling segment.

4,2.5 Train Tramming Segment

A simplified logic diagram for the train tramming segment is show¡ in Figure 4.7.

(The SLAM II network for train tramming can be found in Appendix A.l .) Both the ore

train and the rock train have been modelled as one resource; however, they are

Group blsst section6
of ore for block
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appropriately distinguished within the SLAM II network and the FoRTRAN code as

required.

As shown, first the (ore) train resource is seized, then the orepass with the greatest

amount of ore in it is checked for a trainload. If there is sufficient ore for a trainload then

one is trammed fiom the orepass and relevant variables are updated before the (ore) train

resource is freed. If there is not sufficient ore for a trainload then, after a delay of 0.1

hours, the (ore) train resource is freed. A check is then made to see if it is the third shift.

If it is not the third shift then ore is trammed; however, if it is the third shift then rock is

tramr¡ed. When there is no more rock to be trammed on the third, then ore is trammed.

Figure 4.7: Logic diagram for the train tramming segmenl

lrockl iråin resource
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4.2.6 Blast Delay and Check Vents Segment

A simplified logic diagram for the blast delay and check vents segment for the

LHDs and truck resources is shown in Figure 4.8. (The SLAM II blast delay and check

vents network can be found in Appendix A. 1.)

when there is a blast delay and check vents activity, a check is made to verify ifthe

resource (i.e., LHDI, LHD2 or the TRUCK) is being used. If it is being used, rhe

resource is preempted and delayed for the calculated amount of time. Following this, the

resource is freed before the entity is destroyed. If the resource is not being used, then a

check is made to veriff if the required time for the blast delay and check vents activity has

elapsed. If so, the entity is terminated; otherwise, the entity waits 0.1 hours before

rechecking to see ifthe resource is being used.

Figure 4.8: Logic diagram for the blast delay and check vents segment.
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4.2,7 EEúpment Breakdowns Segment

A simplified logic diagram for the equipment breakdowns segment is shown in

Figure 4.9. (The SLAM II network for the equipment breakdowns segment can be found

in Appendix A. l.) First, an uptime value, which represents how long the equipment

resource can operate before it is sent for a breakdown, is calculated. Next, a banked time

variable is used to keep track of the operating time of the equipment resource. (The

operating time of the equipment resource is the summation of the direct and indirect

production times.) Since the simulation model is discrete, changes in the banked time

variable are also discrete. For example, if an activity takes 5 hours of indirect and direct

production time to perform, then the banked time variable is increased by 5 hours at the

start ofthe activity.

The value ofthe banked time variable is updated and checked against the uptime

value once every 0.1 hours. when the value ofthe banked time va¡iable is greater than the

uptime value, the equipment resource is sent for a breakdown by setting the uptime

activity time equal to the uptime value, and allowing it to elapse. When the uptime

activity time is elapsing, additional banked time may be accumulating for sequential

breakdowns. The banked tirne variable is then reduced by the amount of the uptime value.

When all, or part of, the uptime activity time elapses on the third shift which is not

part ofthe production schedule time (see Appendix C for an explanation of times), then

the appropriate amount ofthe uptime activity time is extended to the beginning ofthe first

shift. Finally, the equipment resource is preempted, relevant variables are reinitialized and

the repair time activity elapses. The equipment resource is then f¡eed and the cycle is

repeated again.
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Figure 4.9: Logic diagram for the equipment breakdowns segment.

4.2.8 Shifts Segment

A simplified logic diagram for the shifts segment is shown in Figure 4.10. (The

SLAM II net\ryork for the shifts segment can be found in Appendix 4.1.) First, the

resource (i.e., the drills/crews, the LHDs, the train, or the truck) is preempted at the start

of the shift for 2 hours of non-productive time for the day shift. (The non-productive

time, more appropriately referred to as indirect production time in Appendix C, consists of

time for shift changes, lunch, coffee breaks, etc.) Following this, the resource is freed for

6 hours of productive time for the day shift. This does not mean 6 hours of productive
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time occur, rather the resource is made available for 6 hours of productive activities.

Similar logic is used for the aftemoon shift.

The logic for the night shift is slightly different than the logic for the day and

aftemoon shifts, since some of the resources have three shifts per day, whereas, others

have only two shifts per day. For ¡esources that have three shifts per day, the logic is the

same as that used for the day and aftemoon shifts. However, for resources that have only

two shifts per day, they are preempted, or made unavailable for 8 hours rather than 2

hours. This is necessary since the model runs on a 24 hov day.
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Figure 4.10: Logic diagram for the shifts segmenl



4.2,9 Miscellaneous and Resource Segments

Since the logic for the miscellaneous segments is relatively straight forward, a logic

diagram has not been constructed. (The sLAM II network for the miscellaneous segment

can be found in Appendix A.l.) Basically, in this segment various entities are created and

destroyed to perform the following functions:

1. To deposit development ore and rock into the appropriate chimneys once every 2

hours for the first and second shifts.

2. To print the daily values ofvarious variables to appropriate files, as well as, reinitialize

variables as necessary.

3. To control the availability of the blast resource so that blasts can only occur at the end

ofthe shifts. That is, the blast resource is made unavailable for the first 6.5 hours and

available for the last 1.5 hours ofevery shift.

In addition a resource segment, as shown in Appendix A.l, is used to define the

various resources used within the model.

4.3 MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Model verification is the process of determining whether a computer simulation

program performs as intended, that is, it involves debugging the computer program (Law

and Kelton, 1991). For the underground production mining simulation model discussed in

this chapter, verification was performed as the model evolved by doing detailed and

selective traces, as well as, printing various values to output files. Detailed traces involve

recording the start time, the event node, the current attribute values and the activity

summary for each entity as it moves though the net\ryork. When the model became too

large and complex to continue doing detailed traces, selective traces were performed, that
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is, only event nodes and activities of interest were traced (Litke, Laroche, strong and

szymanski, 1993) In addition, various values were printed to output files to ensure they

were consistent with what was expected.

Model validation is concerned with determining whether the conceptual simulation

model is an accurate representation of the system under study (Law and Keltoq l99r).

validation for the underground production mining simulation model was broken down

into three main steps (see Litke, Laroche, strong and szymanski, 1993). The first step

involved analysis of the model logic and minimizing differences between the real wo¡ld

system and the conceptual simulation rnodel. This approach was iterated, in conjunction

with verifìcation, with each resolution throughout the entire model building process.

The second step of validation focused on finding suitable input distributions for

activity times, and equipment uptimes and downtimes. Inco,s incentive standards hourly

rates, or incentive rates, were used as a basis for the activity times, a justed as deemed

appropriate (see Appendix D.l). various values based upon the adjusted incentive rates

were then entered into uniFit II, a probability distribution calculation software package, to

obtain the activify distributions and corresponding SLAM II equations. Beta distributions,

as given in Appendix D, were obtained for all activity times. A sample of the SLAM II
generated beta distributions for manual and remote control LHD loading is shown in

Figure 4.1 i (based upon 1000 samples).

with respect to equipment uptimes and downtimes, past records arong with expert

opinions were used to obtain various values. These values were then entered into uniFit

II to obtain the distributions and corresponding SLAM II equations. Gamma

distributions, as given in Appendix D, were obtained for all equipment uptimes and

downtimes. A sample of the sLAM II generated gamma distributions for LHD uptime

and downtime is shown in Figure 4.i2 (based upon 1OO0 samples).



o\

Figure 4. I l: SLAM II generated beta distributions for manual and remote control LHD

loading (Litke, Laroche, Strong and Szymanski, 1993).
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The third step of validation performed focused on comparing output results

generated by the simulation model with actual data from the existing mine. Key

parameters, such as the production rate, the time to perlorm various activities and the

availability ratios, were found to compare favorably. That is, the output results generated

by the simulation rnodel closely resembled actual data from the mine for the selected

mining blocks.

4,4 MODEL INPUTS

Model inputs have been divided into intemal input data and extemal input data.

Each is described within their respective section, followed by a list of amendments that

may have to be made to the model when the data file is changed.

Internal Inpult Dêlê

Internal input data consists of data that is within the program itself, primarily

within file INTLC (see Appendix 4.6.2) and file USERF (see Appendix 4.6.3). Examples

of intemal input data are the activity time equations, uptime and downtime equations,

LHD bucket capacities, train car capacities, and truck capacities, to name a few. A
complete listing ofthese equations and rates can be found in Appendix D.

External Input Data

External input data is entered into the model by the user through either the data file

or questions answered by the user at the start of the first simulation run. An example of a

data file is given in Appendix 4.3. As shown, each row of numbers within the data file

(except for the last four numbers) represent characteristics, or attributes, specific to a

particular blast section ofore (see Appendix A..4 for an explanation of attribute numbers).
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The last four numbers in the data file respectivery represent the following: the daily

amount of development rock deposited into the rockpass; the LD. number/location where

the rock is deposited; the daily amount ofdeveropment ore deposited into the orepass; and

the I.D. number/location where the ore is deposited.

Questions answered by the user at the start of the first simulation run include:

1 . The desired number of simulation runs (between I and 10), and

2. The desired confidence level (90, 95, or 98) for the output results.

Data File Changes

when changes to the data file are made, corresponding amendments to the model

as listed below, may have to be made.

l. The network (see Appendix A 1) may have to be changed to ensure the following:

(a) The maximum creations in the cREATE node labelled srART within the

drilling and blasting network must equal the total number of blast sections of ore

within the data file.

(b) The termination count in the TERMINATE node labelled END within the

backfitling network must equal the total number of mining blocks within the data

file.

2. The control file (see Appendix A.2) may have to be changed to ensure the

following:

(a) The number of ARRAys must corïespond to the number of blast sections

of ore within the data file.

(b) The ending time in the INITIALIZE statement must be large enough to

simulate mining of all blast sections of ore within the data file.

3. The FORTRAN code for file INTLC (see Appendix A.6.2) tnay have to be changed

to ensure the following:
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(a) The data file opened within INTLC co'esponds to the name of the data

file to be opened.

(b) The variable NBLASTS must equal the totar nu¡nber of blast sections of

ore within the data file.

4.5 MODEL OUTPUTS

The model contains user written FORTRAN code used to generate the following

four output files: 1) SUMMARY, 2) RIINS, 3) AMOIJNTS, and 4) COSTS. The first

three output files are used to collect simulation results on all runs performed (i.e., from 1

to 10 runs). The cosrs output file is based only upon the last simulation run performed.

An example of all four output files can be found in Appendix B.

The SUMMARY output fire provides information on the averages and confidence

intervals for the following:

' The mechanical availability, physical availability, use of availability, and effective

utilization for each piece of equipment, along with the hours and shifts used to

calculate these values. (For an explanation ofthese terms refer to Appendix C.)

. The daily tons ofore and pounds ofnickel mucked and hauled by the LHDs.

. The daily tons ofore and rock trammed.

. The mucking tons per day on a per mining block basis (up to i0 mining blocks).

' The production schedule table for various events for each mining block (up to 10

mining blocks).

' The activity times for drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, and backfilling for

each mining block (up to 10 mining blocks).

The RUNS output file provides similar information as the SIjMMARY file, except

it is for each simulation run performed, rather than the averages and confdence intervals.
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The AMOUNTS file provides the following information for each simulation run:

. The daily and cumulative amounts ofore and nickel mucked and hauled by the LHDs.

. The daily and cumulative a¡nounts of ore trammed by the ore train.

. The daily and cumulative amounts of rock trammed by the rock train.

. The tons ofrock in the rockpass at the end ofthe day.

The COSTS file provides preliminary cost information on drilling, blasting, and

mucking and hauling for the last simulation run only. The COSTS file is in preliminary

stages and requires further developmental work beyond this thesis.

4.6 NUMBER OF RUNS AND RUN LENGTH

The model was built to accommodate 1 to 10 simulation runs as specifìed by the

user at the start of the first simulation run. If more than 10 runs is desired, then various

arrays within the FORTRAN code would have to be adjusted accordingly.

The length of each simulation run is determined by the completion of the backfilling

activity for all rnining blocks considered. Since the beginning and ending conditions of

each run affect various variables, warming-up and cooling-down the model was performed

as needed. Warming-up the model refers to not collecting data before certain points in

time near the beginning of the run (i.e., the startlime), or deleting some of the

observations from the beginning of the run. Cooling-down the model refers to not

collecting data beyond a certain point in time near the end of the run (i.e., the end-time).

Warming-up and cooling-down the model for the hours used to calculate the

availability ratios was performed as follows:

. When a drilUcrew resource is initially used on the first blast section of ore of the fìrst

block, then the time is marked as the start{ime for the drills. The end+ime for the

drills is the time when the last blast section of ore for all mining blocks considered
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completes the drilling and blasting activity. (Note that the same start-time and end-

time is used for both drills/crews.)

. When a LHD resource is initially used on the first blast section of ore of the first

block, then the time is marked as the start-time for the LHDs, as well as the start-time

for the train. The end-time for the LHDs and the train is the same as that used for the

drills.

. When the truck resource is initially used on the first blast section of ore of the first

block, then the time is marked as the stârt-tirne for the truck. The end-time for the

truck is the sâme as that used for the drills.

The average daily tons of ore and pounds of nickel mucked and hauled by the

LHDs, as well as the average daily tons of ore trammed by the train, is calculated based

upon the start-time and end-time for the LHDs and train. On the other hand, the average

daily tons ofrock trammed is calculated based upon the start ofthe run to the end-time for

the train.

Warming-up and cooling-down was not necessary for various other variables, such

as, the mucking tons per day on a per block basis, the production schedule table, and the

activity tirnes.
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CHAPTER
5

SCENARIOS
INVESTIGATED

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The simulation model described in chapter 4 has been used to model four typical

mining blocks found at the 83 orebody in the Birchtree Mine. These mining blocks have

been numbered within this thesis as blocks 1 tkough 4, inclusive, and correspond to

Birchtree's mining blocks identified below:

' Block 1 within this thesis corresponds to Birchtree's block 5 (also called 21-g10.1),

' Block 2 within this thesis is based upon Birchtree's block 6 (also called 20-7g5.1),

however, the data was modified slightly since it was not a typical mining block,

' Block 3 within this thesis corresponds to Birchtree's block 7 (also called 2l-g00.3),

and

. Block 4 within tlis thesìs corresponds to Birchtree's block 8 (also called 21-810.2).

The basecase scenario discussed in the next section presents various time charts to

demonstrate some of the operational characteristics of the current version of the

simulation model (version 1.2). Next, results from various scenarios are presented to

determine activity and system bottlenecks, as well as, the expected average daily

production ofore.
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The final section in this chapter provides a discussion on other scenarios that were

investigated, such as, alternative LHD configurations, increasing the average daily

production rate, and alternative rnining block mucking rules. The simulation results from

these scenarios are not presented since they are based upon an earlier version of the

simulation model (Version 1. t), and the real world system has changed.

For the purpose of this thesis, ten simulation runs were performed for each

scenario considered. When performance measures were compared, the paired t-test, or

the paired-difference test, was used at a 95 percent con_fidence level.

{t BASECASE SCENARIO TIME CHARTS

The basecase scenario's input data is given in Appendix 4,3, while the

assumptions, equations and rates are listed in Appendix D. output files from the basecase

scenario can be found in Appendix B.

The average values for various activities f¡om the production schedule table given

in Appendix 8.1 are presented in Figure 5.1. As shown, DrilVCrew I is used for mining

blocks 1 and 3, and DrilVCrew 2 is used for mining blocks 2 and 4. Referring to Figure

5.1, the following observations may aid in understanding some of the operational

characteristics of the model :

. DrilUCrew i is relocated from block 1 to block 3 as soon as the drilling and blasting

activity at block I has been completed (similarly for Drill,/Crew 2 and blocks 2 and 4).

. Mucking and hauling alternates between blocks 1 and 2, then between blocks 3 and 4.

The alternation between mining blocks is based upon the mining block mucking rule

(i.e., the lowest mining block number is mucked first). Although a solid rectangle is

shown, mucking and hauling only occurs frorn one mining block at any particular point

in time since only one LHD operator is assumed available.
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Figure 5.1: General activity time chart.



. As soon as the mucking and hauling activity for block I has been completed, the

backfilling activity begins. As soon as block I has been backfilled, then block 2 is

backflled, followed by block 3, and finally block 4. The order in which the mining

blocks are backfilled is based upon the backfilting rule (i.e., the mining block which is

finished mucking and hauling first is backfilled first).

To present additional operational characteristics ofthe model, a five day period on

the first simulation run was arbitrarily chosen for selective tracing. Specifically, a section

of time f¡om 400 to 520 hours on the first simulation run was examined in detail for the

drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, and train lramming activities. The results from

these traces have been presented in graphical form in Figures 5.2 to 5.5, and are now

discussed.

Figure 5.2 presents the drilling and blasting activity time chart for both Drill/Crew

1 and DrilUCrew 2. As shown, the drills/crews are either working (i.e., the drilting and

blasting activity), being repaired, on miscellaneous activities (i.e., two hours of every shift

have been assigned for miscellaneous activities or non-productive time as described in

Appendix D), or waiting (i.e., it is not being used for any ofthe aforementioned activities).

Referring to Figure 5.2, the following observations may aid in understanding some ofthe

operational characteristics of the model:

. Every eight hour shift has two hours of miscellaneous activities at the start ofthe shift,

which preempts both the repair and working activities. Fuithermore, the repair

activity preempts the working activity.

. DrilVCrew 1's wait time between hours 402 and 41 I was incurred because the

blast¡oom resource was not available (i.e., 25 percent ofthe mucking and hauling was

not completed on the previous blast section of ore), and the blast section of ore was

the last one for the mining block (i.e., the fifth blast section of ore for block 1). The
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waiting between hours 45 I and 454.5 was due to the blast resource not being available

(i.e., only the last 1.5 hours ofeach shift are available for the blast and guard activity).

' Drill,/crew 2's waiting after hour 490 was due to the blastroom resource not being

available, and the blast section of ore being the last one for the mining block (i.e., the

sixth blast section ofore for block 2).

To provide greater detail of the working activity for Drilvcrew 1 shown in Figure

5.2, Figure 5.3 has been divided into the following: drilling holes, relocating the drill,

guarding and blasting, loading explosives, measuring holes, cleaning holes, repair and

miscellaneous activities, and waiting. The activities performed between hours 400 and

456 are for block 1, blast section ofore 5; and from 456 onwards for block 3, blast section

of ore 1 . As previously stated, the waiting from approximately 451 to 454.5 hours due to

the blast resource not being available, is more obvious in Figure 5.3 than in Figure 5.2.

The mucking and hauling activity time chart for the same time period is shown in

Figure 5.4. LHD 9 (i.e., the 9 cubic yard, referred to as LHD2 in the simulation p¡ogram

in Appendix A) is used as the primary LHD, and LHD 6 (i.e., the 6 cubic yard, referred to

as LHD1 in the simulation program in Appendix A) is used as the secondary or backup

LHD, Recall that the simulation model assumes only one LHD operator at any particular

point in time, consequently, the time for LHD 6 when LHD 9 is available is not shown as

waiting in Figure 5.4. (However, this time is accounted for in the simulation program as

standby time for LHD 6.) Referring to Figure 5.4, the following observations may aid in

understanding some ofthe operational charactedstics ofthe model:

' Every eight hour shifì has two hours of miscellaneous activities at the start ofthe shift,

which preempts both the repair and working activities. Furthermore, the repair

activity preempts the working activity. since mucking and hauling is not performed on

the third shift, this time is shown in Figure 5.4 as part of the miscella¡eous time.
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. For the time period considered, when LHD 9 was used there was considerable waiting

because the orepass \¡r'as full (in fact, about halfthe time is spent waiting for orepass

storage capacity); however, whenever LHD 6 was used there was no observed waiting

for orepass storage capacity.

' Between hours 424 and 445, both LHDs were being repaired. At approximately hour

445,The repair on LHD 6 was complete, therefore, it began working (i.e., the mucking

and hauling activity). As soon as the repair on LHD 9 was complete, it replaced LHD

6.

The train tramming activity time chart for the same time period is shown in Figure

5.5. Referring to Figure 5.5, the following observations may aid in understanding some of

the operational characteristics ofthe model:

' Every eight hour shift has two hours of miscellaneous activities at the start ofthe shift,

which preempts both the repair and tramming activities. (Note for the time period

considered there was no repair activity).

. Hours 400 to 408, 424 to 432, 448 to 456, 472 to 480, and 496 to 504 a¡e the third

shifts, during which rock is trammed first, then ore when there is no rock to be

trammed. As shown, there is some waiting on the third shift which implies all the rock

and ore within the chimneys was trammed.

. There are insufücient amounts of ore within the chimneys for a trainload between

hours 430 and 445 because both LHDs were being repaired, as previously stated.

When Figures 5.2 T.o 5.5 are viewed collectively, it appears that if a greater daily

production rate is desired for these mining blocks, then the orepass storage capacity

should be increased. For example, approximately 50 percent ofthe time is spent waiting

for sufficient orepass storage capacity when LHD 9 is being used. The LHD 9 waiting in

tum results in drilling and blasting activity \'r'aiting for the last blast sections ofore for the

mining blocks. In addition, LHD 9 waiting results in train tramming waiting on the third
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shift. This analysis, of course, is based upon specific mining blocks and orepass storage

capacities, as well as, only part of one simulation run.

The above method of activity time chart analysis could be performed for additional

runs and perhaps extended for greater periods of time; unfortunately, it is very tinte

consuming. Perhaps others may want to automate the process since it appears to be very

informative. However, it should be noted that some of the information obtained above is

also in numerical form in Appendix B.1. For example, the waiting due to insufficient

o¡epass storage capacity when LHD 9 is being used can be observed in the high value of

indirect production time (IPT) for LHD2. (This leads one to question whether the waiting

due to the orepass being full should be assigned to standby time rather than indirect

production time as described in Appendix C, since it affects the availability ratios.)

5.3 ACTIVITY AND SYSTEM BOTTLENECKS SCENARIOS

5.3.1 Introduction

The activity and system bottlenecks scenarios focused on drilling and blasting,

mucking and hauling, and train tramming activities (as well as the related system), since

they are directly linked to each other. The activity bottleneck refers to the bottleneck for

the activities considered, whereas, the system bottleneck refers to the bottleneck for the

system considered. (Note the system contains the activities, as well as, other components

such as the orepass storage capacity.) For example, the activity bottleneck may be the

drilling and blasting activity; however, the system bottleneck may be the orepass storage

capacity.

As previously mentioned, ten simulation runs were performed for each scenario

considered. When the performance measure between scenarios was compared, the paired



t-test, or the paired-difference test, was used at a 95 percent confidence level (i.e., the

probability of rejecting the null hypothesis, H6, when it is true is 5 percent). The

performance measure used \.vas the average ore throughput in tons per day, or the average

daily production rate, for the activity ofinterest.

The activity and system bottlenecks scenarios have been divided into independent

activity scenarios and interactive activity scenarios, each will be described within their

respective sections. Both categories of scenarios were based upon the simulation model

given in Appendix A and the assumptions given in Appendix D, modified as noted.

5.3.2 IndependentActivity Scenarios

The independent activity scenarios focused on each activity independent of the

others in order to minimize influence on each other. For example, in order to obtain the

independent average daily production rate for drilling and blasting, the mucking and

hauling, and train tramming activity times were set to zero. That is, the drilting and

blasting activity times were as specified in Appendix D, while the activity times for

mucking and hauling, as well as, train tramming were set to zero. Similar scenarios were

performed in order to obtain the independent average daily production rates for mucking

and hauling, as well as, train tramming.

Note that the independent activity scenarios do not necessarily indicate the

maximum average daily production rate for the activity of interest since mucking and

hauling is on two shifts, while the others are on three shifts. For example, the train

tramming activity may have waiting on the third shift, since the amount that can be

trammed on the third shift is limited to the amount available in the chimneys.

The results from these scenarios are shown in Table 5.1. In order to broaden the

conclusions somewhat, scenarios were performed for both a I and 2 drilVcrew systerq as
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well as, various LHD return hauling distances. (Note the real world system considered in

this case study has 2 drills/crews and LHD return hauling distances of470 to 600 feet.)

Table 5.1 Average daily production rate with activities independent ofeach other.

Scenario

Average Daily Ore Average Daily Ore
Mucking & Hauling Train Tramming

(tons/day) (tons/day)

Drilling and blasting (3 shifts):
l drilVcrew
2 drills/crews

Mucking and hauling (2 shifts):
470' fo 600'retum hauling distances

940' to 1200' return hauling distances

1410' to i800'retum hauling distances

Train tramming ore (see Note)

x686 + 18
*1372 + 79

1669 + 140
1229 + 74

1043 + 52

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

T1678 + 39

N/A

t

The average daily amount ofore that the drilling and blasting activity can supply to
the mucking and hauling activity (based upon mucking and hauling on two shifts

per day).
Not applicable since the average daily production rate is based upon an activity
time of zero.
In addition to the ore available from drilling and blasting and mucking and hauling
(based upon mucking and hauling on two shifts per day), there are 150 tons of
development ore per day directly deposited into the orepass.

There are 3 shifrs per day for tramming, of which 2 are used for tramming ore and

I is used for tramming rock; however, ifthere is no rock to tram on the third shift,

then ore is trammed if available.

Note:

By comparing the average daily production rates in Table 5.1, the activity

bottleneck can be determined. That is, when 1 drilVcrew is uied, then drilling and blasting

is the activity bottleneck for all LHD return hauling distances considered. When 2

drills/crews are used simultaneously at separate locations and the LHD return hauling

distances are 470 to 600 feet, then drilling and blasting remains the bottleneck. On the
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other hand, as the LHD return hauling distances increase, then mucking and hauling could

become the activity bottleneck; however, this would not be the case for normal LHD

retum haulìng distances (the retum hauling distances of 1410 to 1800 feet are considered

to be extreme) and assuming a third shift is available if needed. To continue, note that

train tramming for the mining blocks considered was ûom orepasses #3 and #4, which

have the highest retum tramming time (see Appendix D.3). Therefore, for the activities

considered and the reasons stated above, drilling and blasting is considered to be the

activity bottleneck.

5.3.3 InteractiveActivity Scenarios

The interactive activity scenarios focused on grouping drilling and blasting,

mucking and hauling, and train tramming activities as listed below:

l. Grouping drilling and blasting with mucking and hauling, that is, drilling and blasting

and mucking and hauling activity times are as outlined in Appendix D, while the

activity times for train tramming are set to zero.

2. Grouping mucking and hauling with train tramming, that is, drilling and blasting

activity times are set to zero, while mucking and hauling and train tramming activity

times are as outlined in Appendix D.

3. Grouping all activities, that is, drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, and train

tramming activity times are as outlined in Appendix D (i.e., the basecase scenario

discussed in Section 5.2).

The results from these scenarios are shown in Table 5.2. (Note that the values

presented are for a 2 drilVcrew system and 470 to 600 feet LHD return hauling distances )
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Table 5.2 Average daily production rate with activity interaction.

Scenario

Average Daily Ore Average Daily Ore
Mucking & Hauling Train Tramming

(tons/day) (tons/day)

Group drilling & blasting with mucking &
hauling (train tramming set to 0)

Group mucking & hauling with train
tramming (drilling & blasting set to 0)

Group all activities

Group all activities with unlimited orepass
storage capacity

1372 + 50

1238 + 69

1105 + 46

1337 + 43

N/A

t1391 + 69

11266 + 47

11449 + 44

N/A Not applicable since the average daily production rate is based upon an activity
time of zero.

I In addition to the ore available from drilling and blasting and mucking and hauling
(based upon mucking and hauling on two shifts per day), there are 150 tons of
development ore per day directly deposited into the orepass.

To begir:, note there is reason to befieve that grouping the drilling and blasting

activity with the mucking and hauling activity did not lower the average daily production

rate for drilling and blasting (based upon the 1372 I 79 value given in Table 5.1 and the

1372 + 50 value given in Table 5.2). On the other hand, there is reason to believe that

grouping the drilling and blasting activity with the mucking and hauling activity did reduce

the average daily production rate for mucking and hauling (based upon the 1669 t 140

value given in Table 5.1 and the 1372 t 50 value given in Table 5.2). This is consistent

with the earlier observation that drilling and blasting is the activity bottleneck.

To continue, note there is reason to believe that grouping the drilling and blasting

activity rvith the mucking and hauling activity has a higher average daily production rate

than grouping mucking and hauling with train tramming (based upon the 1372 f 50 and



1238 + 69 values given in Table 5.2). Similarly, note there is reason to believe that

grouping the drilling and blasting activity with the mucking and hauling activity has a

higher average daily production rate than grouping all activities (based upon the 131.2 *
50 and 1i05 + 46 values given in Table 5.2). This leads one to believe that the train

tranrming activity is holding back production; however, as shown in Table 5.1, there is

considerable train tramming capacity (i.e., 1678 * 39). Consequently, a further scenario

was performed that grouped all activities with unlimited orepass storage capacity. When

this scenario is considered, there is reason to believe that grouping the drilling and blasting

activity with the mucking and hauling activity does not have a different average daily

production rate than grouping all activities with unlimited orepass storage capacity (based

upon the 1372 + 50 and the 1337 * 43 values given in Table 5.2) Therefore, as

suspected, train tramming is not holding back production; however, the limited orepass

storage capacity for the mining blocks considered is holding back production (i.e., the

system bottleneck is the orepass storage capacity). However, when the orepass storage

capacity is sufficiently increased, then drilling and blasting becomes the system bottleneck.

Finally, as shown in Table 5.2, an average daily mucking and hauling production

rate of 1337 * 43 (roughJy i300 to 1400 tons per day) can be expected when there is

sufficient orepass storage capacity. If there is an additional 150 tons per day of

development ore, then an average daily ore train tramming production rate of 1449 * 44

(roughly 1400 to 1500 tons per day) can be expected.

5,4 OTHER SCENARIOS

Various other scenarios were performed using an earlier version of the simulation

model (Version I .1), such as, altemative LHD configurations, increasing the average daily

production rate, and altemative mining block mucking rules. The real world system has



changed since these scenarios were performed, thus resulting in Version 1.2. The primary

difference between Version 1.1 and Version 1.2 is the overall train tramming capacity.

(That is, Version l.l had six ore cars 80 percent ofthe time, and four ore cars 20 percent

of the time, without the option of ore train tramming on the third shift. Version L2 has

six ore cars 100 percent of the time, with ore train tramming on the third shift if there is no

rock to tram. In addition, a backfilling priority was added to Version 1.2.) At the present

time, there is no reason to rerun the scenarios discussed in this section with Version 1.2.

Alternative LHD Confi gurations

The altemative LHD configurations scenarios compared a 9 (primary) and 6

(backup) cubic yard LHD system with a 6 (primary) and 6 (backup) cubic yard LHD

system. These scenarios were performed for both a 1 and 2 drilVcrew system for various

LHD retum hauling distances. The results f¡om this study showed a greater decrease in

the average daily production rate as the LHD return hauling distances increased for the 6

and 6 cubic yard LHD system as compared to the 9 and 6 cubic yard system. Conversely,

for lower LHD retum hauling distances, there was no statistical difference in the average

daily production rate between the systems.

Increasing the Avera-ee Daily Production Rate

This study looked at ways to increase the average daily production rate by focusing

on drilling and blasting since it is the activity bottleneck. The following scenarios were

examined:

1. Basecase, which is used as a benchmark against the others,

2. Increasing the mechanical availability ofthe drills from 69 to 85 percent,
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3. Increasing the penetration rate ofthe drills from 40 to 50 feet per hour, and

4. Increasing the drill factor by reducing the number of feet drilled per blast section of

ore by l0 percent, the number ofholes drilled per blast section ofore by r0 percent,

and the number offeet loaded per blast section ofore by 5 percent.

The results ffom these scenarios showed increasing either the penetration rate or

the drill factor, did not result in a statistical difference in the average daily production rate.

on the other hand, increasing the mechanical availability of the drills did result in a

statistical increase in the average daily production rate.

Alternative Minine Block Mucking Rules

The alternative mining block mucking rules scenarios investigated the effect of

altering the priority order in which mining blocks are mucked. For example, in a 2

drilvcrew system, if there are two mining blocks that can be mucked at the same time,

what is the prefened order to muck them. The potential mucking orders, or rules,

considered were:

1. First blasted priority, that is, the mining block, or blast section of ore, blasted first is

mucked first.

2. Block priority, that is, the mining blocks, or blast sections of ore, are mucked in a

predetermined set sequence (i.e., the order in which they are entered in the data file).

3. Smallest blast priority, that is, the blast section of ore with the smallest amount of ore

is mucked first.

4. Largest blast priority, that is, the blast section ofore with the largest amount ofore is

mucked first.

The results from this study showed no statistical difference in the average daily

production rate for the mining block mucking rules considered.
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CHAPTER
6

CONCLUDING
REMARKS

6.1 RESEARCH WORK ACCOIVIPLISHED

A prototype computer simulation model of underground production mining has

been developed for a specific mining complex found at Inco Limited, Manitoba Division.

The model can simulate up to ten different mining blocks, each of which can be divided

into as many blast sections of ore as necessary. The siniulation model was built assuming

all necessary orebody inlrastructure was already developed. within the existing orebody

infrastructure, the major activities and pieces of equipment required for underground

production mining are modelled. Basically, the major activities modelled have been

divided into four categories: 1) drilling and blasting, which includes relocating the drill,

drilling holes, cleaning holes, measuring holes, loading explosives, and guarding the blast,

2) mucking and hauling, 3) train tramming, and 4) backfilling. The model can

accommodate up to four chimneys, three of which must be defined as orepasses and one

as a rockpass.

The model was built using SLAM II and contains user written FORTRAN code

used to generate the following four output files: l) SUMMARY, 2) RLTNS, 3)

AMOUNTS and 4) COSTS. The SUMMARY output file provides informarion on the



averages and confidence intervals for the following: the mechanical availability, physical

availability, use of availability, and effective utilization for each piece of equipment, along

with the hours and shifÌs used to calculate these values; the daily tons and pounds ofnickel

mucked and hauled by the LHDs; the daily tons of ore and rock trarnmed; the mucking

tons per day on a per mining block basis (up to 10 mining blocks); the production schedule

table for various events for each mining block (up to l0 mining blocks); and the activity

times for drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, and backfilling for each mining block

(up to 10 mining blocks). The RLINS output file provides similar information as the

SIIN4MARY file, except it is for each simulation run performed, rather than averages and

the confidence intervals. The AMOUNTS file provides the following information for each

simulation run: the daily and cumulative amounts of ore and nickel mucked and hauled by

the LHDs; the daily and cumulative amounts of ore trammed by the ore train; the daily and

cumulative amounts of rock trammed by the rock train; and the tons of rock in the

rockpass at the end ofthe day. The COSTS file provides preliminary cost information on

drilling, blasting, and mucking and hauling for the last simulation run only.

Logic diagrams are provided for the following segments: drilling and blasting;

mucking and hauling; backflling; train tramming; blast delay and check vents; equipment

breakdowns; and shifts. These logic diagrams serve as a type of flow diagram to facilitate

explanations of model logic used.

The model was used on four typical mining blocks found at the 83 orebody in the

Birchtree Mine. A five day period on the first simulation run for the basecase scenario

was chosen for selective tracing ofthe drilling and blasting, mucking and hauling, and train

tramming activities. Graphical time charts were constructed f¡om the traces for these

activities, lvhich served as a communication tool to present some of the operational

characteristics of the model.



In addition, various other scenarios were perflormed on the same four mining

blocks, modified as noted, to determine activity and system bottlenecks with the average

daily production rate used as tlle perflormance measure. Based upon these scenarios, the

following conclusions were made: drilling and blasting is the activity bottleneck; orepass

storage capacity is the systern bottleneck for the mining blocks considered; when the

orepass storage capacity is sufficiently increased, then drilling and blasting becomes the

system bottleneck; roughly an average daily mucking and hauling production rate between

1300 and 1400 tons per day can be expected when there is sufücient orepass storage

capacity; and \¡r'hen there is an additional 150 tons per day of development ore, then

roughly an average daily ore train tramming production rate bet\ryeen 1400 and 1500 tons

per day can be expected.

The above conclusions are based upon specific mining blocks and model

assumptions, of course, both internal and external inputs to the model can be changed to

examine various other mining blocks and types of system configurations. In addition, the

model structure can be altered as necessary in order to accommodate changes in the real

world system, as was the case from Version 1. 1 to Version 7.2. The degree of effort for

such modifications, of course, depends on the magnitude ofthe change and the familiarity

with the model.

6.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

As with most computer programming projects, there are usually a variety of

refinements and/or additions that could be made to better the "final product"; however,

insufficient time is a limiting factor. Consequently, a list of suggestions for future

development are listed below:
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The recommended program refinements identified in Appendix E are incorporated into

the model.

Graphical production schedules are generated using the model. Currently, the model

produces a numerical production schedule table for selected activity events Perhaps the

model could be amended for the purpose of producing production schedules in both

graphical, as well as tabular form. These production schedules could be based upon the

selected number of simulation runs, perhaps similar to that given in Figure 5. 1 .

The FORTRAN code for the production operating costs is updated to provide results

based upon I to 10 simulation runs. Presently the model contains code that produces

very rough numbers based only upon the last simulation run.

Automate the activity time charts presented in Chapter 5 (i.e., Figures 5.2 to 5 5) This

could be accomplished by writing the time of various events to specific files, then later

reading this information into a spreadsheet package or perhaps generating the graphs

with user written code in the OTPUT file. These activity time charts could only be based

upon individual simulation runs.

External input data to the model is linked to a spreadsheet. Perhaps setting up a

spreadsheet in this manner would simpli$ the external input data process and make it

more user friendly. Preiently, the extemal input data is primarily entered in as a matrix

of numbers using the data file.

Animation is added to the model. Animations can be created within SLAMSYSTEM

using the Facility Builder for the design ofthe background and symbols, and the Script

Builder to specify which actions should occur when a particular simulation event

happens.

Dynamic scheduling of productive time within the model. That is, scheduling of

weekends and the third shift as productive time would be done within the model only



as necessary. Presently, all activities have their shifts set at the start of the first

simulation run.

. Preventive maintenance and equipment breakdowns are modelled in greater detail and

as separate occurrences. Presently, the minor maintenance done daily on-site by the

operator has been grouped into the two hour per shift shutdown time, and the major

preventive maintenance perfbrmed at the garage by a mechanic has been grouped into

the equipment breakdown time.

. The percentage mucked and hauled by the LHD resource before the blastroom

resource is released is made a function ofthe room, or cavity, available. Presently, the

blastroom resource is made available once 25 percent ofthe previous blast section of

ore for the mining block has been mucked.

. The drill penetration rate is made a function ofrock hardness on a per blast section of

ore basis. This could be done by adding an additional atribute number for rock

hardness and appropriately adjusting the code. Presently, a fixed penetration rate of

40 feet per hour is used for all blast sections ofore.

. Optimal block mining sequences are determined using the model. Of course,

geological considerations greatly determine the sequence in which mining blocks are

mined; however, for situations where the geological considerations are not a

determining factor, then the optimal sequencing based upon the selected performance

measure(s) can be investigated. Presently, alternative sequencing of mining blocks can

be achieved by changing the order in which they appear in the input data file.

. The model is expanded to include additional activities, such as skipping ore to the

surface.

Since computer simulation is an excellent tool for evaluating complex systems such

as underground production mining, it is highly recommended that further research work be

performed in this area.
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APPENDIX A: SIÌVIULATION PROGRAM

Appendix A contains the simulation program, as well as explanations for the

attribute numbers and XX( ) variables. It has been divided as follows:

Appendix Subsection

Appendix A. 1: Network

Appendix 4.2: Control File

Appendix ,A..3: Input Data File

Appendix A..4: Explanation of Attribute Numbers

Appendix 4,5: Explanation of XX( ) Variables

Appendix 4.6: FORTRAN Code
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Appentlix 4.2: Control File

GEN, LITKE, PRODUCTION MI NI NG, 1 2/,1 5i93, 1 O,Y,Y,YiY, N, Ni.l,72;
1tMtTS,52,15,62;
INTLC,XX(1)='l;
ARRAY(1,15);
ARRAY(2,15);
ARRAY(3,15);
ARRAY(4,15);
ARRAY(5,15);
ARRAY(6,15);
ARRAY(7,15);
ARRAY(8,15);
ARRAY(g,15);
ARRAY(10,15);
ARRAY(11,15);
ARRAY(12,15);
ARRAY(13,15);
ARRAY(14,15);
ARRAY(15,15);
ARRAY(16,15);
ARRAY(17,15);
ARRAY(18,15);
ARRAY(1e,15);
ARRAY(20,15);
ARRAY(21,15);
ARRAY(22,15);
ARRAY(23,15);
NETWORK;
PRr ORTTY/39, LVF( I )/5, LVF(8);
I NtT|ALtZE,,6000,Yi1 ;

FIN;
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Appendix 4.3: Input Data File

1 5 1 Ls00 61.4 B 100 142 r.42 4 25 600 l-400 50
2 5 I 100 't34 I0 293 7124 L.42 4 25 600 1400 50
3 s 1 100 360 5 432 2660 I.42 4 25 600 1400 50
4 51 100 1102 13 646 3660 L42 4 25 600 L40o s0
5 5 1 100 0 0 810 5397 r.42 4 25 600 14OO 50

2 7 6 21500 720 10 108 1B0 1.91 4 26 410 Lloo 50
2 2 6 2 100 900 12 360 900 1.91 4 26 410 L400 50
2 3 6 2 100 432 6 440 3600 1 .97 4 26 410 7400 50
2 4 6 2 l-00 540 I 440 3600 1 ,91 4 26 410 1400 s0
2 5 6 2 100 0 0 612 4320 1,91 4 26 410 I40O 50
2 6 6 2 100 9'72 16 120 5400 L.91 4 26 410 L400 50
3171 1500 811 L0 131 162 T.34 4 25 600 1400 100
3 211, I00 1,324 16 411 L172 L.34 4 25 600 1400 100
3 3 7I 100 664 I 125 3288 L.34 4 25 600 14OO 100
3 417 100 511 1 363 4623 1.34 4 25 600 1400 100
3 51r 100 0 0 Lr71 1446 1,34 4 25 600 14oO 100
3 61 7 100 907 14 690 4637 7.34 4 25 600 1400 1oo
3 1 1 L L00 1195 25 672 3769 L34 4 25 600 14oo t 0o
4 7 5 2 1"500 755 9 L'76 150 1. 55 4 20 5s0 1400 100
4 2 5 2 100 871 15 342 800 1.55 4 20 550 14OO l_00
4 3 5 2 100 400 '7 655 3580 1 ,55 4 20 550 1400 100
4 4 5 2 100 0 0 834 3120 1.55 4 20 550 14OO 100
4 5 5 2 r00 1320 26 L049'7430 1..55 4 20 550 1400 100
150
11
150
zõ
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Appentlix ,A.4: Explanation of Attribute Numbers

The attribute numbers defined by the user in the data file are given in Table A.l,

and those defined intemally are given in Table 4.2. As shown, depending on the location

of an entity within the SLAM II network, more than one description may be used.

Table 4.1 Attribute numbers defined by the user in the data file

Description Attribute

Mining block identifier (sequential from 1) 1

Blast section ofore identifier (sequential from I for each mining block) 2
Total number ofblast sections ofore for each mining block 3

DrilUcrew (enter code " I " for DRILLCRi, "2" for DRILLCR2) 4
Feet drill relocated for blast section ofore 5

Feet (additional) drilled for blast section ofore 6
Number of(additional) holes drilled for blast section ofore 7
Feet loaded for blast section ofore 8
Tons ofore from blast section ofore 9
Grade ofore from blast section ofore (percent) l0
Primary LHD (enter code yard, code "4" for 9 yard) I I
Orepass/ore durnp location LD. number 12
Feet LHD travels to and from orepass/ore dump 13
Feet truck travels to and from chute 14
Offset/start time in hours (same for all blast sections of ore for mining block) l5

T able 4.2 Attribute nurnbers defined internally within the program.

Description Altribute

Tons of rockfill required (defined after USERF (40))
Mining block blastroom resource number (defined after USERF(2))
Priority value for backfilling (defined after USERF(40)
Preempt file number for drilVcrew (defined after USERF(2)
Variable for 25o/o ofblast section ofore mucked (defined after USER-F(40)

4

5

8

l5
l5
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Appendix À.5: Explanation of XX( ) Variables

The XX( ) variables used within the SLAM II program are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 XX( ) Variables.

Description Variable

Counter for reading input data file
Tons ofore mucked per day
Tota[ tons of ore muckecl
Pounds ofnickel mucked per day
Total pounds of nickel mucked
Tons of ore trammed per day
Total tons of ore trammed
Tons ofrock trammed per day
Total tons of rock trammed

Quantity in dump location I.D #10

Quantity in dump location LD. #1 1

Quantity in dump location l.D. #12

Quantity in dump location I D. #13

Quantity in dump locatìon I.D. #14

Quantity in dump location I.D. #15

Quantity in dump location I.D. #16

Quantity in dump location I.D. #17

Quantity in dump location I.D. # I 8

Quantity in dump location I.D #19

Quantity in dump location ID. #20

Quantity in dump location 1.D. #21

Quantity in dump location I.D. #22

Quantity in dump location I.D. #23

Quantity in dump location LD. #24

Quantity in dump location I.D. #25

Quantity in dump location l.D. #26

Quantity in dump location I.D. #27

Quantity in dump location I.D. #28

Quantity in dump location LD. #29
Drill/Crew I third shift breakdown variable
Drtll/Crev¡ 2 third shift breakdown variable
LHD I third shift breakdown variable
LHD 2 third shift breakdown variable
Truck third shift breakdown variable
Train third shift breakdown variable

xx(r)
xx(2)
xx(3)
xx(4)
xx(5)
xx(6)
xx(7)
)ß(8)
xx(e)

xx(10)
xx(11)
xx(12)
xx(13)
xx(14)
xx(15)
xx(r6)
xx(17)
xx(18)
xx(le)
)o((20)
xx(21)
xx(22)
xx(23)
xx(24)
xx(zs)
xx(z6)
xx(27)
xx(28)
xx(2e)
xx(30)
xx(31)
xx(32)
xx(33)
xx(34)
xx(3s)
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Appendix A'.6: FORTRAN Code

The FORTRAN code has been divided as shown below:

Appcndlx-Sub¡qçtia!

Appendix A.,6.1 File COMVAR

Appendix 4.6.2 Fite INTLC

Appendix 4.6.3 File USERF

Appendix 4.6.4 File VARIOUS

Appendix ,A,.6.5 File STATS

Appendix A.,6.6 File OTPUT

Page

113

115

118

130

r35

t42

Note that file VARIOUS contains the FORTRAN code for subroutines EVENT,

LARGEST, MUCKHAUL and TRANSFER,
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Appendix 4.6.1 File COMVAR

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

* COMVAR

* coMVAR, SHOR? FOR COMMON VARTABIES, IS USED TO ATLOW VARTOUS** SUBROUTINES TO DIRECTLY S}TARE VARIABLES, V¡ITHOUT HAVING TO *
* PASS THEI'Í ÀS ,A,RGUEMENTS

* SEE APPENDTX A FOR ÂN EXPI,ANATION OF XX 0 VA,RTABLES A.I.ID* .A.TTRIBUTE NUMBERS. *

BLKTONS O i
CÄ.PACTTY 0 :

FTDRILL O I

PSCO :
TIME 0 :

.4DODD :

.ARDD :

BOT :

BT D1 :
BT D2 :

et Luot :

BT LHD2 i
erlRuc :

¡tlne¡¿ i
ppF or i
¡prlz i
DPT LHD1 :

DPT tHD2 :
oprlRuc :
OPr rn¡l'f i
oooio i
DRID :
EBD LHD1 i
¡sD-l,H¡z :
eg¡ TRuc :
IPT D1 i
IPT D2 :
I PT I,HD1 :
IPI_LHD2 :

IPT TRUC t
TPT_TRÀM :
¡EVEL i
CBIÀST i
NBLASTS i

I.IRCPT :
NRUNS :
PD Dl :pnie :
po r,Hot :

TONS OF ORE FOR BLOCK
CAPACITY oF oREPAS s,/ RocKPAs S sEcT]oN.
NUMBER OF FEEÎ DRILLED
PRoDUCTION SCHEDULE CIIART (COL, ROI{, RUl.l )
TrME/HouRs FoR À.cTrvrTtEs (co],, Rot4. RUN)

ÄMOUNT OE DEVELOPMENT ORE DEPOSITED DAILY
ÂMOUNT OF ROCK DEPOSTTED DAILY
BI,ASTING OPER,A,TION TIME
BANKED TTME FOR DRIIL 1
B,ANKED TTME FOR DRILL 2
BÀNKED TIME FOR LHD 1
BANKED TIME FOR LHD 2
BÀNKED TTME FOR TRUCK
BANKED TIME FOR TRå.MMING
DIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR DRILL 1
DTRECT PRODUCT]ON TIME FOR DRIIL 2
DIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR LHD 1
DIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR ],HD 2
DÏRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR TRUCK
DIRECT PRODUCTION T]ME FOR TRÀMMTNG
DEPOS]T DEVELOPMENT ORE ]. D,
DEPOSTT ROCK I.D.
END TIME FOR BI,AST DEI,AY FOR ],HD 1
END TIME FOR BLAST DEI,AY FOR LHD 2
END TTME FOR BI,AST DEI,AY FOR TRUCK
INDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR DRT¡], 1
TNDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR DRILL 2
INDIRECT PRODUCTTON TIME FOR LHD 1
INDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR ],HD 2
INDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR TRUCK
INDIRECT PRODUCTION TTME FOR TRAMMING
CONFIDENCE I,EVEL
CURRENT BTAST
NUMBER OF BI,ASTS IN DATA FI¡E
NUMBER OF ORE CARS PER TRÂTN
NUMBER OF ROCK CARS PER TR¡,IN
NUMBER OF S]MUI,ATION RUNS
PREVTOUS DIRECT PRODUCTION TTME FOR DRILL 1
PREVIOUS ÐIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR DRILL 2
PREVIOUS DIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR ],HD 1
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

PD_LHD2 : PREVIOUS DTRECT PRODUC?ÌON TIME FOR LHD 2
PD_TRUC : PREVIOUS DIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FoR TRUCK
PD_TR.AM : PREVIOUS DTRECT PRODUCTTON TIME FOR TRÀMMING
PI_D1 : PREVIOUS INDIRECT pRODUcTtoN TIME FOR DRfLl, 1
PI_D2 ; PREVIOUS INDTRECT PRODUCTION TÌME FOR DRILL 2
PI_IHD1 : PREVTOUS INDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR LHD 1
PI _LHD2 : PREVTOUS IÌ'IDIRECT PRODUCTTON TIME FOR IHD 2
PI_TRUC : PREVIoUS TNDIRECT PRoDUCTION TIME FoR TRUCK
PI_TRAM : PREVTOUS TNDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME FOR TRAMMING
RT Dl : REP.AIR TIME FoR DRTLL 1
RT_D2 : REPATR TIME FoR DRTLL 2
RT_LHDI : REPAIR TIME FOR LHD 1
RT_IHD2 | REPÀ.IR TIME FOR LHD 2
RT_TRUC I REPATR T]ME FOR TRUCK
RT_TRÂM : REPATR TIME FOR TRÀMMING
S_DRIL : START TIME FOR DRILLING
S_MUCK : START TIME FOR MUCKTNG AND IIAULÌNG
S_BACK : START TIME FOR BACKF]LLI¡IG
53 D1 | 3RD SHIFT HoURS FOR DRIIL 1
S3-D2 : 3RD SHIFT HoURS FOR DRILI, 2
s3 LHD1 : 3RD SHIFT HOURS FOR IHD 1
53 LHD2 ; 3RD SHIFT HoURS FOR LHD 2
S3-?RUC : 3RD SHIFT HOURS FOR TRUCK
S 3_TR.A,M : 3RD SHIFT HOURS FoR TR-A.MMMING
TLHD1 : TONS OF ORE HAUTED BY LHD 1
TLHDz : TONS OF ORE }iAULED BY ¡HD 2
TRID I TRAM ROCK I.D.
UT_DI : UPTIME FoR DRrtI 1
UT_D2 : UPTTME FOR DRIIL 2
UT_IHD1 | UPTIME FoR LHD 1
UT _LHD2 : UPTIME FOR LHD 2
UT_TRUC : UPTTME FOR TRUCK
UT_TRÂM I UPTIME FOR TRÂMMTNG

RE.A,L PSC { 10, 7, 1O ) . TIME 1 5, 6, 1O), B¡KTONS ( 1O), FTDRILL ( 1O ), NOCPT,
+NRCPT, I P?_D1, I PT-D2. T PT_LHÐI, I PT_LHD2. I PT_TRUC, I PT TRÀM

INTEGER DRID, TRID, DDOTD, CBI,ÄST

coMMot,I /ucoMl / cApAcrTy (29 ) / psc, TrME, BLKTONS, FTDRILL,
+À.RDD. ¡,DODD. DRID, DDOID, TRI D, NOCPT, NRCPT, NRUNS, NBLASTS. CBI,AST,
+DPT_DI. DPT_D2, DPT _LHDI, DPT_LHD2, DPT TRUC,DPT TRAM,
+I PT_D1, I PT D2,IPT_LHDI,IPT THD2¿ I PT_TRUC, I PT-TRAM¿
+RT_DI, Rr_DZ, Rr_tHt1, RT_LHD2, RT_TRUC;RT_TRAI"Í, -
+s3_D1, S3_D2, S3_LHDL, S3_LHD2, S3_TRUC, S3_TRAM,
+BT-D1. BT_D2, BT_LHD1, B?_LHD2, BT_TRUC. BT-TRAM,
+PD_D1, PD_D2l PD_LHD1, PÐ-tHD2, PD_TRUC, PD_TRÂM,
+PI_D1. Pr_D2. PI_LHDI I pI_LHD2. pI_TRUC. pr_TRAM,
+uT_D1, UT_D2, UT_IHD1, UT_IHD2, UT_TRUC. UT_TRÂM,
+EBD_LHD1, EBD_LHD2, EBD-TRUC, BOT. T¡HD1, TIHD2,
+s_DRIL, S_MUCK, S_BACK, LEVEL
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Appendix 4.6.2 File INTLC

SUBROUTINE: T}ITIC
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

INTLC IS CALLED BY THE S L.A.M II MAIN PROGRAM .A,T THE START OF
E.ACH STMUI,ATION RUN. INT],C IS USED TO PERFORM VARIOUS
FUNCTIONS AS OUTLINED BELOVJ.

SEE ''COMVAR'' FOR VARTABLES NOT DEFINEÐ BELOW.

BLADÀT ( ) : BLAST SECTION DAT,C

SUBROUTINE INTLC
REAL BI,ADAT (15 )

INTEGER ROV¡, COL
9INCLUDE:'PÄRÀM.rNcr
ç INCLUDE | ' SCOM1 . coM '
S INCLUDE : ' COIfVAR. FoR I

DATÄ CAPACITY / O , 0 , 0 , O , O | 0 , O I O I O ,
+2t3,2I3,O,O,0,
+273 , 2I3 , 426, 426 , 426,
+213,O,O,0,0,
+2I3, 21,3, 426, 426, 426 /

NBI,ASTS = 23
NOCPT = 6,
NRCPT = 10.

C*****TH]RD SHIFTT ENTER 2 IF THERE IS .4, 3RD SHIFT, I OTHERWTSE,
s3 D1 = 2.
S3-D2 = 2.
53 LHD1 = 8.
S3-¡HD2 = L
s3lRuc = 8.
s3lRÀM = 2.

g* * * **¡g[¡ BLAS? DÂTA FILE rN?o cLoB.A-L .ARRÀ.Y.
oPEN (UllIT=3?, FIIE='BLKsD78. DAT¡ )

Do 200 Rol,J = l,NBLAsTs
READ (37, * ) (BLADÀT (cot) ,cot=1,15)
CALL SETÂRY (ROi.¡, BLADAT )

2OO CONTTNUE
C*****REÂD VARIABIES FROM DÀTA FT],E.

REA,D (37,+) ÃRDD
READ (37, *) DRID
READ (37, * ) ÀDODD
READ (37,*) DDOTD

C** ** *CLOSE DÀTA FILE.
cI,osE (37)

C*****INITJALIZE VARIABTES,
EBD_LHD1 = 0.
EBD LHD2 = 0.
naolnuc = o.
ur iHot = o,
BT-LHD1 = O
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PD_LHD1 = 0.
PI_LHD1 = 0.
UT_LHD2 = 0.
BT_LHD2 = 0.
PD LHD2 = 0,
PI-LHD2 = O.
UT D1 =0.
BT-DI = 0.
PD D1 =0.
PI D1 : 0.
UT D2 = 0.
BT-D2 = 0.
PD D2 = 0.
PI-D2 = 0.
UT_TRUC = 0.
BT_TRUC = 0.
PD_TRUC = 0.
PI_TRUC = 0.
UT_?RAM = 0.
BT TRÀM = 0.
PDIRÂM = O .

PTIRÀM = O ,

Boi = 0.
T],HD1 = 0.
TLHD2 = 0.
CBLAST = 0

C*****DO THE FOLLOV¡TNG FOR FIRST RUN.
I F (NNRUN. EQ. 1) THEI'I

c
oPEN (UNIT=3I, FI¡E='AMoUNTS' )

OPEN (UNIT={ 0, FII,E=r RUNS ' )
OPEN (UNIT=4 1, FIIE= | SUMMARY ' )

OPEN (UNIT=42, FILE=.rCoSTS ' )
c

r.¡RrTE (3 8, 2 02 )

vrRr?E (4 0, 2 04 )

I¡JRITE(41,206)
!¡RITE (42,208)

c
VIRITE(*'*¡ t t

I,IRITE (*, *) | *******83 OREBODY SIMULATION PROJECT******* I

Version 1.2'
Decenìber 1993'

VIRTTE{*,*) I

IIRITE(*'*¡ t

VIRITE(*,*) rPfease enter nunber of runs (1 to 10) :r
READ (*¿*) NRUr.rS
IF (NRUNS. EQ. O) THEN

STOP
END IF
V¡RITE (*, *) rPlease enter confidence level (90,95, or 9g) : '
REÀD (*,*) ],EVEI,
CALL GETTIM (IHR, IMIN,ISEC, IlOOTH)
VJRTTE {*,209) rHR. rMrN, tsEc. t10oTH

END IF
C*****TDENTTFY TRI D.

rF (DRrD.cE, (10) .ÃND,DRID.rE. (14)) THEtr
TRID = 10

ELSE IF(DRID.GE. (15) .A.I,TD,DRID.LE. (19) ) THEN
TRID = 15

ELSE rF(DRrD.cE, (20) .AND,DRTD.LE. (24) ) ?HEtr
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TRID = 20
EISE IF(DR]D.GE. (25).AND,DRTD.LE. (29) ) THEN

TRID = 25
ELSE

CAI,L ERROR ( 1)
END IF

C****+PRINT HEADTNGS FOR FILE AMOUNTS.
9JRTTE (38,210)
V¡RITE (3 8, 212 ) NNRUN
IJRTTE (38, 214 )

t/¡RITE (38,216)
vJRr?E (3I, 218 )

r,JRrTE (38,220)
t¡RrTE (38, 222 )

vtRrTE l3B ,2241
t¡¡RITE (38,226)

c
2O2 FoRMAT { 65X, ¡FILE | À}{oUNTS ! 

)
204 FORMAT (65X, !FII,E: RUNS ' )
206 FORMAT(65X,rEILE: SUMMARY ' )
208 FORMAT(65X. rFILE: COSTST )
c
2O9 FORMAT { 1X.rStart time of simul-ationr ,,12.2,':t,f2,2,tt,

+ I2.2t, tt,I2.2)
c
2LO
2!2
274
2!6

2L8

220

t??

224

226

c
RETURN
END
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Appentlix 4.6.3 File USERF

C * FUNCTION: USERF
c
c*
C * USERF IS PRIMARITY USED TO DEFINE ÀCTTVITY DURATIONS, CHECK *
C * THE STATUS OF VARIABLES, Â.¡ID TO UPDÀTE STÀTISTICS. SEE *
C * INDIVIDUAL USERF NUMBERS FOR FUR?HER DET.A.ILS.

C * ÀRGUMEI.ITS: fFN - INTECER USER FUNCTION NUMBERc*
C * SEE ''COMVÀR'' FOR VARIABLES NOT DEFTNED BELOV¡.c*
C

C BKT : TOI'IS OF ORE pER IHD BUCKET
C CARLOÂD: TONS OF ORE,/ROCK PER TRÀIN CAR
C CREII I TIME CREi,l SPENDS PERFoRMING ACTÍVITY
C DEI,AY : DEI,AY TIME
C DPT : DIRECT PRODUCTION TIME
C IBLK : INTEGER BIOCK NUMBER
C ID I TDENTTFICATTON NUMBER FOR OREPÀS S,/ ROCKPAS S SECTION
C IPT I INDIRECT PRODUCTION TIME
C PBRN ; PREVIoUS BLAST SECTION Ror,J NUMBER
C PREP : PREPARå,TTON TIME
C SPEED : SPEED OF VEHICLE
C TIME? : PARTIÃT TIME OF AN å.CTIVITY
c

FU}ICTION USERF (IFN)
INTEGER PBRN¿ IB¡K
REAL IPT

$ TNCLUDE: ' PAR.AM. rNc ,

$TNCLUDE: ' scoMl . coM'
$INCIUDE: ' coMVAR. FoR'

PBRN=ATRIB(2)-1
co 1o (I ,2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ,7 , I , 9 , L0 , rL , L2 , 13 ,14 ,15 , L6 , I7 , I8 ,19 , 20 ,

+2r, 22, 23, 2 4, 25, 2 6, 2'1, 28. 29, 30, 3t, 32, 33, 3 4, 35, 3 6, 3.t, 38, 39,
+40,4r,42,43,44,45,46,4't .48,49,50,5L t 52,53) , rFN

C*****TNITTAfJ]ZE ÄND BIOCK PREPÂRATION TIME,
1 xX (1) = XX(1)+1

IF (ÂTRIB (2 ) . EQ.ATRTB (3 ) ) THEN
Psc (ATRIB (1),1, NNRUN) = ÂTRIB(15)/24.

END IF
USERF = ATRIB (15)
RETURN

C*****RELOCATE DRILL,
2 tF (ATRTB (2) .8Q.1, ) THEN

Psc (ATRIB (1) ,2, NÌ'IRUN) = lNo!|,]/24.
IF {ATRIB(1).EQ.1,) THEN

S DRIL = TNov¡
END iF

END IF
SPEED = 50, + 150.*BETA(2.¡3.,1)
PREP = 10. + 20.*BETA(1.333,2.,1)
IPT = ATRIB(5) / (SPEED*60. ) + PREP/60.
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IF (ATRIB(4),EQ.1,) THEN
TIME(2,1,NNRUN) = TIME(2,1.NNRUN) + 4.*IpT/3.

ELSE IF (ÀTRIB(4).8Q.2.) THEI.I
TIME(2.2,NNRUN) = TIME(2.2.l.lNRUN) + 4.*tpT/3.

ELSE
CALL ERROR {1)

E}ID IF
ÂTRIB (5) : ATRIB ( 1)+40.
ATRIB (15) = ATRI B (4 ) +10 ,

USERF = IPT
RETUR}]

C*****DRILLING.
3 TIME1 = 45, + 35.*BETA(1.5626I,4.37564,t)

TIì4E2 = 1,75 + 1.2s*BE?A(1.35,2.4, t )
DPT = (ATRIB(?)*TIME1 + ATRIB(6) +IrME2l /60.
rF (A?RIB(4).EQ.1. ) THEtr

TIME(1,1,NNRUtl) = TIME(1¡ l,NNRUN) + Dpr
TII4E 12,1, NNRUI'I ) = TIME(2,1,NNRUN) + DPT/3,

E¡SE IF (ATRIB(4) ,EQ.2. ) THEN
ÎIME(1.2,NNRUN) = TIME(1,2,NNRUN) + DPT
TTME (2, 2, NI.TRUI.I) = TIME ( 2, 2, J'INRUN) + DPT/3.

ELSE
cArL ERROR (1)

END IF
USERF = DPT
RETURN

c*****ctEAN HO¡ES.
4 TIME1 = 30. + 15.*BETA{1.38261,2.53043,7)

TIME2 = 1.5 + 0.7*BErA(1.42857/3,s7rß,I)
TIME3 = 3. + 4.54*BETÂ(L55947,5.52053,I)
rF (ATRTB (7 ) . cT. 0. ) THEN

ïPT = 0.125*ATRIB ( 7 )*TÌME3/60.
DPT = 0.125* (ÂTRIB(?)*TIME1 + ATRIB(6)*rÍME2) /60.

ELSE IF (ATRIB(7),EQ.O.) THEN
IPT = 0.s*GETARY(PBRN, 7) *TIME3/60.
DPT = (0, 5+GETARY (PBRN, 7 ) *TrME1 +

+ 0 . 3*GETARY (PBRN¿ 6) *TIME2) / 60 .
ELSE

CALL ERROR ( 1)
END TF
1F (ÄTRIB (4 ) . EQ.1. ) THEN

T Il{E 12, 1, NNRUl.l) = ?IME ( 2, 1 ¡ NNRUN) +4 . *rpT,/3. +DpT,/3.
TIME ( 1, l,llNRUN ) = TIME(1.1/NNRUN) + DpT

ELSE IF (ATRIB(4) ,EQ,2. ) THEN
TIME (2' 2' NNRUN) = TIME (2, 2, NNRUN) +4 . *IPT/3, +DPr/3.
TIME(1,2,NNRUN) = TIME(1,2,NNRUN) + DPT

ELSE
CAIL ERROR ( 1)

END IF
USERF=TPT+DPT
RETURN

C*****MEASURE HOLES.
5 TIME1 = 3.5 + BErÄ,(1. 0666'7,L.15556,1)

TIME2 = 2.4 + 0.8*BETA|L.43IA2,A.022'13,I)
rE (ATRTB(7).GT.0.) THEN

cREt¡ = (TIMEI + ÀTRIB(?) *rrME2)/60.
ELSE IF (ATR]B{7).EQ.O.) THEN

CREW = (TIMEI + cET-A-Ry (PBRN t'l)*TIMEZ) /60.
ELSE
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CAIL ERROR ( 1)
END IF
BoT = BOT + 4.*CREV¡,/3.
USERF = CREI,J
RETURN

C+ * * **LOADTNG EXPLOSIVES.
6 TrMEl = 63. + 114,+BEIA(7,2.1586,4.724L4,I)

TIME2 = 2.8 + 3.2*BETAILt8478,2.29348,1)
TIME3 = 0.5 + 0.?S*BETA(1.2,3.8,1)
TIME4 = 0.08 + 0.07*BEIA12,2BS7r,S,'i1429,r)
IF (ATRIB(7).GT.O.) THEN

CREVI = (TIMEI + ÂTRIB(7)*TIME2 + ATRTB(8)*TIME3 +
+ ATRIB(6) *TIME4)/60.
ELSE IF (ÀTRIB (7 ) . EQ, O. ) THEN

CREV¡ = (TIMEI + GETARY(PBRN t'1) *.IIME2 +
+ ATRIB(8)*TIME3 + 0.6*GETARY(PBRN,6)*TIME )/60.

ELSE
CALL ERROR { 1)

END fF
BOT=BoT+4.*CREW/3.
USERF = CREI¡I
RETURN

C*****GUARD ÀND BI,AST FOR DRILI,S.
7 USERF = (60, + 72.2*BETÀ(1, 44598,3.'t14O2,rt) /60,

RETURN
C+****V¡AIT TTME FOR IHDS.
8 IPT = 0.1

IF (ATRIB(11).EQ.3. ) THE}I
lfME12t 3,NNRUN) = TIME(2,3,NNRUN) + 4.*IpT,/3.

ELSE IF (ATRIB(11) ,EQ.4. ) THEN
TTME(2t 4.NNRUN) = TIME(2,4,NNRUN) + 4,+IpI/3.

ELSE
CALL ERRoR (1)

END IF
USERF = IPT
RETURN

C*+***CHECK FOR ROOM TN ORE DUMP LOCATTON,
9 ID = ATRIB (12 )

rF (xx(rD) .tT.cAp.A,CrTy(rD) ) THEN
USERF = 1.

ELSE
USERF = 0.

END TF
RETURN

C*****LHD2 - 9 CUBIC YARD - REMOTE CONTROL MUCKTNG.
1O IF (ATRIB(4),EQ.ATRIB(9)) THEN

TF (ATRIB ( 2 ) , EQ. 1 . ) THEN
PSC (ATRTB (1) . 4, NNRUr'r ) = lNo-vt/24,
IF {ATRIB(1).8Q.1.) THEN

S MUCK = TNoIJ
TIME(1,6,NÌ¡RUN) = O.
TIME (2,6, NNRUN) = 0.
TIME (3 

' 
6'NNRUN) = 0.

UT_TRÀM : 0.
BT_TRAM = 0.
PD TRAM = 0,
PI-TRAM = 0.

END IF
END TF
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END IF
BKT = TRIAG (12 .5,74 ., 15 . 5, 1)
?LHD2=TLHD2+BKT
CALL MUCKHAUL (BKT)
TIME1 = 2. + 3.*BETA(1.15556,3.r1'7'tB,l)
sPEED = 345, + 130,*BETA(1.48303,4,IO52,I)
DPT = rIMEl/60. + ATRIB(13)/ (sPEED*60. )
TIME(1,4,NNRUN) = TIME(1,4,NNRUN) + DPT
TIME(2,4,NNRUN) = TIMEl2,4,NNRUN) + DPT/3.
USERF = DPT
RETURN

C*****LHD2 - 9 CUBIC YARD - MANUA¡ (NON-REMOTE CONTROL) MUCKÌNG,
11 TF (ATRIB(4).EQ,ATRTB(9)) THEN

rF (.ATRIB (2 ) . EQ. 1. ) rHEN
PSC(ATRÌB (1), 4,NNRUN) :'TNOVJ/24.
rF (ATRTB(1).EQ.1,, ) THEN

S MUCK = TNOVI
TIME (1,6' NNRUN) = O,
TIME (2.6,NNRUN) = 0.
TIME (3, 6, NNRUN) = 0,
UT TR-AM = 0,
BTIRÀM = O .
PD-TRÀM = O.
PI TR.AM = 0.

END IF
END TF

END ]F
BKT = TRIAG (12.5,]-4.,15.5,1)
TLHD2=TIHD2+BKT
CAL], MUCKH,AU¡ (BKT)
rIMEl = 1.2 + 1.3*BET.A,(L.05'169,7.6923I,1)
SPEED = 345. + 130.*BETA(1.48303.4.1052,7)
DPr = TIME1/60. + ATRIB {13) / (SPEED*60. )
TIME(1,4,NNRUN) = TIME(1,4,NNRUN) + DPT
TrME(2,4,Ì'TNRUN) = TIME(2,4,NNRUN) + DpT/3.
USERF = DPT
RETURN

C*****IHD1 - 6 CUBIC YARD - REMO?E CONTROL I'{UCKING.
12 rF (ATRTB(4) .EQ,,A,TRrB(9)) THEN

IF (ATRIB(2) .EQ.1, ) THEN
Psc (ATRIB{l-), 4,NNRUN) = TNAW/24.
IF (ATRIB(1).EQ,1.) THEN

S MUCK = TNOI'I
TIME(1,6,NNRUN) : O.
TIME(2,6,NNRUN) = O,
TIME ( 3, 6, NNRUN) = 0 ,

UT TR-CM = 0.
BT-TRÀM = O,
PTTRAM = 0 .
PI-TRAM = O.

END IF
END ÏF

END ]F
BKT = TRIÀG(6.,'l .,8.,1)
TLHD1=TLHD1+BKT
CALL MUCKTTAUL ( BKT )

TrMEl = 1.5 + 2,S*BETA(7.3434I,2.80293,1)
sPEED = 345, + 95.*BETA(1.28289,3.4046I,I)
DPr = TII,|E1l60. + .A,TRIB(13)/ (SPEED*60. )
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TIME(1,3,NNRU¡I) = TIME(1,3,NNRUN) + DPT
TIME(2,3,NNRUN) = TIME(2,3,NNRUN) + DPT/3.
USERF = DPT
RETUR}I

C*****LHD1 - 6 CUBIC YARD _ MAI'IUAI. (NON-REMOTE CONTROL) MUCKING.
13 IF (ATRIB(4),EQ.ATRIB(9)) THEN

1F (ATRIB {2 ) . EQ. ].. ) THEN
Psc (ATRIB ( 1), 4,NNRUI'¡) = "INori/ 24.
rF (ArRrB(1).EQ.L.) THEN

S_MUCK = TNOV¡
TIME ( 1, 6, Nl'IRUN ) = 0 .

TIME (2¿ 6' NNRUN) = 0.
TIME(3,6¡NNRUN) = 0.
UT TRÀM = 0.
BT-TRAM = O.
PD_TRAM = 0,
PI_TRÀM = 0.

END IF
END IF

END IE
BKT = TRIAG(6.,'1 . ,8. ,I)
TLHD1=TLHD1+BKT
CALL MUCKHAUL (BKT)
îIME1 = 0.75 + 1.25*BETA|7.252I'7,2.0087.1)
sPEED = 345. + 95,*BETA(L.28289,3.4046r,t|
DPT = TIMEI/60. + ATRIB(13)/ (SPEED*60. )
TIME(1/3'NNRUN) = TIME(1,3,NNRUN) + DPT
TIME(2,3,NNRUN) = TIME(2,3,NNRUN) + DPT/3.
USERF = DPT
RETURN

c*****BÄCKFILLING.
L4 IF (ÂTRIB(9) .EQ.ÂTRIB(4)) THEN

Psc (ATRIB (1) , 6, NNRUI{) = lNovt/24.
IF (ATRIB (1) . EQ, ].. ) THEN

S_BACK = TNOVI
END TF

END IF
-ATRIB(4) = ATRIB(4) - TRIÂG(11,5,12.5,13.5,1)
TrMEl = 9, + 5,8*8ET.A13.62069,L'l .3793,7)
SPEED = 350. + 112.s*BEIA(2.4,6.6,ll
DPT = TIMEl,/60. + ATRIB(14)/ (SPEED*60, )
TIME(1,5.NNRUN) = TIME{1,5,NNRUN) + DPT
TIME(2,5,NNRUN) = TIME(2.5,NNRUN) + DPT/3.
USERF : DPT
RETURN

C*****IF 259 OF ORE MJCKED FROM BI,AST SECTION THEN FRBE BT,AST ROOM.
15 TF (ATRTB(9) .LT. (0.7s*ATRIB(15)) .ÂND.ATRIB(15) .NE,O. ) THEN

ATRIB (15) = 0.
USERF = 1.

ELSE
USERF = 0.

END TF
RETURN

C*****REMOVE 
"RÄINLOAD 

OR ORE, UPDATE AMOUNTS, ¡,ND TRANSFER,
L6 CAI,L T,ARGEST (ID)

CARLOAD = TRIÂG {13 , 8 ¿ 14 . 8, 15. 8, 1)
XX {ID) = XX (ID) -NOCPT*CÃRIOAD
XX(6) = XX(6) +NOCPT*CAR],OAD
xx(7) = xx {7 ) +NocPT* CARLoAD
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ATRIB (12 ) = lD
CAI,L TRANS FER

C*****DETER.I!'IINE ORE TRÂTNLOAD CYCLE TIME.
TIME1 = 2.3 + 1.7*BETA(L.2'745I,3.05882,1)
TF ( ID. EQ, 1O ) THEN

DpT = (17. + 11.*BETA(1.76653,5.05165,1) +
+ NOCPT*TIMEI) ,/60.
EISE IF (ID.8Q.15) THEN

DPT = (17.5 + 11.*BETA(1.78662,5,15783,1) +
+ NOCPT*TIMEI)/60.
ELSE IF (ID.EQ.2O) THEN

DpT : (22. + 11.5*BETA(1.99209,5.0't86r,L) +
+ NOCPT*TIMEI ) / 60 .

EtSE IF (ID,8Q.25) THEI.I
¡pa = (23,5 + 10.3*BETA(1.61?83.5.47308,1) +

+ NOCPT*TIME1) ,/60.
ELSE

CALL ERROR (1)
END IF
TIME(1,6,NNRUl'l) = TIME(1.6,NNRUN) + DPT
TII4E(2,6,NNRUI{) = TIME(2,6,NNRUN) + DPT/3.
USERF = DPT
RETURN

C*****CHECK IF TRA.INLOAÐ OF ORE TO IIAUL.
1'7 cAtL LARGEST (ID)

rF (xx(rD).GT. (NOCpr*TRTAG(13.8,14.8, t-5.8.1) ) ) rHEN
USERF = 1.

ELSE
USERF = 0,

END IF
RETURN

C*****RE},ÍOVE TRAINT,OAD OF ROCK, UPDATE ÀMOUNTS ,AND TRANSFER,
18 CARI,OA-D = TRIAG (4 . , 4 .5 ,5 , ,7)

XX (TRID) = XX ( TRI D ) -NRCPT*CARLOAD
xx(8) = xx (8 ) +NRCPT*CARLoAD
xx(9) : xx (9 ) +NRc PT*CARLo.AD
ÃTRIB (12) : DR]D
CAII TR.A.NSFER

C*****DETER},fINE ROCK TRÄINLOAD CYCLE TIME.
TIME1 = 7.4 + 2.I*BETA(1.73469,5.4O8L6,7)
IF (TR]D. EQ.1O) THEN

DPT = (17. + 11.*BETÀ,(1.76653,5.05165,1) +
+ NRCPT*TTME1)/60,
EtSE IF (TRID. EQ.15 ) THEN

¡p1 = (17.5 + l-1,*BETA(1,78662,5.15?83.1) +
+ NRCPT*TTME1),/60.
ELSE IF (TRID, EQ.2O ) THEN

9p7 = 122. + 11.S*BETA(1.99209,5.07861,r) +
+ NRCPT*TTME1)/60.
ELSE TF (TRID. EQ.25) THEN

DPT = (23.5 + 10 . 3 * BET,A ( 1 , 61? 8 3 , 5 , 4 ? 3 0I . 1 ) +
+ NRCPT*TTME1) /60.

ELSE
CALL ERROR (1)

END IF
TIME(1,6,NNRUN) = TIME(1.6,NNRUN) + DPT
TIMB(2,6¿NNRUN) = rIME(2,6,NNRUN) + DPT/3.
USERF = DPT
RETURN
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C*****CHECK TF TRAINIOAD OF ROCK TO ¡TAU],.
19 IF (XX(TRID),GT.NRCPT*TRI.AG14.I4'5'5. 

'1) ) THEN
USERF = 1.

ELSE
USERF = 0.

END IF
RETURN

C*****FJNJSHED MUCKING & TIAUT,ING FOR I,AS? BI,AST OF BLOCK.
20 ]F (ATRIB (2) . EQ.ATRIB (3) ) THEN

Psc (ATRIB(1), 5.NNRUN) = Tvovt/24.
END IF
USERF = 0.
RETURN

C*****DRILLCR1 UPTIME UPDATE/CHECK.
2I ]F (UT-D1 . EQ, O, ) THEN

UT_D1 = 2. + G,AMA(18.606,0,7,L)
END IF
BT_D1 = BT_D1 + (TIME(1,1,NNRUN)+Trt4E(2,l,NNRUN) )-+ (PD D1+PI Dl)
PD_D1 = TIME ( 1, 1, NNRUN )
PI_D1 = "1rr4B 12,1, NNRUN)
]F (BT-D1 , GT. UT_D1) THEN

USERF = 1.
ELSE

USERF = 0.
E}ID TF
RETURN

C*****SET UPÎIME VALUE FOR DRILLCR1.
22 BT D1 : BT D1_UT D].

USERF = UTI1
RETURN

C**'(+*DRTLLCR1 DOWNTIME,
23 RT = 1. + GA.¡íA(4.10?14,L.4,r)

TIME(3,1,NNRUN) = TIME(3,l,NNRUN) + RT
UT D1 =0.
xxT30) = 0.
USERF = RT
RETURN

C*****DRILLCR2 UPTIME UPDATE/CHECK.
24 rF (uT_D2.EQ.0. ) THEN

uT _D2 = 2. + GA]vrr\(18.606,0.7,Il
END IF
BT_D2 = BT_D2 + (TIME(1,2,NNRUN)+TIME(2.2,NNRUN) )-+ (PD DZ+PI D2)
PD_D2 = TIME (1, 2, NNRUN)
P1_D2 = TIME (2,2, NNRUN)
IF (BT_D2. GT. UT_D2 ) THEN

USERF = 1.
ETSE

USERF = 0.
END IF
RETURN

C*****SET UPTIME VALUE FOR DRILLCR2,
25 BT D2 = BT D2-UT D2

USERF = UTI2
RETURN

C*****DRJLICR2 DOVJNTIME,
26 RT = 1 , + cÀlv!\ (4 . 70'174 ,I .4, rl

TIME(3,2,NNRUN) = TIME{3,2,NNRUN) + RT
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UT D2 = 0,
xxT31) = 0.
USERF = RT
RETUR}I

C*****trH01 UPTIME UPDATE / CHECK.
27 rF (UT*LHD1.EQ,0. ) THEN

UT_IHD1 = 2. + cA¡.ï\ ( 3 7 , 0'103 | 0 .7 , Ll
END IF
BT_IHD1 = BT_LHDI + (TIME(1,3,NNRUN)+TIME(2,3¿NNRUN) ) -

+ (PD LHDI+PI tHDl )

PD_LHDI = TIME ( 1, 3, NNRU¡I )

PI_IHD1 = TIME {2, 3, NNRUN )

IF (BT_IHDI. GT. UT_¡HDI) THEN
USERF = 1.

EI,SE
USERF = 0.

END TF
RETURN

C*****SET UPTIME VAIUE FOR THD1 .

28 BT LHD1 = BT LHDI-UT LHDI-
USERF = UT IED1
RETURN

c*****LHDl ÐO!¡ÌITIME.
29 Rr = 2. + cÂl{\(5.585?I.L.4,r)

TIME(3.3,NNRUN) = TIME(3,3¿NNRUN) + RT
UT LHD1 = 0.
xxT32) = 0.
USERF = RT
RETURN

C*****LHD2 UP?IME UPDATE/CHECK.
30 rF (UT_LHD2,8Q.0. ) THEN

UT_LHD2 = 1. + cÂìfi\(15.9774,0.'1 ,7)
END IF
BT_LHD2 = Br_LHD2 + (TIME(1,4.NNRUN)+TIME(2,4,NNRUN) )-

+ (PD LHD2+PI IHD2 )

PD_LHD2 = TIME(1, 4,NNRUN)
PI_LHD2 = TIME (2,4¡ NNRUN)
IF (BT-LHD2. GT. UT_LHD2 ) THEN

USERF = 1.
EtSE

USERF = 0.
E¡ID IF
RETURN

C*****SET UPTIME VALUE FOR LHD2,
31 BT_IHD2 = BT_LHD2-UT_],HD2

USERF = UT LHD2
RETURN

c*****LHD2 DOÌ.JNTIME.
32 RT = 1. I 6¡¡'1q15,58577,r.4,r)

TIME(3, 4.NNRUN) = TIME(3, 4,NNRUN) + RT
UT LHD2 = 0.
xxl33) = o'
USERF = RT
RETURN

C*****TRUCK UPTIME UPDÂTE /CHECK.
33 IF (UT_TRUC. EQ. O, ) THEN

UT TRUC = 1, + GAMA(4'1,6964,0.'7,I)
END IF
BT_TRUC = BT_TRUC + (TIME(1,5,NNRUN)+TIME{2¿5,NNRUN) )-
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+ (PD_TRUC+PI_TRUC )
PD_TRUC = TIME (1, 5, NNRUN )
PI_TRUC = TIME (2 / 5, NIIRUN)
IF (BT_TRUC,GT,UT TRUC) THEN

USERF = L,

USERF = 0.
END IF
RETURN

C*****SET UPTIME VALUE FOR TRUCK.
34 BT TRUC = BT TRUC-UT TRUC

USERF = UT_TRUC
RETURN

C*****TRUCK DOIN.ITIME.
35 RT:1. + GÄMA(3,96429,I.4,1)

TIME(3,5.NNRUN) = TIME(3,5,NNRUN) + Rr
UT TRUC = 0.
xxT34) = 0.
USERF = RT
RETURN

C*****TRÀTN UPTIME UPDATE /CHECK.
36 IF (UT_TRAM,EQ.O. ) THEN

UT_TRÀM = 4. + GÃt{i\{1'lO.'174,0.'t,L)
END TF
BT TRÄ.M = BT TRAM + (TIME(1¿6.NNRUN)+TIME(2,6,NNRUtr))-

+ (PD_TRÄM+PI_TRÀM)
PD_TRqM = TIME (1, 6,NNRUN)
PI_TR.A,M = TIME (2,6,NNRUN)
IF (BT_TRÀM. GT. UT-TRÄM) THEN

USERE = 1.
ELSE

USERF = 0.
END TF
RETURN

C*****SET UPTIME VALUE FOR TRÄIN.
37 BT TRAM = BT TR-AM-UT TRÀM

USERF = UT T-RAM
RETURN

C*****TRAIN DOVJNTIME.
38 Rr = 2. + cÀMA(3,21429,I.A,L)

TIME(3.6,NNRUN) = TIME(3,6,NNRUN) + RT
UT TRÀM = 0,
xxT35) = o.
USERF = RT
RETURN

C***+*FINJSHED BACKFILLING.
39 Psc (ATRIB (1), T,NNRUN) = lNovt/24.

USERF = 0.
RETURN

C*****MÀRK TIME ÀND PRINT FINTSHED BI,ASTII¡G FOR I,AST BLAST OF BLOCK.
40 ATRIB (8) = 1¡¡¡1

rF (ATRTB(2).EQ.ÀTRrB(3) ) THEN
Psc (ATRIB{1). 3,NNRUN) ='INovt/24.

END IF
C*****IF I,AST BI,AST CALL ST.A.T]STICS SUBROUTTNE.

CBLAST=CBLAST+L
IF (CBI,AST, EQ.I,IBLASTS ) THEN

CA],I STÂTS
END ]F
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.A.TRIB (15 ) = ATRIB(9)
ATRIB {4 ) = ÂTRIB(9)
USERF = 0.
RETUR¡I

C*****CHECK FOR TRUCK BI,AST DEI,AY.
47 IF (EBD_TRUC. EQ. O , ) THEN

DELAY = (45. + 37.45*BErA(1.46595,4,02405,I)) /60.
EBD_TRUC = TNov¿ + DEi,Ay
USERF = 1,

E],SE TF (TNOI¡,GT.EBD TRUC) THEN
EBD TRUC = 0,
USERF = O.

ELSE
USERF = 1.

END IF
RETURN

C*****TIME I,EFT FOR BIAST DEI,AY AND CHECK VENTS FOR TRUCK.
42 rF (EBD*TRUC.EQ,0,) THEN

IPT = (45. + 3?.45*BETÄ(7.46595,4.02405,I)J /60.
TIME (2,5,NNRUrl) = TIME (2,5TNNRUN) + 4. *IpT/3,

ELSE
IPT = EBD TRUC - TNov¡
rF (r PT. LF, O. ) THEN

IPT = 0,
END ]F
TTME(2,5,NNRUN) = TIME(2,5,NNRUN) + 4.*IPT/3.

END TF
USERF = IPT
RETURN

C*****CHECK FOR LHD1 BJ,AST DEI,AY.
43 IF (EBD_LHÐ1 ,EQ,O.) THEN

DELAY = (45, + 37.45*BETA(1,46595. 4.02405,L)I /60.
EBD LHD1 = TNOV¡ + DELAY
USERF = 1.

ELSE IE (TNOV¡.GT.EBD LHD1) THEN
EBD LHD1 __ O.
USER-F = O,

ETSE
USERF = L,

END IF
RETURN

C*****TIME LEET FOR BLÂST DEI.AY AND CHECK VENTS FOR LHD1 .

44 rF (EBD_LHD1 .EQ.0.) ?HEN
IPT = (45. + 37.45*BETÀ(1.46595,4.02405,7)l /60.
TIl"lE(2.3,NNRUN) = rlME(2'3'NNRUN) + 4.*IPT/3.

ELSE
l PT = EBD LHD1 - TNOI,J
IF (IPT,IT.O.) THEI.I

IPT = 0.
END IF
TIME{2,3,NNRUN) = rTME(2,3'NNRUN) + 4.*IPT /3.

END TF
USERF = IPT
RETURN

C*****LHDz BI,AST DELAY.
45 rF (EBD_IHD2.EQ.0. ) THEN

DELAY = {45, + 37.45*BETA(1.46595/ 4.024O5,L) I /60.
EBD IHD2 = TNOII + DELAY
USERF = 1.
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ELSE ]F (TNOII.GT.EBD LHD2) THEN
EBD LHD2 = 0.
USERF = O,

ELSE
USERF = 1.

END IF
RETURN

C*****TTME ],EFT FOR BLAST DEI,AY AND CHECK VENTS FOR LHDz.
46 rF (EBD_LHDz . EQ. 0. ) THEN

IPT = (45. + 37.45*BETA(7.46595,4.024O5,I)) /60.
TIME(2.4.NNRUN) = TIME(2,4,NNRUN) + 4.*IPT,/3.

ELSE
IPT = EBD LHD2 - TNOVI
rF (tPT. LT. O. ) THEN

IPT = 0,
END IF
TIME(2/4,NNRUN) = TIME(2.4.NNRUN) + 4.*IP'I/3.

END IF
USERF = rPT
RETURI.I

c*****3RD SHTFT.
4'7 rF (s3_D1.EQ.8, ) THEN

IF (NNACT(5) .EQ,1.) THEN
xX (30) = 8'

ELSE
xx (30) = 0.

END IF
END IF
USERF = 53 D1
RETURN

c,!**+*3RD SHI FT.
48 rF (S3_D2 , EQ. 8. ) THEN

IF (NNACT (6 ) ,EQ.1.) THEN
xx {31) = 8.

ELSE
xx (31) = 0.

END IF
END IF
USERF = 53 D2
RETURN

c*****3RD SHI FT,
49 rF (S3_LHD1. EQ. B. ) THEN

IF (NNACT(7) .EQ.1. ) THEN
xx (32) = 8'

EtSE
YY/?21 = n

END IF
END TF
USERF = 53 tHDl
RETURN

C*****3RD SHI FT.
50 IF {S3_LHD2,EQ,8. ) THEN

TF (NNACT (8) ,8Q.1. ) THEN
xx (33) = 8.

ELSE
xx (33) = 0'

END IF
END IF
USERF = S3_LHD2
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RETURN
C*****3RD SHT FT.
51 rF (S3_TRUC.EQ.8. ) THEN

TF {N}IACT (9 ) ,8Q.1. ) THEN
xx {34 ) = I'

ELSE
xx(34) = 0'

END IF
END ]F
USERF = 53 TRUC
RETURN

c*****3RD SHI FT.
52 rF (s3-TRÄM,EQ.8. ) THEN

IF (NNACT (10 ) .EQ.1,) THEN
vv/?qì : n

El,SE
vY/?qt : 

^
END IE

END IF
USERF = 53 TRAM
RETURN

c*****UPDATE.
53 IBLK = ATRIB (L )

BLKToNS (IBIK) = ÄTRIB (4 )

FTDRILL (IBLK) = ATRIB (6)
ATRIB (4) = .6*ATRIB (4)
ATRIB (9 ) = å'TRIB(4)
ÀTRIB{8) = TNoI'J
USERF = 0.
RETURN
END
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c*
C * ARGUMENTS: TEN - ]NTEGER EVENT NUMBERc*
C * SEE ''COMVÃR'' FOR VARIABIES NOT DEFINED BEI,OW.c*
c
c
C ROCKP.A,SS : TONS OE RoCK IN THE ROCKPASS
c

SUBROUTTNE EVENT (TEN)
INTEGER RoI.¡, cot

ç INCTUDE : ' PAR.A,M. INc '
$INCLUDE | ' ScoM1. COM '
$INCLUDE:' coMVAR. FoRI

sEtEcT cAsE (rEN )

cAsE { 1)
C* **** INITTÂLI ZE .A,TTRTBUTE VÃ,IUES .

Rov¡ = XX (1)
DO 100 cOL = 1,15

ATRIB(col) = GETÀRY (RoV¡¿ col )
1OO CONTINUE

cAsE (2 )

C*****DEPOSIT DEVELOPMENT ORE E ROCK EVERY 2 HRS FOR 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS,
XX (DDOID) = XX (DDoID)+ADODD,/8.
ATRIB (12) = DDOID
CA¡L TR.A,NSFER
XX (DRID) = XX (DRID)+ARDD,/8,
ATRIB (12) = Dntn
CALT TRANSFER
cAsE{3)

C*****PRTNT ÀMOUNTS AT END OF D.A,Y AND REINT]ALTZE D.A,T LY VÀLUES.
RocKPAss = XX (TRID ) +xX (TRrD+1 ) +XX (TRrD+2 ) +XX (TRrD+3 ) +Xx (TRrD+4 )v¡RrTE (38,101) TNOV¡/24.,xx (2),xx (3),xx (4),xx {5) ,xx(6),xx17),

+xx (8), xx (9), RoCKPASS
101 FORMAT (F6, 0, F7. 0, F8, 0. F?. O, FB. O, F7. O, 2E8.O.Et, O. F8. 0, F9, O)xx(2) = 0.

xx(4) = 0'
xx(6) = 0.
XX(B) = 0.
END SELECT
RE?URI.I
END

c * * * * * * * * * * + * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * + + * + * + + * * * * * + * * * + + * * * * *
C * SUBROUTINET LARGEST
c * * * * ** * ** *** +* ** * * * * ** * + * * * ** ** +* ** * +** * ** * * * ***** + + * * * ** * + +++ +

C * SUBROUTINÉ ],ARGEST ]S USED TO IDENTTFY THE OREPASS !¡ITH THÐ *C * GREÀ.TEST NUMBER OF TONS OF ORE IN IT. *
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

* RETURNS: ID - LD. NUMBER OF THE IOI{EST SECTIOII OF THE* OREP.CSS WTTH THE MOST ORE ]N IT
* SEE .,COMVAR'' FOR VÀRTABLES NOT DEFINED BELOV¡,

c ID : OREPASS SECTION r.D, NUMBER
c MosT : VARIABLE FoR THE GRECTEST ÄMOUNT OF ORE IN THE OREPA,SS
c

SUBROUTINE LARGEST ( ID)
$TNCLUDE I ' PARÀM. INc '
S INCLUDE r ' SCOM1 , COM I

$ INCLUDE : ' coMVAR. FoR'
IF (TRID, EQ.1O) THEN

MoST = Xx (15 )

ID = 15
1F (XX{20) ,GT.MOST) THEN

MOST = XX(20)
ID = 20

E}ID IF
IF (XX{25).GT.MOST) THEN

MosT = Xx (25 )

ID=25
END IF

ELSE IF {TRID. EQ.15) THEN
MosT = xx(10)
ID = 10
IF (XX {20) .GT,MOST) THEN

MosT = xx (20)
ID=2O

END IF
IF {XX (25) .GT.MOST) THEN

MosT = xX (25 )

ID = 25
END IF

ELSE IF (TRID. EQ.2O) THEN
MosT = xX (10 )

ID = 10
TF (XX(15).GT.MOST) THEN

MosT = Xx (15 )

ID = 15
END IF
TF (XX(25),GT,MOST) ÎHEN

MosT = XX (25 )

ID=25
END IF

ELSE IF (TRID. EQ.25) THEN
MosT = Xx (10 )

ID = 10
rF (xx(15).cT,MosT) THEN

MosT = XX (15 )

ID = 15
END ÏF
rF (xx (20) .cT.MosT) THEN

MosT = Xx(20)
lD=20

END IF
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ELSE
cALt ERRoR (1)

END IF
RETURI.i
END

* SUBROUTINE: MUCKHÂUL
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE MUCK}TAUL ]S USED FOR MJCKING ÀND TIAULING REI.ATED *
ACTIVIT]ES AS OUTL]NED BELOVJ. *

*
ÀRGUMENTS I BKT _ TONS OF ORE PER ],HD BUCKET *

*
SEE ''COMVÂR'' FOR VÂ,R]ABIES NOT DEFIIIED BELOV¡.

SUBROUTINE }ruCKHAUL (BKT)
$INCLUDE: I PAR.AM. INC '
S INCLUDE : I SCOM1 . COM '
S INCLUDE : I COI"ÍVAR. FoR I

C****REMOVE BUCKET THEN CA],CUI,ATE ORE & }II TiAUI,AGE.
ATRIB (9) = ATRIB (9)-BKT
xx12) = XX (2 ) +BKT
XX (3) = xx (3)+BKT
XX(4) = XX(4)+(ATRIB(10)/100.)*BKT*2000.
xX{5) = XX(5)+(ATRIB(10)/100. )*BKT*2000.

C*****DUMP ORE INTO OREPASS SECTIO}] THEN TRANSFER TO tOgrEST SECTION.
ID = ATRIB ( 12 )

xX ( ID) = Xx(rD) +BKT
CAIL TRÂNSFER
RETURN
END

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

* SUBROUTTNE: TR,A.NSFER *
+*********+++********************+********************++*+*****
**
* SUBROUTINE TRÀNSFER IS USED TO TRANSFER ORE/ROCK TO THE *
* LOV¡EST OREPAS S,/ROCKPAS S SECTIOI.I POSSTB],E. IT IS USEÐ TN *
* MUCKTNG ÂND H.AULTNG. AS I,JELL AS IN TRAIN TR¡.MMING.
*+
* SEE I'COMVAR" EOR VARIABLES }IOT DEFINED BELOV¡. *

PTA I POTENTIAL TRANSFER ÂMOUNT
ROOM : ROOM IN LOI¡JEST SECTION OF THE OREPAS S/ROCKPAS S
L1700 | LEVEL 1700 l.D.
L1800 : LEVEL 1800 LD,
L1900 : LEVEL 1900 LD.
L2000 : LEVEI, 2000 l.D,
L2050 : LEVET 2050 I.D,

SUBROUTINE TRÂNSFER
TNTEGER L1700. L1800, L1900, L2000, L2050

S rNcruDE: ' PÂRÂM. rNc '
STNCLUDE: ¡ scoMl . coM'
SINCIUDE | ' COI4VAR. !'OR '
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C*****DETER]VfJNE OREPASS,/ ROCKPAS S LEVET I.D.S
ID = ATRIB (12 )

IE (rD. GE.10.ÀND. rD, LE.14 ) THEN
r,1?00 : 14
L1800 = 13
LI900 = L2
L2000 = 11
L2050 = 10

ELSE TF (ID, CE,15,AND.ID. LE.19) THEN
L1700 = 19
L1800 = 18
11900 = 1?
L2000 = 76
L2050 = 15

EI,SE I F (TD. GE. 2O, AND. ID. LE. 2 4 ) THEN
Lr'l AO = 24
L1800 = 23
L79OO = 22
L2400 = 21
L205O = 20

ELSE IF ( ID, GE.25. ÀND. ID. LE,29 ) THEN
L7'7 0O = 29
L1800 = 28
LIgOO = 2'7
L2O0O = 26
L2050 = 25

ELSE
cArt ERRoR {1)

END ]F
C*****TRÀNSFER ORE/ROCK TO LOV¡EST SECTI_ON POSSIBIE.

PTA = Xx (L2000)+Xx (f,1900)+XX (L1800)+XX (L1?00)
RooM = CAPÂCITY (],2050)-xX (L2050)
IF (PT.A. LE. ROOM) THEN

xx (L2050) = xx (L2050) +PTA
xx (L2000 ) = 0.
xX (11900) = 0,
xx (L1800) = 0.
xx (L1700) = 0,

ELSE
xX (12050) = xX (L2050)+RooM
IF (XX (L1700) .cT.0.) THEN

xx (L1700) = xx (LL?00) -RooM
rF (xx{L1700) ,LT.0. ) THEN

xx (L1800) = xx(¡1800)+xx{],1700)
Xx (L1700) = 0.
rF (xx (L1800) .1,T.0.) THEt,r

XX (L1900) = xx (t1900) +XX (L1800)
xx (t1800) = 0.
rF (xx(L1900).LT.0.) THEN

XX (L2000 ) = Xx{L2000)+XX(t1900)
xx (LL900) = 0.

END IF
END IF

E¡ID IF
ELSE IF (XX(L18OO) ,GT.O. ) THETI

XX {],1800) = xx{1,1800)-RooM
rF (xx(L1800).LT.0.) THEN

xx (L1900) = xx (I1900)+xx (t1800)
XX(L1800) = 0.
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IE (XX (l,19OO) . LT. O. ) THEN
Xx (12000) = xx (L2000) +xX (t1900)
xX (L1900) = 0.

END TF
END IF

E¡SE rF (XX (L1900) . cT. 0. ) THEN
XX (L1900) = xx (L1900)-RooM
rF (xx(L1900) ,LT.0. ) THEN

xx (¡2000) = xx (L2000)+xx (t1900)
xx (L1900) = 0.

END IF
E¡SE

xX { L2000) = Xx(L2000)-RooM
END IF

END TF
RETURN
END



Appendix 4.6.5 File STATS

C * SUBROUTINE: STATS

C**
C * SUBROUTINE STATS IS USED TO CALCUI,ATE VARIOUS STATISTICS AS *
C * OUTLINED BELOVT. *
c*
C * SEE ''COMVARX FOR VARIÄBLES NOT DEFINED BELOI,I.

C

c
c*

c
C RATIOO ; AVAILABILITY RATIOS
C DTOMO r DAIIY TONS OF ORE MUCKED
C DPNMO : DAILY POUIIDS OF I.IICKEL MUCKED
C DTOT() | DÀILY TONS OF ORE TRÀMMED
C DTRT{) r DÀrLY TONS OF ROCK TRÀMMED
C c_TfMEO : CURRENT VALUE OF TIMEO FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
C S_RÀTlo O ; SUMS FoR.AVÄ,II,ABILITY RÄTIOS
C S_TIME O : SUMS FOR ACTMTY TIMES
C A_RATIO O ; AVERAGES FOR AVAIIABILITY RÂTIOS
C A_TIME O : AVERAGES FoR ACTIVITY TIMES
C Y_RÄTIO O : TOP TERM OF VARIÀìICE EQUÂTION FOR AVAI L.A,BI LT I y R.A,TIOS
C Y_TIIIE O : TOP TERM OF VARIÃNCE EQUATION FOR ACTIVITY TIMES
C SP_RATTO O T SPREAD FOR .AVAILABIIITY RATIoS
C SP_TIMEO : SPREÀD FOR ACTIVITY TIMES
C ?O : T-STATISTTC TÀBLE VAIUES FOR 90, 95 ÀND 983
c
c À_DTOM : AVERAGE FOR DAILY TONS OF ORE MUCKED
c A DPNM | ÄVER¡.GE FOR DAILY POUNDS oF NICKEL MUCKED
C A-nToT ¡ AVERÀGE FOR DAILY TONS OF ORE TRÀMMED
C ,A_DTRT : AVERÂGE FoR DAILY TONS OF ROCK TRAMMED
C ID1 : NUMBER OF SHIFTS FoR DRILL 1
C IDz I NUMBER OF SHIFTS FOR DRILL 2
C rIHDl : NLIMBER OF SHIFTS FOR LHD 1
C IT,HD2 : NUMBER OF SHIFTS FOR LHD 2
C ITRUC I I'ltlMBER oF SHI FTS FOR THE TRUCK
C ITR.CM I NUMBER OF SHIFTS FOR TRAMMING
C L\rL : T-STÀTISTIC ROI¡¡ NUMBER FOR CONFIDENCE LEVEL
C s_DToM : SUM FOR DAILY TONS OF ORE MJCKED
C S_DPNM : SUM FOR DAITY POUNDS oF NICKEL MUCKED
C S_DTOT I SUM FOR DAILY TONS OF ORE TRÀMMED
c S_DTRT : SUM FoR DAI¡Y TONS OF ROCK TR.AMMED
C SP_DTOM : SPREA,D FOR DAILY TONS OF ORE MUCKED
C SP*DPNM I SPREÄD FoR DAILY PoUNDS OF NTCKEL MUCKED
C SP DTOT r SPREAD FoR DAILY TONS OF ORE TRAMMED
C SP DTRT ; SPREÀD FOR DArLY TO¡IS OF ROCK TR¡,MMED
C Y_D-ToM : TOP TERM oF VARIANCE EQUATIoN FOR DTOM
C Y_DPNM : TOP TERM OF VÀRIA.¡¡CE EQUAT lol.l FoR DPNM
C Y_DTOT I TOP TERM OF VARI.ANCE EQUATION FOR DTOT
C Y DTRT : TOP TERM OF VARIÂNCE EQUATION FOR DTRT
c

SUBROUTTNE STATS
REAI R.4TrO ( 4 / 6, 10), DToM ( 10 ), DPNM ( 10 ), DTOT ( 10 ), DTRT ( 10) .

+ S_RATTO ( 4, 6) /A_RÀTIo ( 4, 6), Y_RATTO ( 4, 6), Sp_RÀTrO ( 4, 6),
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+ S_TIME ( 5, 6),A_TIME ( 5, 6), y_TrME (5, 6) . Sp_TrME ( 5, 6),
+ c_TrME(5. 6, 10),r (10. 3)

SlllCtUDE: I PAR.AM. lNc '
9INCLUDE:,scoMl.coMI
SINCI,UDE: I CoMVAR, FoR '

DA'IA T/ 6.3I,2.92,2,35,2, L3,2, 02,1.94, r.9,1.86,1.83, 1.81,
+ L2,'tL,4.3,3.L8,2.'18,2.5'7,2.45,2.36,2.3L,2,26,2.23,
+ 3r.82,6.9',1 ,4.54,3 .7 5,3 ,3'1 ,3 .74,3 .0,2.9,2.82,2.'7 6/

C* * * * * DETERì!.Í INE PST FOR RUN .Al.lD NUMBER OF SHI FTS FOR ALL RUNS .

rF (s3_D1. EQ.2. ) THEN
TIME(5,1,NllRUN) = TNOVJ - S DRIL
ID1 = 3

ELSE
TIME(5,1,NNRUN) = (TNol.¡-s DRI¡) - (TNolI-s DRIL)/3.
ID7=2

END IF
c

IF ( S3_D2 , 8Q,2 . ) THE}I
TIME(s.2,NNRUN) = TNOVI - S DRIL
ID2=3

11L5L
TIME{5.2,NNRUN) = {TNol,¡-s DRIL) - (TNol¡¡-S DRII)/3.
ID2=2

END IF
c

rF (s3_LHD1.EQ.2.) THEN
TIME(s/3'NNRUN) = !NOI¡' - S MUCK
ILHD1 = 3

EtSE
TÌME(5,3.NNRUN) : (TNOÌ¡-S MUCK) - (TNOV¡-S MUCK) /3.
I¡HD1 = 2

EI.ID IF
c

rF (s3_LHD2. EQ,2, ) THEN
TIME(5,4'NNRUN) : TNOW - S MUCK
ILHD2 = 3

ELSE
TIME(5,4,NNRUN) = (TNovI-s MUCK) - (TNovJ-s MUCK)/3,
ILHD2 = 2

END TF
c

rF {s3_TRUC. EQ,2 , ) THEN
TIME(5's,NNRUN) = TNOI¡ - S BACK
ITRUC = 3

ELSE
TIME(5,5,NNRUN) = (TNor¡J-S BACK) - (TNOvr-S BACK)/3.
ITRUC = 2

E¡¡D TF
c

]F (S3_TRÀM.EQ.2.) THEN
TIME{s' 6,NNRUN) = TNoV¡ - S ÌvfucK
ITRAM = 3.

ELSE
TIME(5,6,NNRUN) = (TNor,l-s MUCK) - (TNoI,J-s MUCK)/3.
ITRÂM = 2

END IF
C*****CALCULJ\TE STANDBY TIME FOR RUN.

DO 700 r=1, 6
TIME(4,I,NNRUN) = TÍME(5,I,¡INRUN)-TIME(1,I,NNRUN)
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+ -TIME (2, I, NI.IRUN) -TIME (3, I, NNRUN )

7OO CONTINUE
c* * * * *CÄLCULATE MECIIAI.IICAL ÀVAILABILITY FoR RUN.

Do 702 I=7t6
RATIO ( 1, I¡ NNRUN) = (TIME ( 1, I, NNRUN) +TIME ( 2, I, NNRUN) ) /

+ (TIME (1. T / NNRUN)+TIME (2,I, NNRUN)+TIME (3, T, NNRUN)+.1)
702 CONTINUE
C* ** * *CAICUL\TE PHYS]CA], ÄVAILABILITY FOR RUN.

Do '10 4 r=I, 6
RÀTIo (2, I, NNRUN) = (TIME ( 1. I, NNRUII) +TIME (2. I, NNRU¡¡)

+ +TrME (4, r,NNRUN) ) / (TIME (5, r, NNRUN ) + . 1)'104 colrTrNUE
C*****CALCULATE USE OF AVAITÀ,BTLITY FOR RUN.

DO 706 r=1,6
RATIo (3, I, NNRUN) = (TIME { 1, I, NNRUN) +TIME {2, I, NNRUN) ) /

+ (T]ME (1, r, NNRUN)+rrME (2. r, NNRUN)+TIME (4. r. NNRUN)+.1)'106 CONTINUE
C*****CAICULj\TE EFFECTIVE UTILTZ.ATIOI.I FOR RUN,

Do ?08 I=1,6
RATIO (4, I, NNRUN) = (TIME ( 1, I, NNRUN) +TIME (2, I, NNRUN) ) /

+ (TIME (5,I, NNRUN) +,1)
708 CONTINUE
c

DToll (NNRU¡I) = XX(3)/ ((TNot,¡-s t tCR) /24.)
DPNM(NNRUN) = xx (5)/ ( (TNov¡-s-MUcK)/24. )

DToT (NNRUN) = XX (? )/ ( (TNov¡-s-MucK) /24.)
DTRT (l'INRUN) = Xx (9) / (Tt ov:]/24:)

C*****SUI,Í VARIOUS TERMS OVER MULT]PIE RUNS.
s DToM = S DTOM + DToM(NNRUN)
S DPNM = S-DPNM + DPNM (NNRUN)
S DTOT = s DTOT + DTOT(NNRUN)
S D?RT = S DTRT + DTRT(NNRUN)

ç*****p¡1¡'¡ VÀIUES FOR RU¡r,
wRrrE (40.500)
I¡¡RITE ( 4 0, 501) NNRUN
v¡RrTE (4 0. 504 )

vlRrTE(40,506)
r,JRrTE (40.508)
r,¡RrTE {4 0, 510 )

r,iRrTE (4 0, 512 ) (RÀTro ( r, 1, NNRUN ) ,r=1,4),
+ (rIME (I/ 1. NNRUN) ,l=1,5) ,ID1

T,JRITE ( 4 O, 514 ) (RATIO{T,2,NNRUN),T=1,4),
+ (TIME (I, 2, NNRUN) , I=1, 5 ) . ID2
viRITE(40,516) (RÀrlo ( I, 3, NtIRUN) ,I=I,4) ,

+ (TIME (t.3, NNRUN) ,I=1.5 ) ,ILHD1
t¡RlrE (40, 518) (RATIo {I. 4,NNRUN), I=7, 4),

+ (TIME (I, 4, Nl.lRUN) ,I=t,s) , ILHD2
V¡RITE {40.520) {Rå,rIo (I,5, NI'IRUN},l=1,4 ) ,

+ (TIME (I.5, NNRUN) ,I=1,5 ) ,IrRUc
I'IRITE (40. 522 ) (RÀrIo { l, 6' }¡NRUN), I=L, 4),

+ (TIME(I.6,NNRUN) ,l=1,5),ITRÀM
c

v¡RrrE ( 4 0, 524 ) DTOM (NNRUN)
I'¡RITE (40, 526) DPNM (NNRUN)
TYRTTE (4 0, 52 8 ) DToT (NNRUN)
V¡RITE (40.530) DTRT { NNRUN )

C*****SET C_TIME{I,J,K) EQUAL TO CURRENT TIME(],J,K) FOR RUN.
Do ? 10 r=1, 5

Do '1II J=I, 6
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C TIME (r¿ J,NNRUN) = TIME(I,J,N¡IRUN).1II 
CONTIÑUE

7IO CONTTNUE
C*****IF TAST RU¡I OF SIMUIÂTION.

IF (I'INRUN. EQ.NRU¡IS) ?HEN
C********IF ON],Y ONE RUN SETECTED PRT}IT NO CONFIDENCE ],EVEL.

TF (NRUNS.EQ.1, ) THEI.I
r.¡RrTE ( 41, 502 )

V¡RITE (41, 503 ) NNRUN
r'rRrTE(41,502)
I/¡RrTE (41,505)
v¡RrTE{41,506)
I,rRrTE ( 41¿ 508 )

r,rRrTE (41,510)
V¡RITE (41,512 ) {RATIo(I.1,NNRUN) ,!=7,4),

+ (rIME (I.1¿NNRU¡I) .I=1,5) ,ID1
VTRITE (41, 514 ) (RArIo (I, 2,NNRUN),I=I, 4),

+ (TIME (I,2¿NNRUI'f ) .I=1,5) ,ID2
!'¡RITE (41,516) (RÀTIo (I. 3, NNRUN) ,I=1,4),

+ {TIME (I / 3, NNRUN) ,I=1,5),ILHD1
I'JRITE ( 41, 518 ) (RATIo (I, 4. NNRUN) ,I=1,4)/

+ (TIME (I¿ 4,NNRUN) ,I=7,5),ILHD2
vlRIrE (41, 52 0 ) (RATIo(l,5,NNRUN) ,I=1,4),

+ (TÌME (I,5,NNRUN) ,l=1,5) ,ITRUC
TIRITE (4I,522) (RÄTIo(I,6,NNRU¡I) ,I=1,4 ),

+ {TIME (I/ 6.NNRUN) ,l=1,5) ,ITRAM
WRITE(41,*) I**NO CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR 1 RUN**'
v¡RrTE (41¿ 52 4 ) DTOM (NNRUN)
v¡RrrE (41, 52 6 ) ÐPNM (NNRUtr)
t{RrrE (41, 52 8 ) DTO? (NNRUN)
t¡RrTE (41,530) DTRT (NNRUN)
VJRITE(41,*) '**NO CONFIDENCE LEIEL FOR 1 RUN**'

EtSE
C* * * + * * * * *CAtrCUI,ATE CONFI DENCE INTERVå.],.

IF (LEVEÍ,. EQ,9O) THEN
t\¡L=1

EI,SE TF (LEVEL, EQ,95) THEN
LVL=2

ELSE IF {IEIGL. EQ.98) THEN
IVl,=3

ELSE
cÄrl, ERROR (1)

END IF
C*** ******CA¡CUI,ATE SUMS FOR RA.TIOS,

Do 't!2 Í=t t 4
DO 713 J=1. 6

DO 714 K= L, NNRUN
s_RÄ?Io (I, J) =S_RÂTIO (I. J) +RÀTto (t, J. K)

.I 14 CONTINUE.173 CONTINUE.IT2 
CONTINUE

C*********CALCUI.ATE ÀVER.A,GES FOR RÃ.ÎIOS.
Do ?16 l=1¿ 4

Do ili J=I, 6
A-RATIO (I, J) = S RÀTIO (I ¿ J) ,/NNRUN,171 

CONTINUE.IT6 
CONTINUE

c*********cA¡cuLATE TOp TERMS FOR VÀRIANCE EQUATIONS FOR R¡.Tlos.
Do 718 I=1,4
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DO iIg J=I,6
Do 720 K=1,NNRUN

Y-RÄTIo(I' J) = Y-RÄ'TIo(I' J)+(RÀTIo(I' J'K)-
+ A RÂTIO(I,J) )*{RÂTIO(I.J,K) -À RATIO(I,J) ).12O CONTIÑUE.7I9 

CONTINUE
1LB CONT]NUE
C*********CAtrCUT,ATE SPRE.AD FOR RÀTIOS,

Do 122 r:7, 4
DO 'i23 J=It6

sP-RÂTIo (I, J) = T (NNRUN-1' tVL) *
+ SQRT ( (Y R.ATTO (I, J)/ (I'INRUN_ 1) ) /NNRUN}

123 CONTINUE
722 COI.ITINUE
C*********CAtrCUI,ATE SUMS FOR TIMES,

Do '124 I=I.5
Do 't25 J=It6

DO 726 K=1, NNRUN
S_TIME (I, J) = S_TIME(I,J) +C_TIME(I,J,K)

.7 26 CONTINUE.125 CONTINUE,724 CONTINUE
C*********CAICUI,ATE AVERAGES FOR TÌMES.

Do 728 I=I, 5
DO '729 J=7,6

A-TIME (1, J) = S-TIME (I, J) /NNRUN.129 
CONTTNUE

.7 28 CONTTNUE
c*********cAl,cuLA?E Top TERMS FOR VARIANCE EQUATTONS FOR TIMES.

Do 730 I=1,5
DO 731 J=1, 6

DO ?32 K=l/ NNRUN
Y_TÍME ( I, J) = Y_TIME(I,J)+(C_TIME(I¿J,K) -

+ À TIME(I¿.]) )*(C TIME(I.J,K)-A TTME(I.J) )
.7 32 CONTINUE
73I CONTINUE
730 COI.ITINUE
C**++*****CÀLCUIATE SPREAD FOR TIMES.

Do ?34 I=1,5
DO 735 J=1, 6

sP_TIME (I, J) = T(NNRUN-1.L\¡t) *
+ SQRT ( (Y TIME (], J) / (NNRUN-I) ) /NNRUN)

735 CONT]NUE
734 CO¡¡TINUE
C* * * * ** * + *CAÍ,CUI,ATE AVERÄGES FOR DAILY VAIUES.

À-DTOM = S_DTOM/NNRUN
A_DPNM = S_DPNM,/NNRUN
A DTOT : S DTOT/NNRUN
elrnr = s DTRT,/NNRUN

ç*********g¡_¡CUI,ATE iOP TERMS FOR VARI.ANCE EQUATTONS FOR DAI¡Y VA.LUES.
DO 736 J=1,NNRUN

Y D?OM=Y DToM+ (DToM (,1) -A DTOM) * (DToM(J) -A DToM)
fopr,r¡{=y npNM+ (DpNM (,r) -a-¡pl¡r't) * (DpNM(J)-À DpNM)
Y-DTOT=Y DTOT+ ( DTOT ( J) -E OTOT) * ( DTOT ( J) _.AITOT 

)

Y-DTRT=Y*DTRT+ (DTRT (J)-Ä DTRT) * (DTRT(J)-e Ornr)
7 36 cot.rTINUE
C* * * }* * ***CALCUI,ATE SPREAD FOR DAILY VALUES,

SP_DTOM=T (NNRUN-1, LVL) *SQRT { (Y_DTOM/ (NI.IRUN-1) ) /NNRUN )
SP DPNM=T {NNRUN_I, LVt)*SQRT ( (Y DPNM/ (NNRUN-1) ) /NNRUN)
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SP_DToT=T (NNRUN-1, L\r¡ ) *SQRT ( (Y_DTor/ (NNRUN-1) )/N¡IRUN)
SP_DTRT=T (NNRUN.1, LVL)*SQRT ( (Y DTRT/ (NNRUN-1) )/NNRUN)

C**+******PRINT AVERAGES FOR R.ATIOS ÀND TIMES.
vrRrTE(41,502)
HRrTE (41, 503 ) ¡INRUN
v¡RïTE ( 41,502 )

wRrrE { 41,505)
!¡RITE (41,506)
vlRrTE ( 41, 508 )

t¡JRrrE{41,510)
v¡RIrE (41,512) {A_R.CTIO(I,11 ,r.=7,4) ,+ (A_rIME (I, l) , t=1,5) .ID1
ITRITE(41,514) (A_RÀTIO (I,2) ,I=r, 4l ,+ (À_rIME (I,2 ) ,I=I,5),ID2
V¡RITE { 41, 516 ) (À_RÂTIo(I,3) ,I=I,4) ,+ (A_TÌME (1,3) ,I=1,5) ,IIHD1
V¡RITE (41, 518) (A_R.A,TIo (¡, 4), r=7, 4),

+ (À._TÌME ( r. 4) , Í=I , 5) , ILHD2
I'¡RITE (41, 52 0 ) (A_R-ATIo(I,5) ,r=L,4'),+ (Ä_TIME(I¡ 5),I=1,5),ITRUC
lrRlTE ( 41, 522 ) (A_RÄTIo ( I , 6) , I=I , 4) ,

+ (À. TIME ( I, 6) ,I=I,5 ) . ITRÃM
C**+******PRINT SPREAD FOR RÀTIOS ÄND TIMES,

IJRTTE (41, 532 ) r,EVEt
I¡JRITE ( 4 1, 512 ) ( sp*R.A,Tto ( I, 1,) . r=I, 4),

+ (sP_rIME (I,1) ,I=1,5) ¿ 0
VJRITE ( 41, 514 ) ( sP_R-ATIo (I, 2), r=L, 4L

+ (SP_TIME(I.2),I=1,5).0
vrRr?E (41, 516 ) (Sp_RATro{r,3) ,1:1,4),

+ (sP_TrME (r, 3 ) ,r:1,5),O
V¡RITE ( 41, 518 ) (sP_RÀTIo(I,4) ,I=I,4),

+ (SP_TIME (I.4) ,I=1,5) .0
IIRITE (41, 52 0 ) {sP R.ATIo(I,5) ,r=L,4),

+ (SP_?IME (I¿ 5) .I=1,5) ,0
VIRITE ( 4I,522) (sP_RArIo(I.6),r=1,41 ,

+ (sP TrME(r,6),r:1.5),0
C****+****PRINT AVERAGES AN_D SPREAD FOR DAILY VAIUES.

VJRTTE (41, 550 ) t EVE],
VJRTTE (41,552)A_DTOM, S P_DTOM
r,¡RrTE (41. 554 )À DPNM,SP DPNM
v¡RrTE (4 L, 556 )A-DToT, SP-DTOT
r,¡RtTE (41. 55I )Â DTRT, SP DTRT

END IF
END IF

c
500 FoRMAT ( t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * I 

¿+ I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * | 
)

501 FORMAT ( t RESULTS FoR RUN: ' , 13 )
5O2 FORMAT (19X, I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * :r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * | 

)
503 FORMAT(19X, I**I,2XI 

' SUMMARY REPORT B.A'SED ON"T3,
+ ' RUN(S) I ,2X, txx', 

'504 FORMAT (/13X, IAVAII,ABILITY R.A.TTOS !.15X, IHOURS')
505 FORMAT (/13X, 'AVAILABILTTY RÄTIOS',12X, t.AVERAGE HOURS ' )

506 FORMAT (12x¿ -------r,2xt+ , ----_ _______________' 
)

508 FORMAT ('RESOURCE" 4X,'M'\', 4X,'pA', 4X, tUA' |4X,'EU' ¿ 3X,' DpT',
+ 4x,,IpT!,5X. iRT',4X. I SBT ' . 4X, 'pST' , 4X, 'SHIFTS ' )

510 FORMAT ( ,3x,'---',3X, '---',3X.'---' t3Ktt---t tzxl+ '-----',2x,'-----t,2xtt-----' t2xl , ----- ! t2x. t-----t,3x.
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+,----__')
572 FoRMA? ( ' DRTLLl"4î6,2,5F?.0,4X,r3)
514 FORMAT {' DRrLt2',4F.6.2,5î1 ,0,4X,13)
516 FORMAT (' LHD1', 4F.6,2,5F7.0,4X, 13 )
518 FORMAT(' LHD2',4F6,2,5F7,0,4X.I3)
52O FORMAT (' TRUCK' ,4F6.2,5î7.0t4X,13)
522 FORMAT (' TR\IN' t4E6,2t 5F?.0,4X¿I3)
c
524 FoRl'[cT (/ I AVER¡,GE DAILY ToNs oF oRE MUCKED t' ,BxtF7 .O)
526 FoRMAT ( ' AVERA,GE DArIy pOUNDs OF NICKET MUCKEDT r,3X,F7.0)
528 FORI'fAT ( ' AVERAGE DAILY TONS oF ORE TRÄMMEDI.,,jKt9t.O)
530 FORMAT ( 'A\¡ERAGE DÀ.I Ly TONS OF RoCK TRÀMMED | ¡,6X,F7.0)
c
532 FORMAT (/I2, ' E CO¡IFIDENCE IEVEI, FOR .ABOVE (+/_) : ')
c
550 FoPolflT l/ / / /I2, ' 3 coNFIDENcE LEVEL FoR: ' )
552 FORMAT(TAVERAGE DAILY TONS oF ORE I,rrJcKEDtt,BXtE't.O,2Xl

+ '+/-"87.0J
554 FORMAT ( I,AVERAGE DAILY POUNDS OF NTCKEL MUCKED: t,3XtF't.O,2Xl

+ r+/-',F7,o)
556 FORMAT(TAVERAGÊ DAILY TONS OF ORE TRÂtd,fED| t ,7XtF7.Ot2X,+ '+/-t ,F'¡.o)
558 FoRMå,T ('AVEFé.GE DAIIY TONS oF ROCK TRÃMMED: t,6XtEj,O,2Xl

+ '+/_,,F.1 .0/)
RElURN
END
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Àppentlix 4.6.6 File OTPUT

C * SUBROUTINE I OTPUT
c * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** +** * * * * ** * ++* * *** ** * * ** + ***
c*
C * SUBROUTINE OTPUT IS CALIED BY THE ST,AM II MAII,I PROGRÀM AT
C * THE END OF EACH SIMUI,ATION RUN, OTPUT TS USED TO PERFORM *
C * VARIOUS FUNCT]ONS AS OUTLINED BELOVJ. *
c*
C * SEE ''COMVAR'' FOR VÃRIABLES NOT DEFINED BELOI.¡.

C

c
C A_ACT 0 ; AVER.AGES FOR .A,CTIV]TIES
C A_PSC0 : AVERÀGES FOR PRoDUcTToN SCHEDU],E C}IART
C A_TPDO : Ä.VERAGES FOR MUCKING ToNs pER DAy
C S_ACT O : SUMS FoR .A.CTIVTTIES
C S_PscO : SUMS FoR PRODUCTIoN SCHEDULE CIIART
C S_TPDO : SUMS FOR MUCKING Tol.rs pER DAy
c SP_ACT O : SPREAD FoR ACTIVTTTES
c SP_PSCO : SPREAD FOR PRODUCTToN SCHEDUIE CHART
C SP_TPD () ; S PREiAD FOR MUCKII.IG ToNS PER DAY
C TO : T-STATISTIC TÀBIE VALUES FoR 90, 95 AND 9Bg
C TPD 0 : MUCKTNG TONS PER DAY
C Y_ACT O : ToP TERM IN VART.ANCE EeUATIOIT FOR ACTIVITIES
C Y_PSCO : TOP TERM tN VARI.ANCE EQU.A,?ION FoR PROD. SCHEDULE CIÌARTC Y_TPDO : TOP TERM IN VARIÃNCE EQUATION FoR MUCKTNG ToNS pER DAy

C LVL : T-STATÌSTTC Ror¡¡ NUMBER FOR CONFIDENCE I,EVE¡
c RoCKPASS : TONS OF ROCK IN THE ROCKPASS
c

SUBROU?INE OTPUT
REÀL S_PSC (10,7),A_psc (10, ?)¿ y_psc (10,7), sp_psc (10¿ 7),+ s_,A,cT(10,3),À_ACT(10,3),y.A,CT(10,3),Sp AcT(10,3),+ TpD(10,10).s_TpD(10),e_rpD(ro),y_rpo(rõ),sp rpD{10),+ T(10,3)

ç INCLUDE: ' PAR¡,M. INc '
$INCLUDE: ' SCOMI , COM I

$ rNctuDE; ! coMVAR. FoR'
DATA T/ 6, 3r, 2. 92, 2. 35,2. 73, 2. 02, 7. g4, r. 9,1. I6, 1. I3, 1. 81,+ L2.7t,4,3,3.L8,2.'t8,2.57,2.45,2,36,2,31,2.26,2.23,

+ 31.82,6.9'1,4.54,3,75,3.37,3,14,3,0,2.9,2.82,2.76/
C***+*PRJNT I.AST IINE OF ÂMOUNTS.

ROCKPASS = XX {TRTD)+XX (TRID+1)+XX (TRID+2)+XX (?RID+3)+XX (TRID+4)
r4RrTE (38. 400) TNOII/24., XX (2), XX (3) .XX (4), XX (5), XX (6), XX (? ),

+xx { 8), xx ( 9 ), RocKP.ASS
C*****FOR EACH RUN CALCUI,ATE MUCKTNG TO¡IS PER DAY FOR EACH BLOCK.

Do 600 I=1,10
TPD { I. NNRUN)=BLKTONS (I )/ (Psc (I,5, NNRUN) -psc ( r,4, NNRUN) +. OO1)60O CONTINUE

C*****PRJNT MUCKING TONS PER DAY FOR RUI.¡.
v¡RrTE(40,440)
VJRTTE(40,442)
v¡RrTE(40,444)
vlRrTE(40,446)
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r,rRrTE (40. 448) (TpD (I, NNRUN) . r:1, 10)
C*****PRINT PSC}TART FOR RUN,

f,¡RrTE{40,402)
tr¡RITE (4 0, 4 04 )

r,¡RrTE(40,417)
vJRTTE ( 4 0, 418 )

r,¡RIrE (40/ 420) {PSC (r,l,NNRUN) , r=1.10)
I'IRIrE(40, 4221 (Psc (I,2,NNRUN), I=1, 10)
ITRITE{40,424), (Psc (7,3, NNRU¡I) .I=1,10)
I'¡RlrE (40, 426) {Psc (I,4,NNRUN) ,I=1,10)
9¡RrTE(40,428) (pSC(r,5.NNRUÌ{),r=1,10)
I'JRITE (40, 430) (Psc (I, 6,NNRUÌI), I=1. 10)
!¡RIrE(40, 432) lPSClI,l¡NNRUN), r=1. 10)

C*****PRINT TIME FOR DRILLTI'IG & BI,ASTING/ MUCKING E BACKFILL FOR RUN.
r.¡RrTE (40/ 4 01)
f¡RrTE ( 4 0, 404 )

VJRTTE{40,406)
vrRrTE (40,408)
t'iRITE ( 4 0, 4 10) ( Psc { I ¿ 3, ¡TNRUN) -Psc ( I, 2, NNRUN), I=1, 10)
r,rRrrE (40,412) (psc (r,5,NNRUN)-psc (r.4,NNRUN) , r=1,10)
['JRITE ( 40. 4 13) { Psc ( I, 7, NNRUN) -Psc ( I, 6. NNRUN) . I=1, 10)

C*****IF T,ÀST RUN OF SIMULATION.
IF (NI.IRUN. EQ. NRUNS ) THEN

TF (NRUNS. EQ.1. ) THEN
C*********PRINT MUCKING TONS PER DAY FOR RUN.

vrRrTE(41,440)
vtRrTE i.47,442)
v¡RITE (41.444)
r,JRrrE(41,446)
v¡RITE(41.448) (TPD(I.NNRUN),1=1, 10)
VJRITE(41,*) '**NO CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR 1 RUN**,

C*********PRINT PSC¡IARÎ FOR RUN.
vlRrTE{41,402)
r,JRrTE ( 41. 4 04 )

wRrTE (41, 41? )

wRrTE (41,418)
I¡JRITE (41, 42 0 ) (Psc(I.1,NNRUN) ,I=1,10)
rtRÍTE\4L,422) (Psc (1, 2. NI'IRUN ) ¿ I=1, 10 )
rttRITE (4L,424) {Psc (I,3.NNRUN) ,I=1,10)
I,JRITE (41,426) ( psc (I, 4, NNRUN) , r=1, 10 )
VIRITE(41/428) (PSc(I,5.NNRUN),r=1,10)
vlRIrE (41,430) ( Psc (I ¿ 6, NNRUN ) , t=1. 10 )

I/rRlTE (41. 432) (pSc(I,7,NNRUN) , r=1,10)
V¡RITE(41, CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR 1 RUN**'

C*********PRJNT TIME FOR DRIT,LING ú BI,ASTING, MUCKING E BACKFILL FOR
RUN .

t¡RrTE { 41, 4 01 )

wRtTE (41.404 )

I¡JRITE ( 41, 4 06 )

wRrrE(41,408)
v¡RIrE (41,410) (Psc (I,3,NNRUN) -Psc (I,2,NNRUN) , t=1,10)
wRITE (41, 412) (Psc (I, 5, NNRUN) -Psc {I, 4. NNRUN), I=1¿ 10)
I{RITE ( 41, 4 14 ) ( Psc ( I, 7. NNRU¡I) -Psc ( I, 6/ NNRUN), I=1, 10)
VJRTTE(41,*) I**NO CONFIDENCE IEVEL FOR 1 RUN**'

ELSE
C*********CALCUI,ATE CONFTDENCE INTERVAL,

rF (LEVEI. EQ,90) THEN
LVL=1

ELSE IF (LEVEL,8Q.95) THEN
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LVL=2
ELSE IF (IEVE],. EQ. 98 ) THEN

LVL=3
E],SE

CALL ERROR {1)
E¡ID IF

C*+*******CAtrCUI,ATE SUMS FOR MUCKING TONS PER D.AY.
DO 602 r=1,10

DO 603 J:1¡ NNRUN
s TPD(l) = S_TPD(l) + TPD(I,J)

603 CONTINUE
602 CONTINUE
C*********CAICUI,ATE AVERÀGES FOR MUCKI¡IG TONS PER DAY,

Do 604 I=1.10
A-TPD(I) = S TPD (I ) /¡INRUN

604 CONTINUE
C* * * * * * * * *CALCUTATE TOP TERMS FOR VARIÀNCE EQUATIONS FOR TONS PER DAY,

Do 606 I=1,10
DO 607 J=1¿NNRUN

Y_TPD (I) = Y_TPD(I)+(TpD(I,J) -À_TpD(r))*
+ (TPD(I¿.J)-A TPD(I))

607 CONTINUE
606 CONTTNUE
C+********('ÃI¡CUI,ATE SPRE,A.D FOR MUCKING TONS PER DAY.

Ðo 608 I=1,L0
sP-TPD (I ) = T(NNRUN-1,tvl) *

+ SQR1I ( (Y TPD (I)/ (NNRUN-1) )/NNRUN)
608 CONTINUE
C*********PR]NT AVERÀGE MUCKING TONS PER DÀY.

v¡RrTE (41, 441)
r4RrTE (41, 442 )

r.¡RlrE(41,444)
vrRrrE(41,446)
I,JRITE (41, 448) (A_TPD (I), I=1. 10)

C*+*******PRINT AVERAGE MUCKING TONS PER DAY SPREAD.
v¡RrTE (41, 419 ) IEVEL
I¡¡RITE(41,448) (sp TpD(r).r=1, 10)

C***+*++**CÀtrCULATE SUMS FOR PSC}IÀRT.
Do 610 I=1. 10

Do 611 J=1. ?
DO 612 K=1, NNRUN

s_Psc (I, J) =S_Psc (1, J) +psc {I, J, K)
612 CONTINUE
611 CONTINUE
610 CONTTNUE
C* * * * * + * * * CALCULATE AVER.A.GES FOR PSCH.A.RT.

Do 614 I=1¡ 10
Do 615 J=1,7

A-Psc (I 
' 
J) = s Psc(I,J)/NNRUN

615 CONTINUE
6L4 CO¡ITTNUE
c******+**cAlcutATE TOp TERMS FOR VÀRIÀNCE EQUATTONS FOR PSCH.A.RT.

Do 616 I=1r 10
Do 6I't J=I,1

DO 618 K=1, NNRUN
Y_Psc(I,J) = Y_Psc(I,,1) + (Psc (I, J¡ K) -À_Psc (I, J) )*

+ (Psc (r. J. K) -A. Psc (r, J) )
6L8 CoNTTNUE
6L7 CONTINUE
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6r6 CONTTNUE
CUI"ATE SPREAD FOR PSC}IART,

DO 620 r=1/ 10
DO 621 J=I ,'t

SP_PSC (I. J) = T(NNRU¡I-1'L\rL)*
+

627
SQRT ( (Y_PSC (I, J) / {NNRUN_1) )/NNRUN)

COI.i?INUE
620 CONTINUE
c*****+***PscHÄR? AVERAGES.

r,JRrTE (41, 4 03 )

I¡JRITE (41, 4 04 )

I,¡RITE (41, 417 )

I¡JRITE ( 41, 418 )

lJRl?E (41,420) (A_Psc (I.1) ,l=1, 10)
ri¡RrTE (41, 422) lA_pSClr,2) ,f=r,LO)
v¡RITE (41¡ 42 4 ) (A_Psc (I, 3 ) ¿ I=1. 10 )
vtRIIEl4I, 426) (A_Psc (I. 4), l=1, 10)
I¡]RITE(41, 428) (¡,_Psc (I, 5), I=1, 10)
v¡RIrE(41,430) (A_Psc(I, 6), I=1. 10)
I'JRITE (41,432) (A_Psc (I,7 ) ,I=1,10)

C*******+ *PRINT PSC¡TART SPREAD.
VJRITE (41, 419 ) T,EVEL
IIRITE(41,420) (sP_Psc(I¿ 1),I=1, 10)
vtRITE | 47, 422) (sP_Psc (1, 2), l=1, 10)
V¡RITE(41, 424) (sP_Psc (I, 3), I=1, 10)
I'¡RÌTE(41.426) ( S P_PSC (I, 4 ) , I=1, 10 )

I,JRITE (41,428) (sP_Psc (I,5) ,I=1,10)
v¡RIrE(41, 430) (sP_Psc(I, 6),I=1, 10)
I,¡RITE (41, 4 32 ) (sP_PSC{1,7).I=1,10)

C*********CAT,CUI,ATE SUMS FOR ÀCTIVITIES.

624
623

+
633 CONTINUE

Do 622 Í=7, r0
Do 623 J=1, 3

DO 624 K=1. NNRUN
s_AcT ( I, J) =s AcT ( l, J) + (Psc ( I. 1+2*,J, K) -Psc i.l, 2* J, R) \
CONTlNUE

CONTTNUE
622 CONTINUE
C*********CALCUI,ATE AVERÂGES FOR ÀCTIVITTES.

Do 626 I=I,IO
DO 62'7 J=!, 3

A-ACT (I 
' 

,r) =s AcT{I,J}/NNRUN
62'1 cot'iTrNUE
626 CONTINUE
C*********CALCUI"ATE TOP TERMS FOR VARI,ANCE EOUATIONS FOR ACTIVITES,

DO 628 r=1, 10
Do 629 J=I,3

DO 630 K=1, NNRUN
Y-ACT ( I, ,r) = Y-AC? (I' J) + ( (PsC (I.1+2*J' K)-

+ psc(t,2*J¿K))-À_AcT(r,J))*((psc(r,1+2*,t.K)-
+ PSC (r. 2*J, K) )-A ACT{],J))

630 CONTTNUE
629 CONTINUE
628 CONTINUE
C*********CÀLCUI,ATE SPREÀD FOR ACTIVITIES ,

Do 632 I=I. LO
DO 633 J=1, 3

S P-ACT (I' J) = T (NNRUN-1r Ll]rL) *
SQRT ( (Y_ACT (r. ,l) / (NNRUN- 1) ) /NNRUN )
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632 CONTTNUE
C**** ** * **PRTNT ACTIV]TY .AVERAGES.

v¡RrTE (41, 434 )

r.JRrrE(41,404)
v¡RrrE(41,406)
V¡RITE (41, 4 08 )

I,JRITE ( 41, 410 ) (À_AcT (I , I) , I=7 , f 0)
VJRITE(41,412) (A_Acr (I ,2l ,I=I,10)
v¡RITE (41,414) (A_Àcr (I.3) .I=1,10)

C**** *****PRINT ACTIVITY S PREADS .
vlRrTE(41,419) LEVEL
V¡RITE (41.410) { sP_ÂcT (I,1) ¿ I=1,10)
I'¡RITE (41, 412 ) (sP_ÂcT{I,2),I=I,I0)
VJRITE (41, 414 ) (sP AcT(I,3),I=1,10)

END IF
c*** ++**cAlcuLATE cosTs.

VJRTTE (42,460)
wRfTE (42 , 462)
vtRl.rB|42,464)
I¡IRITE (42, 4 66 )

c
v¡RrTE (42,468)
v¡RITE(42, 469) (FTDRILL(I) *3. 65, I=1, 10)
t{RITE (42, 470) (FrDRItl, (I ) *. 094, I=1, 10)
9¡RITE (4 2, 4 ? 1) (ETDRII],(r)*,573.r=1,10)
wRITE (42, 472) (FTDRILL (I) *. 882, I=1, 10)
v¡RrTE ( 42, 473 ) (TÌME ( 1, 1¡ NNRUN) +TIME (2, 1, NNRUN) +

+ TIME(1,2,NNRUN)+TIME(2,2,NNRUN))*30.
IJRITE (42, *)

c
liRrTE (42,480 )

VJRITE (42, 481) (BLKToNS (r) *, 46, I=1, 10)
vtRfTE(42,482) (BLKToNS (I ) *,25,I=1,10 

)

v¡RITE (42, 483) BOT*30.
vrRr TE (42, * 

)

c
VJRTTE(42l485)
vIRrrE (42,4 86 ) TLHDL*.88
vtRI.rB 1 42, 487 t (TÌME ( 1, 3, NNRUN) +TrME (2, 3, NNRUN) ) *30.
VJRTTE (42, * 

)

c
Ì,¡RrrE (42¿ 490)
I'JRTTE{42¿ 491) TLHD2*. 43
I¡JRITE(42,492) (TIME (1,4, NNRUN)+TIME (2,4. NNRUN) )*30.
VIRTTE(42,*)
v¡RrTE(42,*) | **ÀBOVE COSTS ARE BASED ON ONE RUN ON¡y**'

c
CAIL SUMRY
CALL GET?IM (IHR, IMIN, ISEC,IlOOTH)
I4RITE (*,436)rHR, IMIN. ISEC, I100TH
STOP

END TF
c
400 FORMAT (F6. O,F'7. 0, F8. 0, F7. 0, F8. 0, F7. 0, 2F8. 0, F7. 0, FB. 0, F9. 0)
c
401 FORMAT (/40X. 'A.CTIV]TY T]MES (DAYS) ' )

402 FORMAT (/35X, I PRODUCT]ON 5CHEDULE TABIE {DAYS) ' )403 Fowtar (/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /35x,
+ TPRODUCTION SCHEDULE TABLE (DÂYS) I)
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404

406

408

410
4r2
413
4r4
c
41'l

478

4L9
420
422
424

428
430

434
c
436

c
440
44r
442

444

446

448
c
460
462

464

FoRMAT ( /////// 1x,'End time of simulation: ',I2.2,t t'
+ I2.2,' t' ,I2.2,' | | tI2.2l

FORMAT(/45X,'BALLPARK COSTS (9) ' )
FrìÞMÀ.¡/t1V

-----')
FORMAT(3X,'DESCRÌPTTON',?X,'BLK 1"1X.'BtK 2t,7X, tBLK 3t,IXl

+ ,BIK 4t,1X, 'BLK 5',1X, 'BLK 6¡,lX, 'BLK 7l'1X¿ 'BIK 8'¿1X,
+ ,BLK 9|,1X, 'BLK10')

466 FoRMAT ( ,1X, r-----',1x. '-----' tLx,t-----t,
r 1v r ____- r 1v | _____ | ]!' ! _____ r 1v
+r_____,,1X, r_____r 

)

c
468 FoRMAT ( ' DRILLING: r)
469 FORMAT ( ! DRII¡ REPAIR',1.OF6.O)
4'1O FORMAT (¡ HAMMER ' / 10F6.0)
41I FORMAT(' COMPRESSOR!,1086.0)
472 FORMAT ( ' BITS 6 RODS ',10F6.0)
4'13 FORMAT(' DRITLÌNG LABOUR',F10,0,' (FOR ALL BLOCKS )')
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c
480 FORMAT (' BI,ASTTNG: I)
48L FORMAT ( ovrDER',10F6.0)
aB2 FORMAT(' ÄCCESSORIES" 10F6.0)
483 FORMAT (' BI,ASTING I,ABOUR!,F10,0, ' (FOR ALL BLOCKS )')
c
485 FORMAT(' l,HD1 :')
486 FORMAT{r LHD1 REPAIR',F10.0, t (FoR AtL BLOCKS ) ' )487 FORMAT(' LHD1 MUCKING LABOUR',F10,0, ' (FOR ÄLL BLOCKS ) r)
c
490 FoRMAT ( ' LHD2: ')
49L FORMAT( I LHD2 REPAIRI,FlO.O, ' (FoR ALL BLocKs )')
492 FORMAT (' LHD2 MUCKING LABOUR"F10.0, ¡ (FOR ALL BLOCKS )')
c

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B: SINIULATION OUTPUT FILES

Appendix B contains a sample of the output files generated by the simulation

program. A complete copy of files SUMMARY, RUNS and COSTS have been included;

however, due to the length of file AMOTINTS only one run has been included. The files

can be found as indicated below.

Appendix Subsection

Appendix B. l: Output File SUMMARY

Appendix 8.2: Output File RUNS

Appendix 8.3: Output File AMOLINTS

Appendix 8.4: Output File COSTS

Page

150

752

159

161
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Appendix 8.1: Output File SUMMARY

FII,E: SUMMÀRY

i* SUMMÀRY REPORT BÀSED ON 10 RUN(S) **

ÀVÀIIÀBIIIÍY R.ATIOS Àr¡ERÀGE EOUR.S

RTSOT'RCB MÀ PÀ UÀ EU DPT IPT RT SBT PAT SHIFTS

DRrLrl .6a .79 .56 -44 469. 164. 301, 502, 1437. 3
DRrlr!2 .77 .44 -45 .38 405. L42. 231. 659. 143?. 3

r-ED1 .73 .92 -23 ,2a 140. 50. 72- 646. 90A. 2
LÐ2 .61 .69 .7a .49 797. 245. 247. 180. 908. 2

TRUSK .86 . A6 .94 -42 341. !23. 79. 24. 571. 2
TRt\rN -97 .9S .69 .6a 690. 230. 32. 410. 1363. 3

958 CONF¡DENCE LEVEL FOR ÀBOVE (+/-) :

DRTLL1 .O4 .O4 .O3 .O2 13. 5. 60. 61. 58.
DFII¿2 .O3 .O2 .O2 ,O2 11. 4. 35. s2. 58.

r,sD1 .o4 .o2 .o3 .o3 23. 9- 20. 37- 38.
LÐ2 .05 ,04 ,03 .O5 13. 77. 44. a7, 38.

TRUCK .O4 .O3 -O2 .O4 1A. 7. 23. 9. 39.
raÀIN .o2 .o1 .o2 .o2 9. 3. 77. 3?. 57.

959 CONFIDENCE I,Er¡E]] FOR:
À\¡ERÀGE DàItY TONS OF ORE MUCKED: 1105. +/- 46.
AVERè,GE DÀILY POI,NDS OF NICI<EI MUCKED: 34550. +/- 143A.
ÀVEIRÀGE DÀI¡Y TONS OF ORE rRÀMMED: L266. +/- 47.
AVERAGE DÀITY ÎONS OF ROC1K TIì¡$,IMED: T49, +/. O.

ÀvaRÀGE MUq(ING TONS Þ¿R DÀY

BIJ( 1 B!X 2 BI.K 3 BI,I( 4 BI,K 5 BLK 6 BI.X 7 B'.X A BIJ( 9 BI,KIO

625. 639. L002. 442. 0. O. O. 0. O. O.

95T CONFIDENCE I,EVEL FOR ÀBOVE (+/-):
56. 45, 93. 23. O, O, 0. O. O. 0.
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PRODUCTION SCEEDULE TÀBLB (DÀYS)

BLK 1 BIJ( 2 BIJ< 3 BI,I( 4 BIJ( 5 BII( 6 BIJ( ? BIf( 8 BI.¡( 9 BIJ(IO

FINISHED PREPÀRÀTION 2.7 2.A 4.2 4.2
START DRILIING 2.T 2.1 2A-3 2A.9

FINIS¡IBD BIÀ-STIN(' 2r.3 2A-9 54.a 60.5
START IfUCKING 5.2 6.6 34.2 35.3

FINISITED MUSKING 25.2 35.0 59,0 59.6
START BÀCKFM 26.2 40.2 61,4 84.7

FrNrs¡rED BÀCriEItr 40.2 61.O aa.7105.8

958 CONFIDENCE ],E\IET, FOR À.BO\¡E (+/-):
FINISIIED PREPÀRJÀTION .O .O .O .O

STAPJT DR]LI.ING .O .O 1.6 1.8
FINTSHED BLÀATINC 1.6 1.a 3.3 A.'l

START Ì{UCKING .6 .5 3.0 2.A
FINISIIED I'IUCKING 1,9 2.2 3.3 2.7

STÀRT BiACKFIT]L 1.9 1.6 3.2 4.4
FINISIIED BÀCIG'M 1.6 2.5 4-4 4.5

.o .o .o ,o .o

.0 .o .0 .o .o

.0 .0 .0 .o .0

.o .o .o .0 .0

.o .0 .o .o .o

.o .o .o ,o .0

.0 .o .0 .o .0

.o .o .o .o .o

.0 .o .0 .o .0

.o .o .0 .0 .0

.o .o .o .o .0

.o .o .o .o .o

.0 .o .0 .o ,0

.0 .o .0 .o .0

.0

.o

.o

.o

.0

.o

.o

.0

.o

.o

.0

.0

.o
-o

ÀCTIVITY

ÀVERJA.GE ÀCTIVITY TIMTS (DAYS)

BIJ( 1 BIK 2 BLK 3 BI,I( 4 BII( 5 Bl'K 6 BIÃ 7 BIJ( A Bü( 9 E|LK1O

DRII,LINO & BIÀSTING 19.2 26.4 33.5
MUCKING A}.¡D EÀUI,ING 21.1 28.4 24.4

BÀG(¡.ILLINC 74.O 20 .A 27 .O

958 CONFIDENCE ],EVEI. FOR ÀBOYE (+/-):
DRTILING E BIÀ'STTNG 1.6 1,4 2.5
MUCKING AI{D ¡IA!¡IING 1.9 1.9 2.3

BÀCKFr].t tNG .7 1.5 2-2

37 .7
34.3
L't,L

.o .o .0 .o .o

.o .0 .o .0 .o

.o .0 .o .0 .o

.o .0 .o .o .o

.o .0 .o .o .o

.o .o .o .0 .o

.o

.o

.o

3.3
1.'l
1-O

.o
,0
.o

l5l



Appendix 8.2: Output File RUNS

.--.......-....i:ï;..ä:......
RES(.ILTS E,OR RUN: 1

ÀVÀI¡,ABILITY RÀTIOS HOURS

F:9SOURCE IÞT RT SBT lST SF¡IFTS

DR] I.L1
DR.I LL2

L¡ID1
fJgD2

lRUCK
TR.ÀIN

-57 .48 493.
-47 -40 409.
.25 .23 14 9.

.97 .89 377 .

-71 -70 691-

!374. 3
1374. 3
875. 2
a7 5. 2
578. 2

a3L2- 3

207. 502 -

20L. 620.
62- 6r.r.

270. !73.
50. 15.
16- 374.

76 .85
73 .45
't6 .93
67 .69
91 .91
9A -99

L72.
144.
53.

236.
136.
230.

aa6? -

3 6117 .

1314.
149.

ÀV8RJàGg DAIIY TONS OF ORE MUC¡CED:

ÀVERÀGE DÀIIY POUNDS OF NICKEI MUCKED:
ÀVEFÀGE DÀIIY TONS OF ORE TRiAI{MED:
À]¡ERÀGE DÀ.IIY TONS O!' ROCK TRÀ}OGD:

MUCRING TONS ÞER DÀY

BIJ( 1 BII( 2 BI,I( 3 BLX 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ{ 6 BII( 7 BIJ( 8 BI,t( 9 B¡.KIO

699. 663 o.

PRODIJCTION SCFEDU].E TÀAI,E (DÀYS)

BI¡( 1 BIJ( 2 BI,I( 3 BI.I( 4 B¡,K 5 BI,I( 5 BI,¡( 7 BIJ( A BIJ< 9 BII(1O

FINISITED PREPÀNÀTION 2.7 2.1.
SÎÀRT DRII,LING 2.L 2.1-

FINISEED BI.A,STING T9.O 24.4
STÀRT }I(.ICKING 4.7 6,3

FINISEED }IUCKING 23.2 33.5
STÀ¡ì:T BJÀCKFIIÃ 23.2 37.3

EINISITED BÀCKE'IL! 37.3 56.2

4.2 4,2 .O
19-O 2A-4 .O
51.3 59.3 .O
26,7 34.3 . O

54.L 70.2 .O
56.2 7A-5 -O
?8.5 95.3 .O

,0 .o
.0 .0
.o .o
.o .o
.o .0
.0 .0
.0 .0

.0 .0

.0 .o

.o .o

.o .o

.o .o

.0 .0

.0

.o

.o

.o

.o

.o

.0

ÀCTIVITY

Àq¡IVITY TIMES (DÀYS}

BI,I( 1 BIJ( 2 BLK 3 BIJ( 4 BLK 5 BI,:( 6 BIJ( 7 BLK 8 BIJ( 9 BIÄ10

DRILI,ING e BtASETNG L6.9 26-3 32.3 30.9
MUCKING ÀND EAULING 18,6 27.2 2A.O 35.9

BiÀqrc¡r¡¡rNo 14.1 1A.9 22-3 7.6.8

.o .0 .0 .0 .o ,0

.o ,0 .0 .o .o -o

.o .o .o .o .o .o

RESULTS FOR RUN: 2

ÀvÀrLÀBltrrY RiÀTros

RESOURCE IPT SHIFTS

DRTLL1 . 63 - 7A .49
DRrLr2 .67 .a3 .42

L¡rD1 -73 .90 .29
LÐ2 .{9 .60 .63

TRUCK .80 .81 .92
!¡Þ-ÀtN .94 - 96 - 65

639 . 1598. 3
773. 1594. 3
661, , 1,024. 2
225- )-O24. 2
43- 660. 2

522- 1536. 3

L44- 272.
72. 99.

221-- 407.
133. 1-24.
239. 56.

947 .

30436.
1146.
149.

t52

.38 447

.35 470

.26 193

.34 777
-75 359
.62 7!A

ÀWRÀGE DÀTLY TONS OF O¡¡€ MUC:KBD:
ÀVE;RÀGE DÀILY POUNDS OF NICKEI, MUCKED:
ÀIIEFÀGE DÀIIY TONS OF ORE TRÄH¡AD:
À¡¡ER]AGE DÀIIY TONS OF ROCÍ( ÎRÀM{ED:

¡It'CKING TONS PER DÀY



BLK 1 BIJ( 2 BI,I( 3 B¡,K 4 BI,I( 5 BIJ( 6 BÍIT 7 BIJ( 8 Aü( 9 BIJ(IO

458 403 o. 0. 0.

PRODUqIION SçEEDI,I,! TÀBtr (DÀYS)

BI,I( 1 BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BI¡( 4 BLK 5 BI,I( 6 BI,I( 7 BIJ( A BI,I( 9 BIJ<10

FINISHED PREPÀRÀTION
STÀRT DRII¿ING

FINISEED BIÀSTING
STÀRT UUCKING

FINISHED lifItCX(ING
STÀRT BÀCK¡'IIL

FINISAED BÀqKFIt!

ÀCTIVITY

2.7 4.2 4.2 .O .0
2.1- 20.4 37-4 .0 .0

31,4 59.3 68.7 .O .0
1.1 3'7.6 37.7 .O .0

37.6 66-2 't5.L .O .0
42,3 67.2 93.3 .O .O
64.5 93.3 112.1 .O ,0

o .o .0 .o
o .o .o .o
0 .o .o .o
0 .o .o .0
0 .o .0 .0
o .0 .o .o
o .0 .o -o

2 .1,
2.L

20.8
4.7

27 .4
27 ,4
42 -3

ÄCTIVITY TIMES (DÀYS)

BI,K 1 BLI( 2 BI,T( 3 BI,K 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 AIJ( 7 BIJ( 8 BI,I( 9 BIJ(1O

.o .0 .o .o .o .o

.o .0 .0 .o .0 .o

.o .0 .o .o -o .o

29.3 38 . 6

30.5 28 . 6

22.2 26 -O

3't ,2
37 .4
14.9

DRTITING C BI,ÀI¡TING 18.7
MUSKING ÀI¡D EÀI'LING 22.8

BÀCKFI'-',ING 14 ,9

RESULTS FOR RUN: 3

AVÀIIÀBTLITY RÀTIOS

RESOURCE IPT

DRrI.tl .64 .'t3 .65 .47 463.
DRTLLz -71 .84 .4A .40 3A8.

L¡¡D1 .74 .93 -23 .27 r32-
LtÐ2 .66 .73 .77 .52 201-

TRUC( .93 .93 .91 .91 297.
ÎRÀIN 1.OO 1.OO ,'tL ,'tL 675,

À\¡ERÀGE DÀILY TONS O¡. ORE MUCKED:
ÀVERÀCE DAILY POUNDS OF NTCKEL UUCKED:
A\¡ER,ÀGE DÀIIY TONS OF ORE TR]A}IMAD:
ÀVERÀCE DÀI¡Y TONS OF ROG( TRÀMMED:

a62,
136,
¿8.

234.
to? .

1183.
372r2.
1343.
150.

2L6 .

63.
225.

4.

341 , 131A. 3
577 . 1374. 3
600. 843. 2
1,79 - 443. 2
10, 444. 2

360, L264. 3

!ß:'CKING TONS PlR DÀY

BII( 1 BLK 2 BI,¡( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BI,¡( 6 BIJ{ 7 BLK A BIJT 9 BIJ(10

522 . o.110. 9L7 .

EVENT

PRODUCTION SCETDULE TÀBLA (DÀYS)

BI,I( 1 BII( 2 BI,K 3 BII( 4 BI¡( 5 BIJ( 6 BI¡( 7 BIJ( 8 BIJ( 9 BIJ(IO

FTNISHED PREPÀRÀTION 2.1.
START DRTLLING 2.A

FINISHPD BI.À,STINS 24.3
STÀRT MUCKING 4.3

FTNTSFED MUqKING 29,2
gTÀRt BÀC¡g'r¡.¡ 29. 2

TINISI¡3D BÀC1<FILT, 42.5

2.7. 4,2 4.2 .O .0
2.a 24.3 24.O .O .0

24.0 57.0 43.4 .O .0
7.7 32.5 32.6 .0 ,0

32.4 59,2 62.3 . O .0
42.5 60.4 42.6 .O .O
60-4 42.6 94,7 .O .O

.0 ,o .0 .o
,o .0 .0 .o
.o .0 .0 .o
.o .o .0 .o
.o .o .o .o
.o .o .o ,0
.0 .o .0 .o

ÀCTIVITY ÎTMES (DÀYS)

ACT¡VITY AIJ( 1 BI,K 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BI,K 5 B¡.K 6 BI,¡( 7 BLK 8 BIÃ 9 BII(10

.o .0 .0 .o .0 ,o

.o .o .o .o .0 .o
,o .o .o .o .o .o

22-2
24 -9
13.3

DRILLING E BI.ÀgTING
MUCKING ÀI¡D EÀULING

A.AqKF I LLING

2r-9 32-7 L9.A
25-4 26-7 29.1
la.o 22.2 15.5

REST'LTS FOR RUN:
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ÀVÀI].ÀBII,ITY RÀTIôS

RESOURCE MA PÀ UÀ IU DPT IÞT RT SBT PST SEIFTS

DRrLrl .6A .80 .54 .A4 467, 1-62. 2A7. 520. 1430, 3
DRIÌ,L2 .77 .84 .4A .40 423. 148. 233. 626. 1430. 3

LHD1 ,70 .91 .22 .20 L32. 45, 75. 620. A73. 2
LtÐ2 . 64 .70 .14 -52 20L . 256 . 260 , 156. 8?3, 2

TRUCK . 83 .84 . 95 .80 322. 115. 89 . 2r , 547 . 2
T¡!àrN . 95 .97 -72 , 69 680. 227 . 43. 360. 1310. 3

ÀVERÀGE DÀILY TONS OF ORE IiIUCKED: 1143.
À\¡IRAGE DÀIIY POUNDS OF NICKEI MJCKED: 3511.2.
ÀVERÀGE DAILY TONS OF ORE TRÀMMED: 7372.
À\¡ERÀGE DAILY ToNS O¡' ROCK TRjAì{MEÐ: 148.

MUCKING TONS PE]R DÀY

BI¿( 1 BI,I( 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 BIJ{ 7 BII( 8 BI.K 9 BIJ(10

638. 587. 1195. 437. O. O. 0, O. 0. o.

PRODUCTION SCEEDU],E TÀAI,E (DAYS)

FINISHED PREPÀRjA,TION 2.L 2-a 4.2 A,2 .O .O .O .O .O .O
STÀRT DRTLTTNG 2.7 2-L 22.a 30.4 .O .0 .o .o .o .o

FINISHED BLÀ'STING 22.7 30-4 53.3 6L.7 .O .O .0 .O .O .O
STÀRT MUCKfNG 7.1 6.4 37-1, 31 .7 .O .O .O .0 ,o .o

FTNTSFED MUCK¡NG 27.4 37.L 57.6 7L,6 .O .O .O .O .O .O

FINTSSED BÀqKFrtL 41.6 63.5 92.7 L70.6 .O .O .0 .O .0 .o

ÀqIIVITY TIMES (DÀYS)

E\¡ENT BI,I( l BLK 2 BI,¡( 3 BLK 4 BIÃ 5 BIJ( 6 BI,I( 7 BIJ< A BTK 9 BIJ(IO

ÀCTIVITY BIJ{ l BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BI'K 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 Bf.X 7 BI.¡( 8 BIJ( 9 BI,K1O

DRTLLTNG e BLA.STTNO 20.1 2A,3 3r.2 3L-2 .O .0 .O .O ,O .O
MUCKING ÀND EÀ(Ir,INc 20.4 30.7 20.5 34.5 .O .0 .O .O .O .O

a]ASKFII;LING 1,4-t 21.9 29,L L7-9 .O .O .O .O .O .O

RES('IITS FOR RUN: 5

ÀVAII.ÀBI].ITY R,ÀTIOS

RESOURCE }IA PA UÀ EU DPT IPT R:! SBT PST SEI!'TS

DBrLtl . 69 . 80 , 56 . 45 412. 165. 2AO, 505. 7422 .

DRrLr2 .73 .a6 .43 .37 392. 138. 198. 593. L422.
LHD1 .79 -94 .26 .24 160. S7 - 56. 62.7 . 900.
LtÐ2 .56 .64 .7L .45 rA7. 222. 326. 165. 900.

TRUCK .42 .83 .94 .1A 34a. a24. 99. 31. 594.
TRià.IN .94 ,99 .69 .68 691. 230 - \4 - 414 - 1350.

ÀVERÀGE DÀILY TONS OF ORE MUqKED: 1115.
À\¡ERÀGE DÀILY POUNDS OE NICKEI, MUCKED: 34A29.
ÀVERÀGE DAIIY TONS OF ORE T¡IAMI'IED: 1.276.
ÀVERIAGE DÀfLY TONS OF ROe( TRIÀÌ{}{ED: 149.

MUq<ING TONS PER DÀY

BLK 1 BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 BI,I( 7 B],X A BIJ( 9 BIÃ1O

679 . 7r5. 911 . 418 , O. 0 . O. 0. O. 0.

PRODUCTION SC¡¡TDU'.E TÀBI,E (DÀYS)

EVENT EIJ( 1 BI,K 2 BI,I( 3 BI¡( 4 BI,¡( 5 BIJ( 6 BIJ( 7 BIJ( A BIJ( 9 BI¡(1O
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F,INISFID ÞREPÀRÀTION 2.1. 2.L
STÀRT DRTL¡-INO 2.L 2.1

FINISHTD BIÀSTING T9.O 26.4
sÎÀRÎ UUCKTNG 5.1 5.1

FINISHED }ruCKING 24 .2 30.3
START BACKFII,I, 24,2 39.2

FINISBED BÀCKFI!! 39.2 6I.3

4-2 4-2 .O .O
L9.0 26.4 .O .O
s3.1 61.3 .0 .0
30.3 30.5 .O .O
57 -2 66.6 .0 .O
61.3 90.3 .O .O
90.3 108.3 .O .O

.o .o ,o .o

.o .o .o .o

.o .o .o .o

.o .o .o .0

.o .0 .o .0

.o .o .o .o

.o .o .0 .o

ÀCTIVITY

ÀCTIVITY TIHES (DÀYS)

BIJ( 1 BLK 2 BIJ( 3 BI,I( 4 BIJ( 5 BIT( 6 BIJ( 7 BIJ( 8 BIJT 9 BIJ(10

.o .o .o .0 .0 .o

.o ,o .o .o .0 .o

.o .o .0 .o .o ,o

34 .9
36.O
18.O

24.3 34,7
25.2 26.9
22.1 29.O

DRTLLING & BI,ÀSTING 16,9
MUCKING ÀND EÀULING 19.1

BACK¡II-LING 15. O

RAS('I,TS FOR R!'N: 6

ÀVAII,ÀBII,ITY RJATIOg

RESOURCE IPT SHIFlS

DRrr,I,l -79 .41 .56 .49
DR]LL2 .75 .A6 ,49 .42

LED1 .6'l .95 .11 .t1
LÍÐ2 .'73 ,77 ,79 ,61

TRUq¡( .97 .91 .96 .84
TR.LIN ,97 .94 ,7! .70

ÀYBRÀGE DÀÎLY TONS OF ORE MUCKED:
À\/ERÀGE DÀILY POUNDS OE NIqK!I, ¡{!IqKED
ÀVER.èGE DÀILY TONS OF ORE TRÀMMED:
ÀVERAGE DÀILY TONS OE ROCK TRÀM}IED:

119. 519.
188 . 60?.
45. 126 -

197. 140.
52. 19 .
25. 363.

496
426

70
236
367
641

. r74.

. 148.

. 23.

. 292 -

. L32.

. 227.

1157.

a321-
149.

1369. 3
1359. 3
465. 2
865. 2
570. 2

t297. 3

MUCKING TONS PER DÀY

BLK 1 BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BTJ( 4 BI,I( 5 BIJ( 6 BIJ( 7 BI,¡( 8 BI,I( 9 BIJ(1O

131 . ].O54

EVTNT

o. 0. o. o. o.

PRODUqIION SCE¿DULE TÀBTE (DAYS)

BI,I( 1 BTK 2 BI,IT 3 BIJ( 4 BI,I( 5 BIJ( 6 BIJC 7 BLK 8 BIJ( 9 BI,KIO

FINISHED PREPÀRÀTION 2-1. 2.1 Â.2 4.2 .O .O
STÀRT DR]L¡.ING 2.r 2.4 79.3 27.3 .O .O

!.rNrsrIBD Br.ÀSTTNG 79.3 27.3 50.0 59.1 .O .O
STÀRT MUCKTNS 5,1 6,7 3L.1 32.1 .O .O

FTNTSEED MUCKTNG 23.5 31.1 54.3 66.5 .O .O
srÀRT BÀ(ItFrLt 23.5 37.3 56,2 46.7 .O .O

FINISTTED BÀcKFrrr, 37-3 56-2 46.7 103.3 .O .0

.o .o .0 .o

.0 .o .0 .o

.0 .o .o .o

.o .o ,o .0

.o .o .o .o

.o .o .o .0

.o .0 .0 .o

ÀCTIVITY TTMES (DÀYS)

ÀClIVITY BI,X 1 BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BII( 6 BIJ( 7 B¡,K A BIT( 9 BI,K1O

DRTLLING E BI.ASTING 17.2
}Í(:¡CKING ÀND IIÀULING 18.4

BÀCKFILÍ,INS 13. A

25.2 30.'t 3l,A
24.4 23.2 34 -4
1A.9 30.5 16.6

.0 .0

.0 .0

.0 .o

,o .o .o
,0 .o .o
-o .o .o

.o

.0

.o

RESULTS FOR RUN: ?

AVÀII.ABILfTY RÀTIOS

RESOURCE

DRttLl .68
DRttt2 -62

I-ED1 .64
LtÐ2 .54

473. 166.
40a . a44.
16't - 57 ,

180. 274.

155

545. 1488 .

598, 1488 .

583. 935.
197 - 935.

305
339
724
340

.80 . s4 .43

.'t7 . 48 .37

.86 ,2A .24

.64 ,61 .43

SIIIFTS



721. 70. 23
233. 29. 442

TRUCK
TRÀIN

. a7 .a7 .95

.91 .98 .64
. a3 345.
.66 699,

560.
14 03,

ÀVERÀGE DÀIlY TONS OF ORÉ MUCKED:
ÀI/ERÀCE DATIY POUNDS OF NIqKEL ¡{UCKED
ÀVERÀGE DAIIY TONS OF ORE TRÀI'IMED:
ÀVERÀGE DÀII,Y TONS OF ROCK TRJAHMED:

1064.
33355.

149.

YUCKING TONS PER DÀY

BLK 1 BI,I( 2 B¡¡( 3 BI,I( 4 B],K 5 BIJ( 6 BI,¡( 7 BII{ A BIJ( 9 BII(10

596. 1068

E\¡ENl

PRODUCTION SCHEDUIE TÀBI,E (DÀYS)

BI,I( 1 BI.I( 2 BI,I{ 3 BIJ( 4 BI¡( 5 BIJ( 6 BLK 7 BIJ( 8 BIJ( 9 BII(10

FINISIIED PREPÀFATION 2.1
STÀRT DRILLING 2.1.

FINIS¡IED BI.ÀSTING 23.7
STÀRT ¡IUCKING 5.7

TINISEED MUq(ING 29.1
STÀR! BÀCKEII,L 29.1

FINISHED BÀCKFII,I. 42.3

2.1 4.2
2,r 23.1

30.7 55.1
7.7 3't,3

31 .3 60 -2
42,3 63,5
63.5 91.4 I

4.2 .0 .0 .0 .o .o .o
30.7 .0 .o .o .o .0 .o
64,L .O .0 .O .O .0 .O
37,4 .0 .0 .O .O .0 .O
74.2 .O .0 .O .O .O .O
91.4 .O .0 .O .0 .O .O
06.5 .0 .o .0 .o .0 .o

ÀqTIVITY TIMES (DAYS}

ÀCTIVITY BIJ( 1 BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BI,I( 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 AIÃ 7 BII( 8 AIJ( 9 BI,I(1O

DRIILrNG 6 Br^ÀSTTNG 2r-6 24.6 31.5 33.4
ìlucKrNG AND !¡AULTNG 23.5 30.2 22.9 36-A

BÀqKFXLLTNG !3-2 21-.r 28.O 15,1

o .0 .o .o .o .0
o .0 .o ,o .o .0
o .0 .o .0 .o .o

RESULTS FOR RUÑ: 8

ÀVÀII,ÀEILIÍY RATIOS

RESOURCE

DRILLl
DRI¡L2

LHDl
LÐ2

TRUCK
TRJÀIN

541. 1400.
696. 1400 .

663. 492.
1?3. A92,
32- 610.

382. 1338.

244 -

t92.
53.

246.
92-
34.

.72 .83 .53
-73 .86 .42
.77 .94 -2].
.66 -72 .73
.84 . 85 ,94
.96 -97 .71-

.44 455. 160.

.20 L27 , 49.

. 53 207 , 266.
,80 354. 127.
.69 691. 230.

Àr/ERÀGE DÀITY TONS OF ORB MUCKED: 1130.
ÀVER,ÀGE DATLY POUI¡DS OF NICKEL }N,CKED: 35294.
ÀVERAGE DÀILY ToNS oF ORE TRiAIIMED: 1292.
ÀVERAGE DÀTLY TONS OF ROCK TAÀMMED: 149.

UUCKING TONS PER DAY

BTÍ 1 BI,I( 2 BI,I( 3 BI,I( 4 BIJ( 5 BII( 6 BI¡( 7 BIJ< 8 BI,i( 9 B!X1O

620 . 1146.

EVENT

o. 0. o. o. 0.

PRODUC:TION SCEEDIILE TAET-E (DAYS)

BIJ( 1 BI,I( 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 BLK 7 BI.K 8 BIJ( 9 BIJ(10

FINIST¡ED PREPÀI{ÀTION 2.1.
STÀP.T DRT!Í,INO 2.!

FINIS¡¡ED BI.À.STINC 18.7
START MUCKIN@ 4.7

FINTSTIED MUCKING 22.3
STÀRT BÀCK¡ILL 22.3

FINISI¡ED BÀCT¡II¡- 37.4

.0 .o .o

.o .o .o

.o .o .o

.o .o .o

.o .o .o

.o .o .o

.o .o .0

2-L
2 .1,

24.7
5.6

34 .6

56.5

4.2 4.2 . O

ra.1 2a -1 .0
50.3 60. 4 .0
34.6 35.6 .O
55.3 6A.6 .0
56.5 81.3 .O
a1.3 100.4 .O

Àq!IVITY TIMES

1s6

.0

.o

.o

.o

.o
,o
.0

.o

.o

.o

.o

.o
,o



ÀCTIVITY BIJ{ 1 BIJ{ 2 BI,I( 3 BLK 4 BI,K 5 B],¡( 6 BIJ( 7 BIJ( 8 BI,I( 9 BI.KIO

DRTLLTNG A Br,ÀSTING L6.6 26.6 31.7 31.8 .0 .0 .O .O .0 .0
HUqKINO Àl¡D EAULING 17.7 29.O 20.6 33.O .O .O .O .O ,O .O

BÀcK¡rI,rrNG 15.1 19.1 2A-A 49.2 .O .O .O .O .O .0

RESULTS AOR RUN: 9

ÀVÀII-ABItITY R,àTIOS

RESOURCE lIA PÀ UÀ EU DPT IPT RT SBT PST SHIFTS

DRrrtl .58 .68 -64 .44 488. 1?1. 477- 377. !5L2,
DRILI.2 -73 .47 .41_ .36 397. 139. 196. 7AO. 15L2.

tEDl .42 .96 .20 .19 134. 46. 44. 739. 960.
t¡¡D2 .59 .68 .70 -41 193. 259. 310. 198. 960.

TRUqK .84 .89 ,91 . a1 340. I2r. 61. 4A. 570.
TF.àrN ,92 . 94 -67 . 63 645. 224. A2, 443. 1439 .

ÀVERÀGE DAILY TONS OF ORE MUSKED: 1014.
À\'EFÀGE DÀILY ÞOT'I¡IDS OF NTA(EL MUC¡GD I 31915,
ÀVERÀGE DÀfLY AONS OF ORE TRÀMMED: aL76.
ÀVERÀGE DÀIIY TONS OF ROC¡( TR]Àì{M3D: 15O.

MUCKING TONS PER DÀY

BLK 1 BI,I( 2 BIJ( 3 BI,I( 4 EII( 5 BIJ( 6 BlJ( 7 BlJ( A BLK 9 BI,I(10

533, 5s5. A74. 472. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.

PRODUCÍION SCHEDU T TÀBTE (DÀYS)

FINTSEED PREPÀRATTON 2.t 2.a 4.2 4-2 .O .O .O .O .0 .O
STÀPJ DRILÍ-IN6 2.L 2.7 24,O 32.4 .O .0 .0 .O .O .O

FINISqED BLASTINO 24-O 32-A 65.1 64.3 .O .O .O .O .O .O
STÀRT IÍUCKTNG 5.1 7.1 39,5 39.6 .O .O .O .O .O .0

FÌNTSHED UUCKTNG 29.5 39-5 67-6 77-5 .0 .0 .O .O .0 ,0
sÎÀRT BÀCKrFrrf. 29.5 4L.6 67.6 9't.6 ,O .O .O .O .O .O

FrNrssED BiacKFILl, 41,6 62.6 97.6 113.6 .O .O .0 .O .O .O

ÀCÍIVITY TTMES (DÀY6}

EVENT B],K 1 BI,I( 2 BI,¡( 3 BLK 4 B],K 5 BI,K 6 BI,t( 7 BIJ( 8 BII( 9 BII(10

ÀCTIVITY Br'K l BIJ( 2 BI,¡( 3 B]J( 4 BLK 5 BLK 6 BIJ( 7 BIJ( A BIJ( 9 BI¡(10

DR¡LLING & BLÀ.STÌNG 21_.9 30.7 41.1 31.6 .O .O .O .0 .O .O
HUCKTNC Àr{D EAl'l.rNC 24.4 32.4 2A.O 31.9 .O .O .0 .0 .O .O

B]A.qKFILLTNC 12.2 20.9 30.1 16.0 .O .O .O .O .O -O

RESULTS FOR RUN: 10

ÀVÀfI,ABI],ITY RJÀTIOS

RESOURCE MÀ PÀ UÀ EU DPT IPT RT SBT PSl SHIFTS

DRrLrl .65 .78 .53 .4t 442. 156. 327. 531. 1456.
DRILL2 .6't .81 .47 ,39 4L't. 146. 27a, 622. 7456.

LHD1 .65 .a9 -23 .2a 139. 50. 100. 63r. 919.
tHD2 .61 .69 .69 .4A 199. 240, 286, 195. 919.

TRUCK -71 -79 .91 .12 310. 109. t23. 39. 581.
TRÀrN .94 .99 .68 .67 690. 230. 20, 438. 1378.

ÀVEBÀGE DATIY TONS OF ORE ¡IUCKED: 1091
À\¡ERIÀGE DÀILY POUNDS OF NICKIL MUqKED: 34046
À\¡¿RÀGE DÀILY TONA OE ORE TR.N{I.GD: 1.257
À]¡IRÄGE DÀILY TONS OA ROCK TRÀI'î'ED: 144

¡ÍJCKING TONS PER DÀY
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BIJ( 1 BI,I{ 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BI,X 5 BIJ( 6 BIJ( 7 BIJ( 8 BIJ( 9 BIJ(1O

620. 1085

EVENT

o-

PRODUqTION SCEEDUI,E TÀALE (DÀYS)

BIJ( 1 BI,I( 2 BII( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BIJ( 6 BI,I( 7 BIJ( 8 BI,I( 9 BLK1O

FINISHED PREPARJATION 2.T 2.1. 4.2 4.2 .O .O
STAPJ DRILLTNG 2.7 2.L 22.O 2A-6 .0 .0

FTNTSHED Br.ÀSTTNcl 22.O 24.6 53.8 62.4 .O .O
STÀRT MUCKTNG 5.3 7.1 36.1 36.1 .0 .O

FTNTSEED MUCKTNG 26.5 36.1 54.7 69.2 .O .O
START B.àCKFrL! 26-5 40-5 65.5 93.1 .O .0

FTNTSEED BAGG.TLT, 40.5 65.5 93.1 110,1 .O .0

.o .o .o .0

.0 .o .o .o

.o .o .o .o

.o .o .o .o

.o .o ,0 .o

.o ,0 .0 .o

.o .o .o .0

ÀCTIVITY TIMES (DAYS)

ÀqfIVITY BIJ( 1 BIJ( 2 BII( 3 BII( 4 BI,K 5 BII( 6 BI,I( ? BI.K 8 BIJ( 9 AIJ(1O

DRTLLTNG e BI,ÀSTTNG 19.9 26.6 31.a 34.1
MUCKING À}.¡D EÀULING 21.1 29.O 22.6 33.1.

BÀCKFILÍ-INC' 14-1 25.O 27.6 1,7.O

.o .0 .o .o .o .0

.0 .0 .o .o .o .o
,0 .0 .o .o .o .o
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Appendix 8.3: Output File AMOUNTS

FIÍ,E: ÀMOUNTS

RESULTS FOR Rt ¡: I

MUqKING ¡iND T],AI,LING TRÀM}IING

ORE NICKEI. ROCKPÀ5S

TII{E D-ÀI'-Y
(Dâys) (Tons)

TOTÀL
(Tons)

DÀIIY TOTÀ! DÀILI TOTÀ¡ DAILY TOTÀI,
(]bs.) (lbs.) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons) (Tons)

TOTÀ],
(Tons)

1. O. 0, 0. o.
2. O. 0. 0. 0.
3. O. O. 0, 0.
4, O. O. O. 0.
5. 99. 99. 2806. 2806.
6. 55. 154 . 1557 . 4363.
7 . 141 . 334 . 7125. 11488 .

8. 69. 403. 1960. 13447.
9. 1059. 1463.30078. 43526.

10, 637. 2100. 18101. 6162?.
11. 1516. 3616.43060. 10458?.
42. !420. 5037.50270. 15495a.
13. 0. 5037. O. 154958.
L4. 79r - 5828. 3117?. 186134.
15. 965. 6793. 3A0LA. 224L52-
16. 1001. 7794. 39440. 263592.
1,7. tO52, 8a45. 34455. 298047.
1A . 1527 . 10372. 43360. 341408 .

19. 386. 10758. L0964. 352372.
20. 1506. 1,2264. 42772- 395L44.
21 . 1511 . 13775, 42910. 438054 .

22. L534. 15313. 43668. 4A1723.
23. 1483. 1,6796. 42123 - 523A45-
24. 1645. 74442. 6LO77. 5A4922.
25- 854. 19336. 33654. 618576.
26. rA20, 241,56 - 7!70e, 6902A4.
27 . 320 - 27476. 10504 . 700?88.
24, 1'tL3- 23144. 67477. 76A265.
29- L677. 24855. 66056. 834321.
30. 1615. 264A0. 63622- A97943.
31. 1529. 2AOO9. 60249, 95AL92,
32. L734- 29743- 6A336.L02652A.
33. 263. 30007. 10369.103689?.
34. 1508. 31514, 55A35.1092332.
35. 1069. 325A3. 29272.LA2a603.
36. 150?. 34090. 40394.1151997.
37. 1533. 35623. 41087.12030A4.
38. 1511. 37134. 404A4 -1243561 -

39. 1528. 34662. 40957.72A4525-
40. 481. 39544. 23620.1308145.
41 . O. 39544 . O.1308145.
42. a342- 408A6. 35975.1344121.
43. 1537. 42423. 41,rA7 .!3A530't .
44 . a562. 439A4. 41A50.7427L57 .
45. 605. 44589. L6220.L443377.
46. 843, 45473. 23669.1,467046.
41 . 207. 456A0- 5560.1472606.
4e, 7277. 46957. 34220.L506a26.
49. 1510. 4A46'1. 40456.!5412A2-
50. 1517. 49944- 40664.15A7946.
51. 14A1, 5A465. 396A2.162762A.
52. L446- 52911. 3a765.1666393.
53. 1529. 54440 . 4097a -1707364 .
54, 1064. 55sO4- 2As24.r735ga7 .

136 . 136. 14.
130. 265- 35.
L77, 437. 13,
130. 567, 33.
185. 752. -2-
L29. 481. 19.
129 . 1010. 40.
179. 1149 . 11 .
L33. 1,322. 2A.
140 . 14 62. 38 .
143. 1645. s.
48, L692. 108.

222. L9L4. 36.
174. 2092. a.
1,37. 2229. 2r.
132- 2361, 39.
742. 2544 - 6.
L37. 26A0- 20-
138 , 2414. 32.
1-75- 2994, 6.
136. 3129 . 21 -

x35. 3265. 35.
J-71- 344L. 9.
134, 35?5. 2s.
137. 37L2. 38.
172. 3444. 16.
133. 4017. 33.
144 - 420L. -1.
134. 4335. 15.
1,3L. 4466- 34-
186 . 4653, -3.
L37. 4744. 16.
133. 4917. 33.
172. 50a8. !2.
L34. 5222- 2A -

1?9. 5401. -1 .

135. 5536. L4,
r32. 566e. 32.
184. 5852. -2.
139. 5991. 9.
139 . 6130. 20 -

134. 6264. 36.
L7 6. 6440. 10.
L35. 6576. 24.
L36. 67L2 - 38,
179 . 6490. 10 -

734. 7024. 22-
L36 . 7764. 36.
114. 7342. 8.
138 , 7480. 20.
a37. 1617. 33.
146. ?803. -3.
1,34. 7937. 13.
735, AO72- 2A.

84. a8 .

1-74. 262,
774. 440 -

a1 , 527-
269. 196.
742. 974 -

263. 1606.
1159 . 2765.
a04. 3569.

1646. 5255-
1504 . 6759.

184 . 6942.
916 - 79L9.

7072. 4990 .

113? . 10124.
1233. 11361 .

1689. 13050.
526. 1,3576,

1614. 15194 .
!673. 7.6A67 -

1687. 14554 .

r6aa. 20242 -

L774 . 22016.
1069. 23044 -

!95't, 25042.
440- 254A2.

1466. 27344 -

1470. 29274.
1680. 30899.
1695. 32593.
194 6. 34539.
35s. 34494 .

1599. 35593.
tt64- 37757.
1590. 393¿?.
1685. 41032.
a61A. 427ra.
1699. 44410.
1051. 45461.

84. 45548.
a522. 4707A -

7707. 44772.
1693. 50465.
796. 5126r.
96A. 52229.
447. 52670.

1427. 54097.
1614 . 55711.
1680. 57391.
1585. 5497?.
1619. 60596.
1-669 . 62264.
723L. 63496.
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5s. 946. 56490. 29726.77656!4.
56. 1-324. 57814. 41029.1A06643.
5?. 1504. 59318. 46612.1453255.
54, !572. 60889. 48721.1901976.
59. 16¿1. 62530. 50a75-1952852.
60. 1553. 64083. 48147.2000999.
61 . 57 - 64440. 1760 -2002759 ,

62. 1-673. 65153. 5001a.2052770.
63. 576. 662'tO. 1-6002.2064772.
64. 1555. 67426. 44241.271,7013.
65. O. 67426, O.211?013.
66- 840. 54665. 26030-2143044.
67. O. 6A665. O -2143044.
64. 0. 64665. 0.2L43044.
69 . 0. 68665. O .21-43044.
10. í623- 70289. 50315.2193359.
7!. 377. 'tO665. 11683.2205041.
72. 0. 70665. 0.220504L.
13- O. 70565. 0-2205041-.
74. 0. 70565. 0.220504r.
75. O. 70665. 0.220504L.
76. 0. 70665. 0.220504r -

77 , 0. 70565. O .220504L.
1A- O. 70665. O.220504a-
19- O. 70665. 0.220504)-,
ao. o. ?0655, 0.220504L.
al. o. 70665, O.220504!,
42. 0. 70665. 0.220504L -

43. 0. 70665. 0.220504L.
a4- o. 70665. 0.2205041 .
45. o. 70665. O -2205041-.
46. o. ?0665. O.220504!.
47. o. ?0665. 0.220504L -

a8. o. 70665. O.220s04L.
49. 0. 70565. 0.220504L.
90. o. 70665. 0.2205047.
91. 0. 70665. O -2205041.
92. O. ?0665. O -220504]'.
93. 0, 70655. 0.220504r.
94. 0. 7066s. O.220sO4a -

95. 0. 70565. O -220504L.
95. O. 70665. O.220504L

a8a. 64384 .
1760, 661Á4.
15A7, 6'Ì73L -

1?70. 69501 .
aa44 . 71,345'.
1642. 't3027.
142. 73209.

1510 . 7Á718.
805. ?5523.

17AL. 77304.
1A1. 

'7444 
.

7057 . 14541,
177. 7A774 -

85. 78803.
L7L. 7A974.

1196 - AO'Ì70.
440. 81210 .

1?5 _ A1345.
1?9. 41565.

0, a1565.
268. 81432.
183. 82015.
89. 82105.

172. 42276 -

aal. a2451.
1?3, 82631.
a7, a27!4.

181. 82899.
171 . 83070.
91. 83151.

181 . 83342.
144 . 43525.
46. 83512.

a77 . a3749.
t77 . 43966.
88. 84054.

lao, a4234 .
145. 84414.
92. 84511 .

181. 84691.
173. 44464.

0. a4864.

139. 4210. 40,
1?5. a3a6. 14.
135. 8521. 29-
773. 4694. 6.
135. aa30. 20.
135. 4965. 35.
183. 9148. 2-

0. 9144. 152-
274. 9422- 2A-
137. 9560, 40.
175. 9735. 15.
13s. 9859. 31 .

712. rOO4r. 9.
L36, 101.77 - 23.
174. 10351. -1.
135. 10446. 14.
740. ao626, 24.
135. 10761. 39.
183. 10944 . 6.

o, 10944 . 156.
274. n2ra- 32.
176. 11394. 6.
r32. a1,526. 24.
136. 11662. 34.
179. 11841 . 9.
140, 11981. 19,
13r. 12L!2- 38.
777 . L22A9. 11.
73L. L2420. 30.
181 . 12601. -1.
726.72727- 23-
a31- 12A64- 36.
147. 13051. -1.
133. 13144. 16.
133. 13316. 34.
77't. 13493- 7.
135. 13628. 22.
L37. 13765. 35.
182. 13948. 2.
138. 14046. 14.

o- 14223- 43.
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Appentlix 8.4: Output File COSTS

Fr!!: cosTs

BÀLLPÀRK cosTs ($)

DESCRIPTION BLK l BIJ( 2 BIJ( 3 BIJ( 4 BIJ( 5 BIÃ 6 BIJ( 7 BIJ( A BIJ( 9 BLK1O

DRT L],ING:
DRrL! REpÀrR.10257 .L3009 . L97 54 -L22L3 - 0. O. O. O. O. O.

EÀ!ûíER 264 . 335. 509. 315. O. O, O. O . O. O.
CoMPRESSOR 7670. 2042. 3101. 1917. O. O. O. O. O. O.

BITS & RODS 2A7a- 3143- 4773. 2951. O. O. 0. O. O. O.
DRIL],ING t ÄBOUR 34805. (FOR À!L BLOCKS )

BI.ÀSTING:
powDER 5972. e2AO.].L266, 693'7. O. O. 0. O. O. O.

ÀccEssoRIEs 3246. 4500- 6123- 3770. 0. O. O. O. O. O.
BLAÍITING IÀBOUR 9346. (FOR À¡I, BLOCKS )

tgDl :
r.¡¡D1 REPÀIR 18204. (FOR Àrr- BLOCKS )

LHD1 MUCKfNG LABOUR 6565. (FOR ÀI,L BLOCKS )

IIID2 :

I,HD2 REPÀIR 21493. (FOR ÀI.L BIOCKS )
rËD2 MUCI(INC LÀBOUR 15013. (FOR Àr,t, BLOCI(S )

**ÀBOVI COSTS ÀRE BÀ.SED ON ONE RUN ON'-Y**
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APPENDIX C: TIME AND AVAILABILITY RATIOS

The definitions for the time and the availability ratios used in the simulation model

are based upon the work performed by Elbrond (1977) and Sense (1972); however,

amendments to their definitions were performed as necessary in order to suit the specifrc

needs ofthis project.

Basically time, or more specifically Calendar Time (CT), has been divided into

Non-Production Scheduled Tirne (NPST) and Production Scheduled Time (PST). That is:

CT = NPST+PST (c 1)

NPST consists of holidays, weekends, shift shutdowns, plant

maintenance/shutdowns and closures of operations by force majeure (such as climatic

conditions, accidents, incidents and strikes).

PST consists of the following:

Direct Production Time (DPT), which is the time the machine is directly used to

carry out the assigned task.

Indirect Production Time (IPT), which consists ofstops in DPT due to shift changes,

lunch, coffee breaks, minor daily maintenance, moves required for accomplishing the

task, and minor waiting.

Repair Time (RT), which is the time to repair equipment breakdowns, and to

perform preventive maintenance that is not part of the daily maintenance (this

includes stops in RT due to shift changes, lunch, coffee breaks and delays).

r)

2)

3)
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4) Stand By Time (SBT), which is the time the machine is prepared to accomplish its

task but is not required.

Based upon the above, the following ratios were ofinterest:

Mechanical availability (i.e., available when needed), or Md

= (DPT + rPT) / (DPT + rPT + RT) (C.2)

Physical availability (i.e., actually available), or PA"

= (DPT + IPT + SBT) / PST (C 3)

Use of availability (i.e., used when available), or Ud

= (DPT + IPT) / (DPT + PT + SBT) (C.4)

Effective utilization (i.e., used effectively), or EU,

= (DPr + rPr) / PSr (C s)

Within the simulation model, the time for drill related activities have been classified

as shown in Table C.l; the time for LHD related activities in Table C.2; the time for truck

related activities in Table C.3; and the time for train related activities in Table C.4.
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Table C.l Drill related activities time classifrcation

Activity Classification

Relocate drill (see Note 1)

Drilling holes (see Note 2)
Clean holes with drill (see Note 2)
Clean holes without drill (see Note I )
Measure holes (see Note 4)
Load holes (see Note 4)
Guard and blast (see Note 4)
Drill downtime (see Note 3)
All remaining time not accounted for above (see Note 4)

TPT

DPT
DPT
IPT

SBT
SBT
SBT

RT
SBT

Note 1: Within the simulation model, for every 6 hours of IPT collected, an additional 2
hours is added to the cumulative IPT value since there are 2 hours of IPT (non-
productive time) that are not collected for every 8 hour shift (see the shifts
segment of the model). This is accomplished within the USERF FORTRAN
code by adding an additional l/3 ofthe incremental IPT value to the cumulative
IPT value, that is,

cumulative IPT * incremental IPT + incremental IPT/3,
which can be written as

cumulative IPT * 4xincremental IPT/3.
For example, for every 6 hours of IPT collected, there is an increase of 8 hours
in the cumulative IPT value.

Note 2: Within the simulation model, for every 6 hours of DPT collected, an additional 2
hours is added to the cumulative IPT value since there are 2 hours of IPT (non-
productive time) that are not collected for every 8 hour shift (see the shifts
segment of the model). This is accomplished within the USERF FORTRAN
code by adding 1/3 of the incremental DPT value to the cumulative IPT value.
For example, for every 6 hours ofDPT collected, there is an increase of2 hours
to the cumulative IPT value.

Note 3: Within the simulation model, RT is not incremented in the same fashion as DPT
and IPT since the 2 hours of non-productive time per repair shift is considered
part ofRT, therefore, it is collected, or accounted for, in the random generation
ofthe incremental RT value.

Note 4: Withìn the simulation model, SBT is calculated when the FORTRAN STATS
subroutine is called, and is equal to the time not accounted for in DPT, IPT and
RT. That is, SBT = PST - DPT - IPT - RT.
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T able C.2 LHD related activities time classification.

Activity Classification

Wait due to orepass being full (see Note 1)

Mucking and hauling (see Note 2)
Blast delay and check vents (see Note 1)

LHD downtime (see Note 3)
All remaining time not accounted for above (see Note 4)

IPT
DPT
IPT
RT

SBT

For an explanations of notes see Table C. I

Table C.3 Truck related activities time classification

Activitv Classification

Hauling rockfill (see Note 2)
Blast delay and check vents (see Note 1)
Truck downtime (see Note 3)
All remaining time not accounted for above (see Note 4)

DPT
IPT
RT

SBT

For an explanations ofnotes see Table C.1.

Table C.4 Train related activities time classification.

Activity Classification

Tramming rock or ore (see Note 2)
Train downtime (see Note 3)
AJI renaining time not accounted for above (see Note 4)

DPT
RT

SBT

For an explanations ofnotes see Table C. 1.
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APPENDIX D: IVIODEL ASSUMPTIONS, DATA AND EQUATIONS

Appendix D provides documentation of the assumptions made in building the

model, as well as, a detailed listing of the model data and equations used. It has been

divided as shown below:

Appendix Subsection

Appendix D. 1: Introduction

Appendix D.2: Drilling and Blasting

Appendix D.3: Mucking and Hauling

Appendix D.4: Train Tramming

Appendix D.5: Backfilling

Appendix D.6: Equiprnent Uptime and Downtime

Appendix D.7: Chimney Capacities

Page

t67

168

t'79

185

191

194

196
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Appendix D.l: Introduction

Appendices D.2 through D.5 each begin with a list of general assumptions that

were applicable to the 83 orebody when the model was built. The activity times presented

within these appendices in Tables D. I through D.24, are based upon Inco's incentive

standards hourly rates, or incentive rates. The incentive rates in turn are based upon time

studies conducted by Inco personnel at Thompson, as well as Sudbury, and are used as a

basis for incentive pay alfowances; therefore, they are considered to be relatively accurate.

Nevertheless, portions of the incentive rates did not accurately reflect some of the

activities at the 83 orebody, consequently, they were adjusted as deemed appropriate.

These adjustments were made following consultation with various individuals at Inco who

were qualified to make such judgments (i.e., expert opinions), and basically encompassed

deletions ofactivities not performed at the 83 orebody, as well as, modifications to various

activity times. The adjusted incentive rates were then assumed to represent the average

activity times, and used as a basis in estimating the minimum, maximum and most likely

values for each activity. These values were then input into UniFit II, a probability

distribution calculation software package, to obtain corresponding SLAM II equations.

Appendix D.6 provides the assumptions and data for the equipment uptime and

downtime equations. Historical records, along with expert opinions, were used to

estimate various values which were entered into UniFit II to obtain corresponding SLAM

II equations.

Appendix D.7 lists various assumptions and estimates for chimney capacities based

upon the existing chimney dimensions when the ntodel was built.



Appendix D.2: Drilling and Blasting

Drilling and blasting (which includes relocating the drill, drilling holes, cleaning

holes, measuring holes, loading explosives, and guarding and blasting) is based upon the

following general assumptions:

. A¡ In-The-Hole (ITH) drill is used,

. Drill rods are 3 inches in diameter by 5 feet in length,

. Holes drilled are 4.5 inches in diameter w-ith a depth range from 0 to i00 feet,

' Slash blasting (vertical slices),

. Average penetration rate for drilling is 40 feet per hour,

. Average penetration rate for cleaning holes with the drill is 60 feet per hour, and

. Th¡ee shifts per day with 1 drill operator per shift (rates are also applicable for 2 drill

operators per shift since there is no significant difference for the 4.5 inch holes).

The productive hours per shift for drilling and blasting have been reduced from 8

to 6 hours based upon the non-productive time activities listed in Table D. l.

Table D.l Non-productive time per shift for drilling and blasting

Activity Unit

Lunch
Travel
Supervision
Personal
General Preparation
Service Equipment

Total

time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift

time/shift

30.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
30.00

120.00

r68



Relocating the Drill

Time to relocate the drill (TRD) has been divided into travel time plus preparation

time for travel. That is:

TRD = Travel time * Preparation time (D 1)

Travel time is the time to move the drill lrom blast section of ore to blast section of

ore, as well as, the time to move from mining block to mining block. Preparation time is

the time to get ready for the move, which includes such activities as putting the mast to

the horizontal position, washing down the machine and securing the panel for travel.

Assuming the drill travelling speed (DTS) varies with an average value of 110,

minimum of 50, maximum of 200, and most likely value of i00 feet per minute, then the

accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

DTS = 50 + 150*BETA(2,3,<strearn>) (D 2)

Assuming preparation time (PT) varies with an âverage value of 20, minimum of

10, maximum of 30, and most likely value of 15 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II

equation obtained from UniFit II is:

PT : 10 + 20*BETA(1.333,2,<stream>)

Thus, using equations D.1 through D.3:

TRD (in hours) = (number offeet moved / DTS + PT) / 60

Drilling

(D.3)

(D.4)

Drilling includes set-up operation times as shown in Table D.2, collar and case

hole operation times as sho\{n in Table D.3, tear down operation times as shown in Table

D.4, and drilling holes operation times as shown in Table D.5.
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Table D.2 Set-up operation times for drilling.

Activity Unit Minutes

Move hole to hole
Check print
Line up mast over hole
Selup control panel & hoses

Set-up rod platform
Secure mast
Prepare area for hole
Set mast to required angle

Total

time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole

time/hole

2.88
0.84
6.37
030
0.38
2.18
4.47
9.00

26 42

Table D.3 Collar and case hole operation tirnes for drilling

Activity Unit Minutes

Start compressor
Collar and flush hole
Prepare & install casing
Prepare & install fabric seal

Shovel cuttings around casing
Insert plug in completed hole

Total

time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole

time/hole

1.86

3.98
6.66
6.93
5.80
0.39

25 62

Table D.4 Tear down operation times for drilling.

Activity Unit Minutes

Shut off& bleed compressor
Stingers down, or remove mast anchor

Total

time/ïole
time/hole

time/hole

1.48
0.69

2.17

t70



Table D.5 Drilling holes operation times

Activity Unit Minutes

Penetration rate
Add rods
Pull rods

time/foot
time/foot
time/foot

1.50

0.40
030

In general, the time for drilling for a blast section ofore (TD) is:

TD : Number of holes (setup time per hole + collar and

case hole time per hole * tear down time per hole) +

Number of feet drilled (penetration rate + time to add rods +

time to pull rods) (D.5)

Substituting values frorn Tables D.2 through D.5 into equation D.5 and summing

like terms:

TD (in minutes) : Number of holes (54.21) +

Number of feet drilled (2.2) (D 6)

Assuming time 54.21 in equation D.6 (hereafter represented by the variable Tl)

varies with an average value of 54.21, minimum of 45, maximum of 80, and most likely

value of50 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is.

TI = 45 + 35*BETA( 1.5 6261,4.37564,<stream>) (D 7)

Assuming time 2.2 in equation D.6 (hereafter represented by the variable T2)

varies with an average value of 2.2, minimunt of 1.75, maximum of 3, and most likely

value of2 minutes, then the accompanfng SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T2 = 1.75 + 1.25*BETA(1.35,2.4,<stream>)

Thus, using equations D.6 through D.8.

TD (in hours) = (Number of holes x T1 +

Number of feet drilled *T2) / 60

(D.8)
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Cleaning Blast Holes

Cleaning blast holes operation times using the drill are listed in Table D.6, and

cleaning blast holes operation times by hand are listed in Table D.7.

Table D.6 Cleaning blast holes operation times using the drill.

Activity Unit Minutes

Set-up operations
Tear down operations
Add rods
Pull rods
Lower rods & clean hole (60 feet/hour)

time/hole
time/hole
time/foot
tinle/foot
time/foot

26.42
8.88
0.40
0.30
i.00

Table D.7 Cleaning blast holes operation times by hand.

Activity Unit Minutes

General preparation
Prepare gear
Clean hole by hand
Store gear

Total

time/hole
time/hole
time/hole
time/hole

time/hole

0.07
0.14
3.5 8

o.21

4.00

In general, the time to clean blast holes for a blast section olore (TCBH) is

TCBH : time to clean holes using drill +

time to clean holes by hand (D.r0)

Using equation D.l0 and Tables D.6 and D.7, and assuming 12.5 % of the holes

are cleaned using the drill and 12.5 %o of the holes are cleaned by hand, then the tinle to

clean blast holes when additional holes are drilled for a blast section ofore (TCBHA) is:
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TCBHA (in minutes) : 0 125 (number of holes per blast*35.3 +

number offeet drilled per blastx 1.7) +

0.125 (number ofholes per blast*4.O) (D i l)

Assuming time 35.3 in equation D.l I (hereafter represented by the variable T3)

varies with an average value of 35.3, minimum of 30, maximum of 45, and most likety

value of33 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained Íìom UniFit II is:

T3 : 30 + 15*BETA(l.38261,2.53043,<stream>) (D.12)

Assuming time 1.7 in equation D.l I (hereafter represented by the variable T4)

varies with an average value of 1.7, minimum of 1.5, maximum of 2.2, and most likely

value of 1.ó minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T 4 : 1 .5 + 0. 7*BETA( 1.42857,3.57 1  3,<stream>) (D 13)

Assuming time 4.0 in equation D.ll (hereafter represented by the variable T5)

varies with an average value of 4.0, minimum of 3.0, maximum 7 .54, and most likely value

3.5 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T5 : 3 +4.54x'BETA(1.55947,5.52053,<stream>) (D.14)

Thus, using equations D.1 1 through D. 14:

TCBFIA (in hours) = [0.125 (number ofholes per blastxT3 +

number of feet drilled per blast*T4) +

0. 125 (number of holes per blast"Ts)l / 60 (D.1s)

The time to clean blast holes when additional holes are not drilled for a blast

section of ore (TCBHN) is based upon the holes f¡om the previous blast section of ore. In

these cases, assuming 50 % ofthe holes are cleaned using the drill, 50 % of the holes are

cleaned by hand, and only 60%o ofthe total number offeet from the previous blast ofore

is remaining, then the fornrula is:
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TCBHN (in hours) =

[0.5 (number ofholes per previous blastxT3) +

0.3 (number offeet drilled per previous blastxT4) +

0.5 (number ofholes per previous blast*T5)l / 60

Measuring Blast Holes

Measuring blast hole operation times are listed in Table D.8.

Table D.8 Measuring blast hole operation times.

(D. r 6)

Activity Unit Minutes

General preparation
Gather materials
Store materials
Prepare measuring line
Set line and record reading
Lower and pull out measuring line

time/blast 2.17
time/blast I . 19

time/blast 0.62
time/hole 1.03
time/hole 0.58
time/hole 1.00

In general, the time to measure blast holes for a blast section of ore (TMBH) is:

TMBH : time for operations per blast * numbe¡ of holes per

blast (time for operations per hole) (D.17)

Summing like terms in Table D.8 and substituting them into equation D.17:

TMBH (in minutes) = 3.9t +(number of holes per blast)*2.61 (D.18)

Assuming time 3.98 in equation D.18 (hereafter represented by the variable T6)

varies with an average value of 3.98, minimum of 3.5, maximum of 4.5, and most likely

value of 3.8 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained fiom UniFit II is:

T6 = 3.5 + BETA(I.06667,1.i5556,<stream>)

t74
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Assuming time 2.61 in equation D.18 (hereafter represented by the variable T7)

varies with an average value of 2.61, minimum of 2.4, maximum of 3.2, and most likely

value of2.5 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T7 = 2.4 + 0.8*BETA(1.43182,4,02273,<sÍeam>) (D.20)

Thus, using equations D.18 through D.20, the time to measure blast holes when

additional holes are drilled for a blast section of ore (TMBHA) is:

TMBHA (in hours) = (T6 + number of holes per blast

*T7) / 60 (D 21)

When additional holes are not drilled for a blast section of ore (TMBHIÐ, then the

holes f¡om the previous blast section ofore are used and the formula is:

TMBHN (in hours) = (T6 + number of holes per previous blast

*T7)/60 (D.22')

Loading Explosives

Loading explosives operation times are listed in Table

explosives are transported to the workplace by a worker not

model and 15 feet of stemming is used for each hole loaded.

Table D.9 Loading explosives operation times.

D.9. It is assumed that

included in the simulation

Activity Unit Minutes

General preparation
Scale workplace
Gather & set-up miscellaneous material
Nip hole plug
Prepare plug for installation
Lower plug into blast hole
Measure plug depth and set plug
Prepare bags ofballast
Cover plug with ballast
Prepare explosive charges

time/blast
time/blast
time/blast
time/plug
time/plug

time/foot of hole
time/plug
time/plug
timeþlug

timeþrimer

30.00
15.00
10.00

1.20
1.50
0.04
2.00
2.00
2.00
0. 13
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Table D.9 (Continued.)

Activity Unit Minutes

Prepare primer & lower into hole
Unload stemming material
Stem holes
Wire up blast
Clean up after loading
Tie off detonator cord
Inspect holes
Cycle maintenance
Measure depth ofexplosive charge
Fill blast hole with explosive

time/primer
time/foot of hole loaded
time/foot of hole loaded

time/hole
time/blast
time/hole
time/hole
time/blast
time/hole

time/foot of hole

0.82
0. 10

0.25
2.00

30.00
0.74
1.00

15.00
0.1s
006

Summing similar unit times in Table D.9:

Total for "time/blast" = i00.0

Total fo¡ "time/hole" : 3.89

Total for "time/foot ofhole loaded" = 0.35

Total for "time/Plug" = 3.7

Total for "time/primer" = 0.95

Total for "time/foot ofhole" = 0.1

Based on the above rates, and assuming 41 feet loaded per plug and 8.2

feet loaded per primer, then the time to load explosives for a blast section of ore when

additional holes are drilled (TLEA) is:

TLEA (in minutes) = 100.0 * number of holes per blast (3.89) +

number offeet loaded per blast (0.35) + number offeet

loaded per blast (l/41 feet loaded per plug) (8.7) +

number offeet loaded per blast (l/8.2 feet loaded

per primer)(O.95)+ number of feet per blast (0.1) (D.23)

Grouping like terms in equations D.23:
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TLEA (in minutes) : I00 + numberofholes perblast (3.89) +

number offeet loaded per blast (0.68) +

number offeet per blast (0.1) (D.24)

Assuming time 100 in equation D.24 (hereafter represented by the variable Tg)

varies with an average value of 100, minimum of 63, maximum of 237, and most likely

value of75 minutes, then the accompanying sLAM II equation obtained f¡om uniFit II is:

T8 = 63 + 174*BETA(1.27586,4.72414,<stream>) (D.2s)

Assuming time 3.89 in equation D.24 (hereafter represented by the variable T9)

varies with an average value of 3.89, minimum of 2.8, maximum of 6, and most likely

value of3.2 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from uniFit II is:

T 9 : 2.8 + 3. 2 *BETA( I . I 847 8,2.293 48,<str eam>) (D.26)

Assurning time 0.68 in equation D.24 (hereafter represented by the variable Tr0)

varies with an average value of 0.68, minimum of 0.5, maximum of 1.25, and most likely

value of 0.55 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from uniFit II
is:

T10 = 0 5 + 0.75*BETA(1.2,3.8,<srream>) (D.27)

Assuming time 0.1 in equation D.24 (hereafter represented by the variable T11)

varies with an average value of 0. 1, minimum of 0.08, maximum of 0. i 5, and most likely

value of0.095 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from uniFit II
is:

Tl I = 0.08 + 0.07*BETA(2 .2857 1,5.7 1429,<stream>)

Thus, using equations D.24 through D.28:

TLEA (in hours) = (T8 +

(D.28)

number ofholes per blast * T9 +

number offeet loaded per blast x Tl0 +

number offeet per blast * Tl1) / 60
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When additional holes are not drilled for a blast of ore, then the holes from the

previous blast section of ore are used. Assuming only 60 %ó of the total number of feet

from the previous blast section of ore is remaining, then the time to load explosives \ryhen

additional holes are not drilled (TLEN) is:

TLEN (in hours) : (T8 +

number ofholes per previous blast * T9 +

number offeet loaded per blast * T10 +

0.6+number offeet per previous blast * T11) / 60

Guarding and Blasting

Guarding and blasting operation times are listed in Table D.10.

Table D. l0 Guarding and blasting operation tines.

(D.30)

Activity Unit Minutes

Call blast
Light up blast
Guard blast
Clean up after blast

Total

time/blast
time/blast
time/blast
time/blast

time/blast

0.78
1.42

67.80
10.00

80.00

Assuming time 80 in Table D.l0 (hereafter represented by the variable Ti2) varies

with an average value of 80, minimum of 60, maximum of 132.2, and most likely value of

70 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained Íìom UniFit II is:

T12 : 60 + 72.2*BBTÀ(1.44598,3.77402,<stream>) (D.31)

Thus, using equation D.3 1, the time to guard and blast (TGB) is:

TGB (in hours) = 112769
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Appendix D.3: Mucking and Hauling

Mucking and hauling rates are based upon the following general assumptions:

. The amount of ore per bucket for the 6 cubic yard LHD follows a triangular

distribution with a minimum of 6, mode of 7 and maximum value of 8 tons,

. The amount of ore per bucket for the 9 cubic yard LHD follows a triangular

distribution with a minimum of 12.5, mode of 14 and maximum value of i5.5 tons,

. Broken ore is 14.5 cubic feet per ton,

. When 25 percent ofa blast section ofore is mucked the blastroom resource is freed,

. Fifty percent is mucked remotely and 50 percent is mucked manually, and

o Two shifts per day are available for mucking and hauling.

The productive hours per shift for mucking and hauling have been reduced from 8

to 6 hours based upon the non-productive time activities listed in Table D.11.

Table D. 1 1 Non-productive time per shift for mucking and hauling.

Activity Unit Minutes

Lunch
Supervision
Personal
General inspection & preparation
Service LHD
Set up remote control unit
Vent fan on
Vent fan off
Park and stop LHD
Travel, clean & maintain haulage way, etc

Total

time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift

time/shift

30.00
r 0.00
10.00
15.00
30.00

3.97
1.45

1.34

1.62

t6.62
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Blast Delay and Check Vents

Blast delay and check vents times applicable to both the 6 and 9 cubic yard LHDs

are given in Table D. 12.

Table D. 12 Blast delay and check vents times.

Activity Minutes

Blast Delay
Ventilation Check

Total

time/blast
time/blast

time/blast

32.55
22.45

55.00

Assuming time 55 in Table D.12 (hereafter represented by the variable T13) varies

with an average value of 55, minimum of 45, maximum of 82.45, and most likely value of

50 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T13 = 45 + 37 45*BETA(1.46595,4.02405,<stream>) (D.33)

Thus, using equation D.33, the time for each blast delay and check vents for the

LHDs (TBDCV) is.

TBDCV (in hours) = T13 /60 (D.34)

6 Cubic Yard LHD

Mucking and hauling operation times for manual loading/dumping for the 6 cubic

yard LHD are given in Table D. 13, and for the renÌote loading/dumping in Table D. t 4.
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Table D.13 Manual loading/dumping operation times for 6 cubic yard

Activity Unit Minutes

Initial load bucket
Dump bucket

Total

time/bucket
time/bucket

time/bucket

1.00

0.23

1.23

Table D. l4 Remote loading/dumping operation times for 6 cubic yard.

Activity Unit Minutes

Initial load bucket
Dump bucket
Switch to remote control
Switch from remote control
LHD remote travel in drawpoint

Total

time/bucket
time,Õucket
time/bucket
time/bucket
time/bucket

iime/bucket

r.24
0.23
0.28
V.J¿

0.24

231

ln general, the time to muck and haul a bucket (TMHB) is:

TMHB : LoadlDump time + Travel time (D.35)

Assuming the travel speed (full and empty) for the 6 cubic yard (T56) varies with

an average value of 371, minimum of 345, maximum of 440, and most likely value of 355

feet per minute, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T56 = 345 + 95ËBETA(1.28289,3.40461,<stream>) (D 36)

Assuming time 1.23 in Table D. 13 (hereafter represented by the variable T14)

varies with an average value of 1.23, mininlum of 0.75, maximum of 2, and most likely

value of I minute, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T14 : 0.75 + 1.25*BETA(1 .25217,2.0087,<stream>)
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Thus, using equations D.35 through D.37, the time per bucket for the 6 cubic yard

for manual loading (TPB6M) is:

TPB6M (in hours) = [Tl4 +

travelling distance in feet / T56 I / 60 (D.38)

Assuming time 2.31 in Table D.14 (hereafter represented by the variable T15)

varies with an average value of 2.31, minimum of 1.5, maximum of 4, and most likely

value of 1.9 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T1 5 = 1. 5 + 2. 5 *BETA( 1. 3 43 41,2.80293,<stream>) (D.3e)

Thus, using equations D.35, D.36 and D39, the time per bucket for the 6 cubic

yard for remote control loading (TPB6R) is:

TPB6R (in hours) : [T15 +

travelling distance in feet / T56l / 60 cD,40)

9 Cubic Yard LHD

Mucking and hauling operation times for manual loading/dumping for the 9 cubic

yard LHD are given in Table D. 15, and for the remote loading/dumping in Table D. 16.

Table D. 15 Manual loading/dumping operation times for 9 cubic yard.

Activity Unit Minutes

Initial load bucket
Dump bucket

Total

time/bucket
time/bucket

time/bucket

1.49
0.21

1.70
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Table D. l6 Remote loading/dumping operation times for 9 cubic yard.

Activitv Unit Minutes

Initial load bucket
Dump bucket
Switch to remote control
Switch from remote control
LHD remote travel in drawpoinl

Total

time/bucket
time/bucket
time/bucket
time/bucket
time/bucket

time/bucket

1.75

0.21

0.28
0.32
0.24

2.80

Assuming the travel speed (full and empty) for the 9 cubic yard (TS9) varies with

an average value of 379.5, minimum of 345, maximum of 475, and most likely value of

362.5 feet per minute, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from Unilit II

is:

TS9 = 345 + l30xBETA(i.48303,4.1052,<stream>) (D.41)

Assuming time 1.7 in Table D.15 (hereafÌer represented by the variabfe T16) varies

with an average value of 1.7, minimum of 1.2, maximum of 2.5, and most likely value of

1.3 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T16 = 1.2 + 1.3 *BETA(i.05769,1.6923l,<stream>) (D.42)

Thus, using equations D.35, D.41 and D.42 the time per bucket for the 9 cubic

yard for manual loading (TPB9M) is:

TPB9M (in hours) = [T16 +

travelling distance in feet / TS9j / 60 (D.43)

Assuming time 2.8 in Table D.16 (hereafter represented by the variable T l7) varies

with an average value of 2.8, minimum of 2, maximum of 5, and most likely value of 2.2

minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T 17 = 2 + 3 *BETA(I. 15 556,3.17778,<stream>)
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Thus, using equations D.35, D.41 and D.44 the time per bucket for the 9 cubic

yard for remote control loading (TPB9R) is:

TPB9R (in hours) : [T17 +

travelling distance in feet / TS9l / 60 (D.45)



Appendix D.4: Train Tramming

Tramming rates are based upon the following general assumptions:

. There are 4 chimneys (3 are used as orepasses and i is used as a rockpass),

. There are 6 cars in the ore train, and the amount of ore per car follows a triangular

distribution with a minimum of 13.8, mode of 14.8 and maximum of 15.8 tons,

. There are 10 cars in the rock train, and the amount of rock per car follows a triangular

distribution with a minimum of 4, mode of 4.5 and maximum of 5 tons, and

. There are 3 shifts per day for tramming, of which 2 are used for tramming ore and I is

used for tramming rock; however, if there is no rock to tram on the third shift, then

ore is trammed if available.

The productive hours per shift for tramming have been reduced from 8 to 6 hours

based upon the non-productive time activities listed in Table D. 17.

Table D.17 Non-productive time per shift for tramming,

Activity Unit Minutes

Lunch
General preparation
Inspect & service train
Park train, end of shift
Traffic interference
Load/dump delays
Electrical delays
Supervision
Personal
Travel, etc.

Total

time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift
time/shift

time/shift

30.00
4.03

10. 15

2.70
6.06

12 37
9.50

10.00
10.00
25.19

120.00
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Ore Tramming Rates

Ore tramming operation times on a per trip basis are listed in Table D. l8 and on a

per car basis in Table D.19. The return tramming times (based on 330 feet per minute) for

the chimneys are listed in Table D.20.

Table D. I 8 Per trip operation times.

Activity Unit Minutes

Remote onto motor
Offmotor, onto gangway
Remote control on at orepass
Pan down
Pan up
Remote offpanel, off gangway
Walk to motor
Remote control to panel at dump, open gate
Train into dump
Reverse out ofdump
Remote offpanel, close gate
Walk to motor

Tofal

trip
trip
trip
trip
trip
t.ip
trip
trip
trip
trip
trip
trip

trip

0.36
0.66
0.44
0.09
0.t4
0.26
0.52
0.74
0.34
1.63

0.43
0.66

6.27

Table D. 19 Per car operation times for ore tramming

Activity IJnit Minutes

Spot car under chute
Load car
Bar chute, large chunks
Bolts, etc. in muck
Trim load
Clean spill
Spot car at dump
Dump car

Total

car
caf
cat
car
car
car
car
car

0.22
0.65
0.97
0.21

0.1 I
0.31

0.17
0. l6

2.80
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Table D.20 Return tramming times.

Chimney Unit Minutes

#1
1î¿

#3

#4

trip
t rip
trip
trip

13 58

14.06
r 8.97
19.58

ln general, the tramming time per trip (TTPT) is.

TTPT = tirne for per trip operations + return tramming time +

number ofcars (time for per car operations) (D.46)

Assuming time 2.8 in Table D.19 (hereafter represented by the variable T1g) varies

with an average value of 2.8, minimum of 2.3, maximum of 4, and most likely value of 2.5

minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T 18 = 2.3 + 1.7 *BET A(1.2745 1,3. 05882,<stream>) (D.47)

Summing appropriate values from Tables D.18 and D.20 results in a per trip time

of 19.85 minutes for chimney #1. Assuming time 19.85 (hereafter represented by the

variable T19) varies with an average value of 19.85, minimum of 17, maximum of 28, and

most likely value of 18.75 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained

from UniFit II is:

T19 : 17 + 11*BETA(1.76653,5.05165,<stream>) (D.4S)

Thus, using equations D.46 th_rough 48, the tramming time for ore from chimney

#l (TOCI) is:

TOCi (in hours) : (Tl9 + ¡um6s¡ ofcars x T18) / 60 (D.4e)

Summing appropriate values Íìom Tables D.18 and D.20 results in a per trip time

of 20.33 minutes for chimney #2. Assuming time 20.33 (hereafter represented by the

variable T20) varies with an average value of 20.33, minimum of 17.5, maximum of 28,
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and most likely value of 19.25 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation

obtained from UniFit II is:

T20 = 17 5 + I lËBETA(1.78662,5.i5783,<stream>)

Thus, using equations D 46, D47 and D.50, the tramming time

chimney #2 (TOC2) is:

TOC2 (in hours) = (T20 + ¡¡¡¡þs¡ ofcars x Ti8) / 60

Summing appropriate values from Tables D.18 and D.20 results in a per trip time

of 25.24 minutes for chimney #3. Assuming time 25.24 (hereafter represented by the

variable T21) varies with an average value of 25.24, minimum of 22, maximum of 33.5,

and most likely value of 24.25 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation

obtained from UniFit II is:

T21 = 22 + 11.5*BETA(1 .99209,5.07861,<stream>)

Thus, using equations D.46, D47 and D.52, the tramming time

chimney #3 (TOC3) is:

TOC3 (in hours) : (T21 + number ofcars * T18) i 60

Summing appropriate values from Tables D.i8 and D.20 results in a per trip time

of 25.85 minutes for chimney #4. Assuming time 25.85 (hereafter represented by the

variable T22) varies with an average value of 25.85, minimum of 23.5, maximum of 33.8,

and most likely value of 24.75 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation

obtained from UniFit II is:

T22 = 23.5 + 10.3*BETA(I .61783,5.47308,<stream>) (D.54)

Thus, using equations D.46, D47 and D.54, the tramming time for ore from

chimney #4 (TOC4) is:

TOC4 (in hours) = (T22 + number ofcars " T18) / 60

(D.50)

lor ore from

(D.s1)

(D.s2)

for ore from

(D.s3)
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Rock Tramming Rates

Rock tramming operation times on a per trip basis are given in Table D.18 (the

same as the ore tramming rates), and on a per car basis in Table D.21. The return

tramming times for the chimneys are listed in Table D.20 (the same as the ore tramnúng

rates).

Table D.21 Per car operation times for rock tramming.

Activity Unit Minutes

Spot car under chute
Load car
Bar chute, large chunks
Bolts, etc. in muck
Trim car
Clean spill
Spot car at dump
Dump car

Total

car
car
car
car
car
caf
car
car

caf

r\ ))
038
0.12
021
0.02
0.51

0.27
0.r8

1.9r

Assuming time 1.91 in Table D.2l (hereafter represented by the variable T23)

varies witlì an average value of 1.91, minimum of 1.4, maximum of 3.5, and most likely

value of 1.7 minutes, then the accompanfng SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T23 : 1.4 +2. 1 
*BETA( l. 73469,5.408 1 6,<stream>) (D s6)

Thus, using equations D.46, D.48 and D.56, the tramming time for rock from

chimney #i (TRCI) is:

TRCI (in hours) = (T19 + number of cars * T23) / 60 (D s7)

Thus, using equations D.46, D.50 and D.56, the tramming time for rock from

chimney #2 (TRC2) is:

TRC2 (in hours) = (T20 + number ofcars * T23) /60
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Thus, using equations D.46, D.52 and D.56, the tramming time for rock from

chimney #3 (TRC3) is:

TRC3 (in hours) = (T21 + number of cars * T23) / 60 (D 59)

Thus, using equations D.46, D.54 and D.56, the tramming time for rock from

chimney fH (TRC4) is:

TRC4 (in hours) = (T22 + number ofcars * T23) / 60 (D.60)



AppendixD.4: Backfilling

Backfilling is based upon the following general assumptions:

. The tons ofrockfill required to fill a cavity ofa mined block is equal to 60 percent of

the tons ofore removed,

. Rockfill is loaded onto the dump truck from a chute,

. The amount of rockfill per truckload follows a triangular distribution with a minimum

of 1l.5, mode of 12.5 and maximum of 13.5 tons,

. The mining block which is finished mucking and hauling first is backfilled first,

. Only I mining block is backfilled at a time, and

. There are 2 shifts per day for backfilling.

The productive hours per shift for backfilling have been reduced from 8 to 6 hours

based upon the non-productive time activities listed in TableD.22.

Table D.22 Non-productive time per shift for backfilling.

Activity Unit Minutes

Lunch
Travel
Supervision
Personal
General Preparation
Minor mechanical repairs
Service truck

Total

time/shift 30.00
time/shift 30.00
time/shift 5.00
time/shift 10.00
time/shift 10.00
time/shift 10.00
time/shift 25.00

time/shift 120.00



Blast Delay and Check Vents

Blast delay and check vents times for backfilling are given in Table D.23

Table D.23 Blast delay and check vents times.

Activity Minutes

BIast Delay
Ventilation Check

Total

timeôlast
time/blast

time/blast

32.55
22.45

55.00

Assuming time 55 in Table D.23 (hereafter represented by the variable T24) varies

with an average value of 55, minimum of 45, maximum of 82.45, and most likely value of

50 minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

T24 = 45 + 37.45*BETA( 1 46595,4.02405,<stream>) (D.6r)

Thus, using equation D.61, the time for each blast delay and check vents for the

truck (TBDCVT) is:

TBDCVT (in hours) : T24/60

Backfilling Rates

Loading and dumping truck operation times are listed in Table D.24

TableD.24 Loading and dumping truck operation times.

(D.62)

Activity Unit Minutes

Spot truck under chute
Onto gangway & uncover
Gate pin out
Load 26 ton truck
Bar chute
Blast chute
Loading delays

time/load
time/load
timeload
time/load
time/load
time/load
time/load

0.80
1.01

009
1.23

2.08
0.s4
0.48



TableD.24 (Continued.)

Activity Unil Minutes

Start & move truck ahead

Gate pin in
Cover gangway
Dump
Turn around & backup, etc

Total

time/load
time/load
time/load
time/load
time/load

time/load

118
0.08
0.5 r

040
160

10.00

In general, the backfilling time per truckload (BTPT) is:

BTPT : load and dump time + travel time (D 63)

Assuming time 10 in Table D.24 (hereafter represented by the variable T25) varies

with an average value of 10, ninimum of 9, maximum of 14.8, and most likely value of 9.8

minutes, then the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained f¡om UniFit II is:

T25 = 9 +5.8*BETA(3.62069,17.3793,<stream>) (D 64)

Assuming the travel speed for the truck (TST) varies with an average value of380,

minimum of 350, maximum of 462.5, and most likely value of 372.5 feet per minute, then

the accompanying SLAM II equation obtained from UniFit II is:

TST = 350 + 112 5*BETA(2.4,6.6,<stream>)

Using equations D.63 through D.65:

(D.65)

BTPT (in hours) : (T25 + travel distance in feet / TST) / 60 (D.66)
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Appendix D.6: Equipment Uptime and Dorvntime

Appendix D.6 provides the assumptions and data for the equipment uptime and

downtime equations. Historical records, along with expert opinions, were used to

estimate various values which were entered into UniFit II to obtain corresponding SLAM

II equations.

For the drills (CD 360), assuming a machine efiìciency of 0.69, minimum possible

downtime of t hour, average downtime of 6.75 hours, and minimum possible uptime (busy

time) of2 hours, the accompanying SLAM II equations obtained from Unil'it II are:

Uptirne = 2 + 6Alø4 ( 18.606, 0.7, <stream>)

Downtime : i + GAMA (4.10714,1.4, <stream>)

For the 6 cubic yard LHD (EJC 210), assuming a machine effrciency of 0.74,

minimum possible downtime of 2 hours, average downtime of 9.82 hours, and minimum

possible uptime (busy time) of 2 hours, the accompanying SLAM II equations obtained

Íìom UniFit II are:

For the 9 cubic yard LHD (JCI 900M), assuming a machine efficiency of 0.58,

minimum possible downtime of I hour, average downtime of 8.82 hours, and minimum

possible uptime (busy time) of I hour, the accompanying SLAM II equations obtained

from UniFit II are.

Uptime : 2 + GAMA (37.0703, 0.7, <stream>)

Downtime = 2 + GAMA (5.58571, 1.4, <stream>)

Uptime = I + GAMA (15.9714, 0.7, <stream>)

Downtime = 1 + GAMA (5 585'11,1.4, <stream>)

(D.67)

(D.68)

(D.6e)

(D 70)

(D.71)

(D.72)

For the tnrck (iCI 2604C), assuming a machine efficiency of 0.84, minimum

possible downtime of t hour, average downtime of 6.55 hours, and minimum possible



uptime (busy time) of I hour, the accompanying SLAM II equations obtained from UniFit

II are:

For the train, assuming a machine efüciency of 0.95, minimum possible downtime

of 2 hours, average downtime of 6.5 hours, and minimum possible uptime (busy time) of 4

hours, the accompanying SLAM II equations obtained from UniFit II are:

Uptime = I + GAMA (47.6964,0.7, <stream>)

Downtime = 1 + GAMA (3 .96429,1.4, <stream>)

Uptime = 4 + GAMA (170 .714,0.7, <stream))

Downtime : 2 + GAMA (3.21429, 1.4, <stream>)

(D.73)

(D.74)

(D.75)

(D 76)



Appendix D.7: Chimney Capacities

Appendix D.7 lists various assumptions and estimates for chimney capacities based

upon the existing chimney dimensions when the model was built.

The chirnneys and dump location I.D. numbers are given in Figure D.6.1. The

capacities of chimney #1 (I.D. #10 and #1 l), chimney #2 (1.D. #15 and #16), chimney #3

(I.D. #20) and chimney #4 (1.D. #25 and #26) have been set to 213 tons (see file INTLC

in Appendix A 6 2). This is based upon the estimated dimensions of50 feet high, 8 feet by

8 feet across, and assuming 15 cubic feet per ton.

The capacities of chimney #2 (I.D. #17, #18 and #19) and chimney #4 (I.D. #27,

#28 and #29) have been set to 426 tons. This is based upon the estimated dimensions of

i00 feet high, 8 feet by 8 feet across, and assuming 15 cubic feet per ton.

The capacities ofchimney #1 (LD. #12, #13 and #14) and chirnney #3 (ID #21,

#22, #23, and #24) have been set to 0 since they did not exist at the time the model was

created.
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APPENDIX E: RECOMMENDED PROGRAM REFINEMENTS

During the final proofreading of this thesis, several program refinements were

identified. These refinements have not been incorporated into the model; however, they

are recorded here for future reference. The recommended program refinements are as

follows:

1. The activity time calculated in USERF(7), or a portion thereof, should be included as

part of the blasting operation time (i.e., BOT), which is used to calculate the blasting

labour cost in the OTPUT subroutine. To include the entire activity time, USERF(7)

should be changed as follows:

CREW = (60. + 7 2.2*BET A(1 . 4 4s98,3 .7 7 402,1)) / 60.
BOT=BOT+4.*CREW/3.
USERF: CREW

2. XX(1), the variable for the total tons of ore trammed, should be reinitialized in

USERF(10), USERF(11), USERF(12) and USERF(13) immediately following

S_MUCK = TNOW. The reason for this change is the development ore trammed

during the first few days at the start of the simulation run are included in the

calculation of the average daily tons of ore trammed for the run; however, the

associated time is not included (see the STATS subroutine, i.e., DTOT(NNRLJN) =

)o((7y(I-NOW- S_MUCK)/24. ).

3. The warm-up and cool-down stages for the drilVcrew resources should be handled

individually since one drilVcrew may have a different starting and/or ending time than

the other. For example, for a particular simulation run, DrilVCrew 1 may be used from
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day 5 to day 50, whereas DrilVCrew 2 may be used from day 5 to day 60. Presently,

the model would allocate the time from day 50 to day 60 for DrilVCrew I into stand

by time, which in turn affects various Drill./Crew I availability ratios. In the real

world, it is more likely that DrilVCrew I would be relocated to another mining block

rather than on stand by until DrilVCrew 2 completed its mining blocks.

The current program includes allowances for the non-productive time of2 hours per 8

hour repair shift within the random generation of the incremental RT value. However,

note when the RT activity is preempted by the shifts segment, it retums with the

remaining time for the RT activity. Although this does not affect the RT value used in

the calculation of various availability ratios, it does, however, increase the overall

simulated time and ultimately the PST and SBT values (which iri turn affect the

availability ratios). This oversight is illustrated in Example I (note the model is

currently set-up in this manner), with the recommended approach given in Example 2.

Example l: Assume the random generation ofthe incremental RT value is 8 hours,

which includes allowances for the non-productive time of 2 hours per 8 hour repair

shift. Since the RT activity time within the model is equated to this value, the program

performs similar to that shown in Figure F. I . Thus, the shift change preemption of the

RT activity results in a total simulated time of l0 rather than 8 hours. This affects

both PST and SBT as follows:

PST = TNOW - START = 10 hrs. (It should be 8 hrs.)

SBT = PST - DPT - IPT - RT = 10 - 0 - 0 - 8 = 2 hrs. (It should be 0 hrs.)
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RT Activity l------ 6 hrs:-l lZ hr¡l

Shift Change l7-ñ'.sl

Figure F. I : Non-productive time included in the incremental RT value.

Example 2: Assume the random generation ofthe incremental RT value is 6 hours,

which does not include the allowances for non-productive time of2 hours per 8 hour

repair shift. Since the RT activity time within the model is equated to this value, the

program would perform similar to that shown in Figure F.2. Thus, the shift change

preemption of the RT activify results in a total simulated time of 8 hours, with RT,

PST and SBT calculated as shown below:

RT: cumulative RT + incremental RT + incremental RT/3.

:0+6+6/3=8hrs.

PST=TNOW-START:8hrs.

SBT :PST - DPT - IPT - RT = 8 - 0 - 0 - 8 = 0 hrs.

RT Activity l----õ'nrs.----l
Shift Change lz-ñ¡s.l

START TNOW
Simulated Time

Figure F.2: Non-productive time not included in the incremental RT value.
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Consequently, as demonstrated using Examples 1 and 2 above, the program should

be modified so that RT is handled the same way as DpT and IpT. That is, the random

generation of the incremental RT value should not include allowances for the non-

productive time of 2 hours per 8 hour repair shift. In addition to changing the

necessary equations, the RT value used to calculate the availability ratios should be

determined as follows:

cumulative RT + incremental RT + incremental RT/3.,

which can be written as,

cumulative RT + 4.*incremental RT/3.
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